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1 OVERVIEW
This Fiscal Year 2016 (FY2016) Annual Progress Report (APR) summarizes National Radio Astronomy
Observatory (NRAO) progress against the FY2016 NRAO Program Operating Plan (POP). NRAO
delivered major new capabilities in FY2016 for the science community. Operating synergistically with
optical, infrared, and X-ray telescopes on the ground and in space, NRAO telescopes enabled astrophysical
discovery by the community over a broad range of key problems in modern astrophysics and with a focus
on the highest priority science themes of the New Worlds, New Horizons in Astronomy and Astrophysics
(NWNH) Decadal Survey report.
Section 1.1 provides a representative sample of the FY2016 science highlights derived by scientists from
North America and around the world using the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA),
the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA), the Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA), and the Robert C. Byrd
Green Bank Telescope (GBT).
Sections 2-4 describe the FY2016 activities associated with operations, maintenance, and renewal at each
of the four world-class NRAO telescopes: ALMA, VLA, VLBA, and GBT. Section 5 describes the wideranging FY2016 technical progress, production activities, and engineering accomplishments of the Central
Development Laboratory (CDL) in Charlottesville, Virginia. Section 6 details the Science Support &
Research (SSR) activities that maximized the scientific impact of NRAO telescopes, provided ready access
to all NRAO telescopes and services, expanded access to new users, improved user services, and directly
supported the Observatory’s user community. Section 7 chronicles the FY2016 activities and
accomplishments of the Data Management & Software (DMS) Department, including the milestones and
key tasks supporting Scientific Information Services, System Software, and Software Development.
Section 8 reports on the FY2016 activities and accomplishments of the Program Management Department
(PMD) at NRAO Headquarters and across the Observatory. Section 9 describes the FY2016 progress of
the New Initiatives Office (NIO) in facilitating strategic partnerships and collaborations with academic,
government, and non-profit organization, including the expansion of partnerships that support the
scientific operations and unique technical capabilities of the VLBA and GBT.
Section 10 conveys the achievements of the FY2016 programs and describes the impacts of the Education
and Public Outreach (EPO) Department, including its broad and increasingly effective portfolio of Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) education programs and another record-setting year
for media releases. Section 11 reports the FY2016 activities and achievements of the Computing and
Information Services (CIS) Division in overseeing and maintaining the Observatory’s operational
information technology and computing support for all NRAO sites.
Section 12 describes the FY2016 activities and accomplishments of the Office of Diversity & Inclusion
(ODI), a key element of the NRAO Director’s Office. NRAO strongly believes that a diverse staff is critical
to achieving our mission and is committed to a diverse and inclusive work place culture that accepts and
appreciates all individuals. Section 13 reviews the FY2016 activities of the Human Resources (HR)
Department, including its achievements in improving compensation, performance management, policy
development and administration, training, and development.
Section 14 describes the key FY2016 activities and performance of the Communications Office in science
community communication and outreach, and improving internal Associated Universities, Incorporated
(AUI) / NRAO communication. Section 15 details the FY2016 activities and accomplishments of the
Administration Department, including the milestones and progress of the Department’s Divisions:
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Business Services, Contracts and Procurement, Environmental, Safety & Security, Management Information
Systems, and Technology Transfer Office. Section 16 reports on the FY2016 achievements and activities
of the Spectrum Management Office in representing the astronomy community’s vital interests in radio
frequency allocation at the national and international level. Finally, Section 17 describes the FY2016
activities and accomplishments of the NRAO Director’s Office.
Five appendices provide additional information that supports Sections 2 through 16. Appendix A presents
the Major Milestones Completion Matrix. Appendix B is the Financial Plan Completion Matrix. NRAO
performance against key annual metrics in FY2016 is illustrated in Appendix C. The Observatory
organization chart is provided in Appendix D. All acronyms that appear in this APR are defined in
Appendix E.

1.1

Science Highlights

During the reporting period, the ALMA entered standard operations using all bands, with most of the
antennas and baselines out to 15km. ALMA also initiated the development program. The VLA is now in
routine science operations with the full capabilities of the upgrade, and the NRAO and the community
have started planning for the next generation radio survey: the VLA Sky Survey (VLASS). The GBT has
implemented dramatic new wide field imaging capabilities with the K-band camera, and development of
line and continuum cameras at 90GHz. The VLBA, with the High Sensitivity Array (HSA), has reached new
heights in astrometric precision and imaging sensitivity. Overall, the NRAO facilities have clearly realized
the scientific promise laid-out in the FY2015-16 POP, opening new windows into astrophysics and
cosmology.
Operating synergistically with each other, and with optical, infrared, and X-ray telescopes, the NRAO
facilities have enabled discovery over a remarkably broad range of key problems in modern astrophysics.
Using the Observatory facilities, the community carried out precision cosmological measurements, tested
fundamental physics, and studied astrophysics and chemistry from our Galaxy to the first galaxies in the
Universe. These programs probed deep into the earliest, most intense, and optically obscured phases of
planet, star, galaxy, and black hole formation; revealed the cool dense gas from which stars form; and
provided essential tools for studying magnetic fields and high energy cosmic phenomena. Line and
continuum ultra-deep field surveys have become routine, exploring the evolution of galaxies at
unprecedented distances and resolution. Time domain and pulsar astronomy are now cornerstones of
the NRAO science program at all the facilities.
ALMA has demonstrated its revolutionary impact in submillimeter astronomy, with dramatic images of
planet, star, and galaxy formation. Particular excitement was caused by the demonstration of the long
baseline capabilities of ALMA. The broadband VLA ushered in a new era in centimeter astronomy, with
groundbreaking results published in areas ranging from Galactic protostellar clouds to images of the
molecular gas in the earliest galaxies. The VLBA represents the world’s pre-eminent facility for
microarcsecond astrometric studies, and sub-milliarcsecond imaging, at frequencies up to 90GHz. The
VLBA has also diversified its portfolio, by eg. demonstrating its unique capabilities for ultra-precision space
craft tracking. Similarly, the GBT continues to be the most versatile single-dish radio telescope in the
world, pioneering measurements of extremely low surface-brightness phenomena from centimeter (cm)
to millimeter (mm) wavelengths, and leading fundamental studies of pulsars, gravity, and cosmology. This
time period saw routine operations with a seven element, 22 GHz receiver for sensitive, wide field imaging,
as well as the first science observations with new multi-pixel systems in the 3mm band.
These facilities have shown their strength as tools for the entire scientific community, with thousands of
users every year. Following are some of the science highlights from the reporting period.
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Solar System
NRAO facilities have provided unique insights into the Solar system, and maintain a healthy demand for
observing time in this field. Understanding our Solar system has taken on new import with the rapidly
growing interest in extrasolar planets and life.
Space weather has become a major issue for Mankind. The low frequency system at the VLA has been
used to probe time variations of structures in the ionosphere, potentially connected to the Solar wind.
Such studies have important implications for tracking the effects of space weather.
There is keen interest in the detection and characterization of near-Earth asteroids. GBT radar imaging,
in conjunction with Goldstone and Arecibo, is revolutionizing our understanding of near-Earth asteroids.
Radar studies of the near Earth asteroid, 1998 WT24 achieved an unprecedented resolution of 25 feet!

Figure 1.1.1: Radar imaging of a near Earth asteroid. A resolution of 25 feet was obtained in 2015
(S. Naidu et al. 2016).
The VLA is used routinely to image magnetic reconnection in the inner Solar corona on sub-second
timescales and spatial scales of hundreds of kilometers. These studies, in combination with UV and X-ray
space observations by Hinode and RHESSI, reveal the power-source heating the Solar-corona, generating
solar flares, and launching coronal mass ejections—all key elements driving space weather.
ALMA and the VLA have provided detailed images of the dynamics of the gaseous constituents of the
atmospheres of the giant planets, probing deep into planetary atmospheres otherwise inaccessible at other
wavelengths. Programs have begun to plumb the sub-surface composition of rocky planets and moons,
out to Pluto and Charon, as well as asteroids, such as Ceres and Vesta. ALMA has been used to study the
organic molecules on comets, thereby providing insight into the composition of the primordial Solar
nebula, as well as volcanism on planetary moons.
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Figure 1.1.2: VLA images on 50msec timescales of a solar flare, plus a schematic diagram of the
process (Chen et al. 2015, Sci. 350, 1238). Also shown are EUV and Xray images with RHESSI.
Over the reporting period, the VLBA demonstrated the capability to perform near real-time space craft
tracking with unprecedented accuracy. Tracking of the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter and Odyssey was
performed within 15 minutes of real-time, and to 0.3mas accuracy.

Solar System: ALMA Images of Io
ALMA has enriched our knowledge of our home planetary system with observations of terrestrial, giant
and minor planets and their satellites, and of comets and Kuiper Belt Objects, as recently reviewed by
A. Moullet at the science conference referenced above. ALMA’s (sub)millimeter spectroscopic sensitivity
is unparalleled, and has provided images of SO2, SO, KCl and NaCl in gas phase at low concentration
levels in Io's atmosphere (Moullet 2015 1) as shown in Figure 1.1.3. Sulfur dioxide is spread throughout the
atmosphere; SO shows evidence for a distinct source, and the alkali chlorides appear to originate in
volcanic plumes. KCl and NaCl are likely to be the main potassium and sodium carriers from the moon
to its environment. Indeed, potassium and sodium are known to be present in Io's neutral clouds and in
its plasma torus, which are believed to be fed from the moon itself. Their lifetime in gaseous form is
predicted to be rather low (a few hours), and a large portion of the emitted gas should quickly condense
on the ground. Sputtering of surface condensates by high-energy particles may re-inject some of the
condensates back in the atmosphere. The efficiency of this process is highly dependent on the local
atmospheric column density. ALMA imaging shows that the immediate sources of gaseous NaCl and KCl
in Io's atmosphere are in small co-located regions, likely volcanic plumes.

Moullet, A., Lellouch, E., Gurwell, M., et al.\ Distribution of alkali gases in Io's atmosphere, 2015,
AAS/Division for Planetary Sciences Meeting Abstracts, 47, 311.31

1
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Figure 1.1.3: ALMA images of Jupiter's small inner moon Io (contours: continuum emission)
in the light of NaCl (left) and KCl (right) showing their colocation consistent with
emission from a volcanic plume.

The Milky Way: Star and Planet Formation, and the Search for Life
Perhaps the biggest advance in astronomy, both scientifically and sociologically, in the last decade has come
through the study of extrasolar planets. The field has gone from a handful of candidate planets in exotic
environs, to a mature field with thousands of planets characterized by stellar host, mass, and orbit.
Over the reporting period, the NRAO facilities have demonstrated their core role in the study of star
and planet formation, by probing the physics of early planet formation in dusty disks, down to Solar-system
scales. These crucial formative zones are inaccessible to observations at other wavelengths due to the
high dust opacity. The high resolution capability of the new ALMA long baselines, with the VLA long
baselines, has proven critical in these studies.
ALMA and VLA images of the 1Myr old dusty protoplanetary disk around the Solar mass protostar, HL
Tau, provided stunning, unprecedented views of the origin of planetary systems that may be analogous to
our own. Similar results are emerging on older debris disks, and around lower and higher mass stars. The
VLA is crucial for probing the most optically thick inner regions of protoplanetary disks, being sensitive
to the growth of dust to pebbles, on the way to planets. The VLA has recently completed a large program
on dusty protostellar disks and the origin of stellar multiplicity, and first results of this program are
appearing in the literature.
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Figure 1.1.4: ALMA 1.3 mm, JVLA 7mm, and overlay, of the proto-planetary disk around the
Solar mass protostar, HL Tau (7mm contours at 40mas res; Carrasco-Gonzales ea. 2016, ApJ, 821,
L16; Brogan et al. 2015, ApJ, 808, L3).
Wide field cameras on the GBT, combined with high resolution VLA imaging, have opened a new field of
wide-field studies of filamentary infrared dark clouds in the interstellar medium (ISM). These clouds harbor
the earliest phases of massive star formation. VLA and GBT maps of NH3 and CCS reveal the temperature,
density, kinematics, and chemical evolution in the dense gas. The IRDCs are still being assembled from gas
clumps even after star formation initiates.
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Figure 1.1.5: VLA, GBT, and IR images of IRDCs (Dirienzo ea. 2016).
ALMA, the VLA, and the GBT have also provided unique information on the chemistry of early planet
forming disks. Chemistry plays a role in the development of structure in the disks themselves, through
‘snow-lines’ and ‘dust-traps.’ Moreover, the discovery of terrestrial planets, many within the habitable
zone, has spurred interest in the search for extraterrestrial life. Radio facilities play a unique role in the
study of pre-biotic chemistry in the Cosmos, tracing the growth of basic organic molecules to large, prebiotic molecules, such as simple amino acids. The broad-band systems at the GBT, VLA and ALMA have
NRAO | Annual Progress Report FY2016
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been used to study the chemistry in proto-planetary disks that potentially fosters the formation of life.
ALMA most recently has shown evidence for excessive cometary disruption in the early phases of
protoplanetary disk formation, seeding the early disk with organics.
ALMA imaging of the protoplanetary disk Elias 2-27 reveals two symmetric spiral arms reaching to 150 AU,
emanating from an elliptical ring of emission at 71 AU from the central nascent star (Perez et al 2016) 2.
Although spiral structures have been observed in the infrared, where they arise from the disk surface, the
disk midplane, where planets form, may only be probed by longer wavelengths. Simultaneous observations
of CO molecules show that the southwest side of the disk tilts toward Earth and that these are trailing
spiral arms. Gravitational perturbations in protoplanetary disks might be excited by e.g. planet-disk
interactions or instabilities resulting from the shear mass of the disk. However, the mass of this disk is
low for the latter to be important. Perez et al conclude that instead of tracing material arms, the NW
and SE spiral structures trace density and temperature enhancements owing to spiral density waves in the
midplane of the Elias 2-27 disk, where planet formation takes place. Perez et al. note that ‘fragmentation
of such spirals remains the only plausible formation mechanism for planets and companions at large disk
radii, where core-accretion becomes inefficient. Thus, the detection of spiral features in Elias 2-27 is a first
step to determine what is the dominant mechanism of planet formation at different locations in the disk.’

Figure 1.1.6: VLA observations at 9mm (contours) and ALMA observations (color) at 1.3mm of the
Elias 2-27 disk. The two observations are complementary, longer wavelengths generally probing
material which has higher optical depth at shorter wavelengths.

2

Perez, L.M., Carpenter, J.M., Andrews, S.M., et al. 2016, Science, 353, 1519.
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Using ALMA’s longest baselines, Andrews et al (2016) 3 imaged the disk of TW Hya, the closest gas rich
protoplanetary disk to Earth, at a resolution of 1 AU providing insight into its properties. The system is
thought to closely resemble our own solar system at an age of only 10 million years. Gaps, including a
tantalizing gap at the same distance from the star as the Earth is from the Sun, suggest that the system
hosts a retinue of planets. Along with last year’s observation of the younger and more distant HL Tau
system, ALMA’s images suggest that symmetric, well-ordered substructure is prevalent in the disks around
young stars, down to very small physical scales.

Figure 1.1.7: ALMA image of the planet-forming disk around the young, Sun-like star TW Hydrae. The
inset image (upper right) zooms in on the gap nearest to the star, which is at the same distance as the
Earth is from the Sun, suggesting an infant version of our home.
The sensitivity of the VLA has opened up a new field of study of radio emission from Solar and lower mass
stars, including a major program focused on the surprising radio activity of Brown Dwarfs. Routine
detections are being made of non-thermal radio emission from M-dwarfs relating to flare activity on the
star itself, and auroral activity indicating strong star-planet magnetospheric interactions. These
observations allow for the exploration of magnetic dynamo mechanisms in these fully convective stars.
Likewise, strong thermal winds are being studied in evolving low mass stars. In analogy to the Solar
system, all of these phenomena drive space weather in other planetary systems, with the obvious
implications on the development of planetary atmospheres. These results have led to new consideration
of the impact of space weather and planetary magnetospheres on the development of life in other
planetary systems. The importance of these studies has been accentuated with the recent discovery of an
earth mass planet in the terrestrial zone of the closest star, the active M-dwarf, Proxima Centauri.

3

Andrews, S.M., Wilner, D.J., Zhu, Z., et al. 2016,ApJ (Letters), 820, L40
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Nearby Galaxies: Baryon Cycle
The issue of the ‘baryon cycle’ from gas to stars to gas, is one of the paramount questions in studies of
galaxy evolution. The GBT, VLA and ALMA have driven major advances in our knowledge of the baryon
cycle in the nearby Universe, through imaging from pc- to kpc-scales of the molecular and atomic gas, and
cold dust, in the Milky Way and nearby galaxies.
HI 21cm observations of high velocity clouds in our Galaxy, and nearby galaxies, have shown, for the first
time, direct evidence for in-fall of cool gas onto galaxies. Likewise, molecular observations of the nuclei of
starburst galaxies and Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) with ALMA systematically reveal outflows driven by
the energy deposited by the stars and/or AGN. The causal relationship between star formation and the
various ISM gas phases is being quantified through observations of the thermal dust, plus myriad molecular
gas phases, in environments ranging from typical spiral arm clouds to the extremes of dense starbursts
and the formation of superstar clusters.
Another discipline in which NRAO facilities broke new ground is in the study of cosmic magnetic fields.
Observations of Zeeman splitting of spectral lines, and of polarized synchrotron emission, are unique tools
for probing magnetic fields from dense star forming cores to the intergalactic medium. The new, ultrastable backend systems have led to a growing interest in mapping of Galactic magnetic fields through the
Zeeman effect. The high sensitivity, wide band, of the VLA has also provided a new view of magnetic fields
in distant galaxies, and intergalactic space, through Faraday Rotation studies of polarized cosmic sources.
First science from the new 90GHz system at the GBT has appeared. High resolution imaging of the SZ
effect in distant galaxy clusters has led to a new understanding the substructure in the large scale cluster
atmospheres. Likewise, broad band spectroscopy has already shown the rich chemistry that can be studied
in the 75 to 100GHz range.
The Bessel program on the VLBA has come to conclusion in this time period. This program has delineated
the spiral structure of the Milky Way in exquisite detail, through proper motion studies of masers in star
forming regions.
Most recently, a new technique for deriving the masses of supermassive black holes has been
demonstrated using ALMA. The technique involves pc-scale imaging of the molecular gas orbiting the black
hole in the center of nearby active galaxies. This technique provides great promise for understanding the
relationship between supermassive black holes and their host galaxies.

Figure 1.1.8: CO dynamics and models at 44mas resolution for NGC1332 at 22Mpc distance,
measuring the black hole mass (Baarth ea. 2016, ApJ, 821, 13).
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Galaxy Formation
ALMA, the VLA, and the GBT are in the vanguard of the new field of studying the evolution of the cold
gas content of galaxies through cosmic time. Cold gas is the fuel for star formation in galaxies, thereby
completing the picture for the baryon cycle from gas to stars throughout the cosmos.
The VLA has completed the Cosmos HI Large Extragalactic (CHILES) survey for HI in galaxies to significant
lookback times (z ~ 0.5). The pilot program has already supplied the first indication of galaxies with
extraordinary masses of neutral hydrogen at substantial redshifts. These studies are critical input into the
science and technical directions needed to design and implement the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) in
the coming decade.
Targeted searches for molecular gas in distant galaxies using ALMA, the VLA, and GBT, have confirmed
an ever increasing fraction of molecular gas with look-back time, peaking during the dominant epoch of
cosmic star formation at z ~ 2. This change in baryon fraction is likely the root cause of the increase in
cosmic star formation with look-back time. The first unbiased pilot deep fields looking for cold gas
throughout cosmic time have now been completed, and while the volumes remain limited, the results
already demonstrate the ability of the VLA and ALMA to trace out the dense gas history of the Universe
in detail. These instruments are highly complementary, with the VLA probing the low order molecular gas
transitions, critical for total mass estimates, and ALMA probing the higher order transitions, to obtain gas
excitation and ISM physical conditions.
This reporting period has seen the demonstration of an exciting new technique in the study of very early
galaxies, namely, observations of the atomic fine structure lines using ALMA. The [CII] 158um line is the
brightest emission line from star forming galaxies from meter through FIR wavelengths, and is proving to
be an ideal tracer of galaxy dynamics and redshifts back into cosmic reionization (z ~ 5 to 8).
The VLA and ALMA have pushed continuum deep fields to new levels. The VLA is systematically achieving
sub-uJy sensitivities at cm wavelengths, ushering in the era of nano-Jy radio astronomy, while ALMA is
routinely getting to ~ 10 uJy in the submm. These data provide complementary views of star formation
through cosmic time, via the dust and synchrotron emission, as well as pinpoint weak AGN and other
exotic phenomena. A growing area of interest has been the use of polarimetry for exclusive studies of
magnetic fields in the distant Universe, principally through Faraday Rotation studies of polarized continuum
sources.

Figure 1.1.9: First results from ALMA spectral line deep fields: molecular gas (CO 3-2) and dust
continuum emission from a disk galaxy at z = 2.5 discovered in a blind cosmological line survey
(Decarli et al. 2016, ApJ, in press).
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ALMA Measures Black Hole Mass
High resolution and unrivaled spectral line sensitivity empower ALMA to measure cold gas close to black
holes in the centers of galaxies. Cold gas is dynamically cold, so turbulence does not mask the kinematic
signal of infall. One needs to resolve the Black Hole’s radius of influence projected along the disk’s minor
axis in order to fully resolve disk kinematics within the central object’s gravitational sphere of influence.
ALMA probes cold gas at resolution better than Hubble Space Telescope (HST), making it well-suited to
kinematic measures of Black Hole mass. Barth et al. (2016) 4 measured CO J=2-1 emission in the
circumnuclear disk of NGC1332 at 0.044” (4.8pc at 22.3Mpc) resolution. They found that the galaxy’s
disk shows regular rotation with central high velocity component suggesting a compact central mass. They
measure a central Black Hole mass for NGC1332 of MBH = (6. 64+0.65−0.63 )x 108 M⊙. ALMA is poised to
make a major contribution to understanding Black Hole demographics.

Figure 1.1.10: Left, HST image of NGC1332 showing obscuration by the central dusty disk; right, the
ALMA CO J=2-1 image, which probe gas motions to within a few pc of the central Black Hole.

Time Domain and Physics
The last few years has seen the growth of time domain studies into a dominant branch of astronomy,
including new discoveries in radio astronomy. These studies range from fast transients such as the
enigmatic Fast Radio Bursts (FRBs), to long time scale transients, such as novae, tidal disruption events
(TDEs), and gamma-ray bursts. The NRAO facilities have played major roles in explaining the physics of
these transient phenomena. Over the reporting period, these facilities have demonstrated new techniques
to explore this exciting growth area in astronomy. Large programs are already in progress at our facilities
in collaboration with the Zwicky Transient Factory, in the spirit of multiwavelength studies of the variable
sky.
The GBT is now among the telescopes discovering FRBs. The VLA has performed extensive observations
to localize the FRBs, and thereby unlock their mystery: are they a powerful new tool to study the physics
of compact objects, as well as cosmology? The VLA has also recently demonstrated a fast triggered
response mode, going from external trigger to on-source observations in about 10min. With the discovery
4

Barth, A.J., Boizelle, B.D., Darling, J., et al. 2016, ApJ (Letters), 822, L28
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of radio emission from TDEs, the VLA has opened up a new window in the study of accretion onto the
supermassive black holes at the center of galaxies.
The GBT also remains one of the cornerstone instruments in the U.S. in pulsar studies, along with Arecibo.
The nanoGrav collaboration has published some of the deepest limits on the nHz gravitational wave
background to date, and timing of binary millisecond pulsars has set new records in constraining strong
field GR and condensed matter physics.
The megamaser cosmology project with the VLBA and GBT is winding down. Their new limits on the
Hubble constant are now part of the lexicon of modern precision cosmology.
The Mojave VLBI imaging project has published its decade long observing program on AGN jets. These
data reveal relativistic jet dynamics in unprecedented detail over a large sample of sources.

Figure 1.1.11: NANOgrav limits on the nHz gravitational wave background (Arzoumanian et al. 2016).

Development Initiatives
Beyond the various programs discussed above, such as new innovations in time domain astronomy or
Solar observing, the NRAO, in collaboration with the U.S. and international community, has pursued
general improvements to the facilities, and broader initiatives that promote the long-term development
of radio astronomy. We briefly describe these efforts in the following sections.

VLA Sky Survey
This reporting period saw the launch of community design for the VLASS. The survey was planned through
a consultation with the astronomy community and will take about 6000hr to execute, spread over seven
years starting in October 2017, with a pilot survey executed over the summer of 2016. The VLASS will
deliver the sharpest ever view of the whole radio sky visible to the VLA, enabling data-driven science
connecting the radio to optical, infrared and X-ray wavelengths.
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Low Frequency Radio Astronomy
NRAO has assisted in the growth of low frequency astronomy over the reporting period. NRAO is a
founding member of the Hydrogen Epoch of Reionization Array (HERA) program—the flagship
reionization experiment of the U.S., and we have been awarded the data archive services for HERA.
NRAO has continued on the VLA Low Band Ionospheric and Transient Experiment (VLITE) and Low Band
Observatory (LOBO) programs for commensal low frequency observing at the VLA, in collaboration with
the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL).

ALMA Development Program
NRAO sponsors the community-led ALMA development program. Initiatives over the reporting period
include: completing the ALMA bands, thereby providing full frequency coverage from 30GHz to 950GHz,
and the ALMA phasing project. The latter is of particular interest for submm VLBI and the search for the
Galactic Center event horizon.
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2 NORTH AMERICAN ALMA OPERATIONS
The following sections describe the FY2016 accomplishments and contributions of North American (NA)
ALMA, which includes both operations and construction warranty activities. NA ALMA Operations is the
NRAO department that provides North America’s scientific and technical partnership support to the
international ALMA Observatory and supports the NA community in their use of ALMA. Specifically, NA
ALMA ensures that the scientific community has the tools, information, support, and access to make
optimal scientific use of ALMA. It also provides scientific, technical, and business support to observatory
operations in Chile in concert with the Joint ALMA Observatory (JAO) staff and the ALMA international
partners. In addition, it supports a long-term development program for the technical enhancement of
ALMA. NA ALMA divisions include the NA ALMA Science Center (NAASC), NA Offsite Technical
Support, and NA ALMA Development, and NA ALMA Construction Warranty Support.

2.1

Science

ALMA issued the Cycle 4 Call for Proposals in April 2016, offering an array of capabilities highlighted by
polarization, Very Long Baseline and solar capabilities. ALMA science was highlighted in several science
meetings organized by the NAASC during FY2016.
•

•

•

•

Molecular Gas in Galactic Environments, a NAASC science workshop, was held 4-7 April 2016
in Charlottesville, Virginia. Over 100 participants discussed the character of the molecular gas in
the varied environments in which these molecules are found beyond our Galaxy. Presentations
and abstract books are available at the conference website.
ALMA Future Science Development Program Workshop was held at the NAASC in
Charlottesville, Virginia on 24-25 August 2016, and was attended by five dozen people in the
NRAO auditorium and at remote sites on three continents via WebEx. Twenty-seven
presentations covered all areas of current ALMA development efforts across the world.
The Half Decade of ALMA: Cosmic Dawns Transformed International Conference was held
20-23 September 2016 in Indian Wells, California, U.S.; there were 215 attendees representing all
ALMA partners. The 68 invited and contributed talks were compelling and are available at the
conference Open Framework link. Abstract books for the talks and the 123 posters posters are
available at the conference website.
The Cosmic Dawns Transformed meeting was followed by a stimulating symposium for
postdoctoral researchers.

During FY2016, more than 189 ALMA articles were published in refereed journals; 61 had first authors
from North American institutions, garnering 248 citations among them.

2.2

Operations

NA ALMA Operations consists of four divisional elements that were brought into one NRAO department
in FY2013. These divisions are the NAASC, the Offsite Technical Maintenance and Support groups
(software, hardware, and construction warranty support), the NA ALMA Development Program, and the
NRAO-Chile Office.

2.2.1 The North American ALMA Science Center
The NAASC is the scientific support arm of NA ALMA Ops and is the North American scientific
community’s interface to the ALMA Observatory for expert advice and assistance in the use of ALMA,
including proposal preparation and submission, data reduction and reprocessing, ALMA-specific
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documentation, and on-line tools and resources. Embedded within the NAASC is the North American
ALMA Regional Center (NA ARC), which provides the core services specified by the ALMA Observatory
for scientific support in the regions and contributed support for Chile operations. The NAASC also
coordinates with the science operations of the other ALMA partners in Europe and East Asia.
In Q1 FY2016, the leadership of the NAASC and the NA ARC changed as John Hibbard stepped down as
NA ARC Manager and Anthony Remijan assumed that role. Later in the year, Carol Lonsdale also retired
as Lead of the NAASC Science Support Group. In addition, over the course of FY2015-16, there were
several new hires and other departures within the scientific and data analyst staff. At the beginning of
FY2016, a new organizational structure was instituted to take full advantage of NAASC expertise and the
new management team.
NAASC activities were broken up into four categories (called Teams in the new structure) and each Team
is led by a Team Lead. Team Lead positions are term positions to provide the opportunity and
development of new management within the NAASC. The Teams and Team Leads within the NAASC at
the beginning of FY2016 are:
•
•
•
•

Telescope Interface and Diagnostics Team: Catherine Vlahakis
ALMA Software Support & Testing Team: Brian Mason
Science Data Services and Archive Team: Mark Lacy
Science Community Interface Team: Sabrina Stierwalt

Telescope Interface and Diagnostics Team
The Telescope Interface and Diagnostics Team is the NAASC’s technical and diagnostic liaison to the JAO.
In FY2016, the team performed many critical tasks in identifying issues with the array or in data collection
and analysis. The team was responsible for diagnosis and implementation to correct ALMA data collected
with large positional offsets set in the ALMA observing tool that was affecting the imaging of programs
using large mosaics. This field coordinate problem affected about 80 Principle Investigator (PI) projects.
Working with the JAO, the team prepared the News Item for the Science Portal and communications
were sent to affected Principle Investigators (PIs). Diagnostic problem-reporting effort continued
throughout the year including weekly telecons with the JAO.
The NAASC has always supported JAO operations especially with long and short term deployments to
Chile. The NAASC provides domain-expert assistance to the JAO “Extension and Optimization of
Capabilities” effort (EOC—the operations incarnation of the former construction Commissioning and
Science Verification—CSV) in areas where the NAASC has key expertise that is not available at the JAO.
In FY2016, this support included one full time staff on re-deployment to the JAO in support of EOC
activities. Additionally, the NAASC sends other domain experts on temporary duty (2-3 month tours)
for specific EOC campaigns. In Q1 FY2016, NAASC staff contributed greatly to the 2015 long baseline
campaign especially in the preparations and the reduction and imaging of long baseline PI science data and
continued testing of the long baseline characteristics including antenna position determination. In Q3
FY2016, several NAASC staff attended and contributed to the Cycle 5 ObsMode meeting held at European
Southern Observatory (ESO) Headquarters in Garching, Germany. Also in Q3, NAASC staff participated
in and jointly led a Phase Metrics Workshop held in Leiden; staff subsequently began work on the write
up of a memo of the workshop conclusions and recommendations. Staff also participated in the ALMA
Correlator workshop in Charlottesville, VA. Finally, in Q4 FY2016, NAASC staff participated in the
September Cycle 5 Obsmode telecon and in the follow-up of actions and decisions.
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In addition to these EOC support missions, the NAASC provided our requisite 14 Astronomer on Duty
(AoD) shifts over the course of the year including deployments of NAASC and National Research Council
(NRC) scientists to the ALMA Operations Support Facility (OSF), where they help plan weekly observing
sessions, select projects for observing, and update observing logs and session summaries. During these
trips they also interact closely with their counterparts at the JAO and visiting AoDs from the other ARCs.
A major contribution from the team is also the preparation of all the PI scheduling blocks (SBs) in
preparation for running the PI science observations on the Array. During FY2016, the Phase 2 Group
(P2G) at the NAASC successfully prepared all the PI scheduling blocks for Cycle 3 observations. Also
during FY2016, P2G worked closely with the JAO on a new procedure whereby PIs will generate their
own SBs for Cycle 4 observations. This involved extensive testing of the ALMA Observing Tool (OT)
which took place both in Q2 and in Q3 FY2016. The P2G group at the NAASC participated in the yearly
P2G Working Group face-to-face (f2f) meeting in Q4 and very successfully worked with the JAO, the
NAASC Staff and the PIs to generate SBs for the start of Cycle 4.
Finally, along with the Science Software Support Team, the Telescope Diagnostics team was a very active
participant in the review and preparation of material for the ALMA Technical handbook and in the testing
of many of the software tools necessary for ALMA array operations. This took place over the course of
the entire year. The NAASC also supported the JAO in the international review process by providing
technical secretaries to support the annual panel meeting.

ALMA Software Support & Testing Team
The ALMA Software Support & Testing (SWST) Team provides expert scientific support for research,
development, and validation of ALMA software. This support comprises: deep-dive validation and analysis
of existing or proposed tools; research efforts in support of requirements definition; more routine testing
and requirements definition; and coordination of NRAO-wide Common Astronomy Software
Applications (CASA) testing.
In FY2016, the main focus of the SWST team was the development, improvement and acceptance of the
ALMA calibration and imaging pipeline. Four SWST members are standing members of the ALMA
Calibration & Imaging Pipeline Subsystem including a shift in the leadership of the Pipeline Working Group
to the NAASC in Q2 FY2016 (the Subsystem Scientist; the Imaging Tiger Team Lead; the Heuristics Tiger
Team Lead; and the NA Cognizant Lead). Other team members undertake tasks in support of pipeline
development and heuristics. In FY2016 the SWST played a leading role in evaluation of the Cycle 3
candidate imaging pipeline; as well as a leading role in defining substantial improvements to the Cycle 4
imaging pipeline. SWST members also contributed to developing Low-SNR calibration heuristics and
automated continuum finding heuristics. The SWST took the leading role in preparing the relevant
documents and presentations for the ALMA Pipeline Review that was held in Q4 FY2016. The culmination
of the work of the SWST team and the PLWG was the formal acceptance of the imaging pipeline at the
JAO at the end of FY2016. Figure 2.1.1 illustrates the progress made by the team over the course of the
year on the calibration and imaging heuristics.
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Figure 2.1.1: Cycle 4 Imaging Pipeline Test Results. (Left) The Cycle 3 imaging pipeline results as of
Feb 2016. (Right) The Initial Cycle 4 Imaging Pipeline candidate results as of June 2016. Both are of the
same image – HL Tau from the 2014 Long Baseline Campaign.
The (ALMA) CASA subsystem scientist—an ALMA role filled by a SWST member—prioritizes and
coordinates future ALMA-related CASA development, and coordinates this development with other
ALMA subsystems through the ALMA Subsystem Group. Other SWST members contribute to CASA
development by defining requirements, sponsoring issues, updating relevant documentation, and carrying
out the research often needed to define clear requirements. In FY2016, several improvements were
introduced and tested extensively in CASA including the new “TCLEAN” tool which replaced the existing
“CLEAN” routine in CASA. Also, significant progress was made on the autoboxing algorithm inside the
new CASA “TCLEAN” tool. Working with the Scientific Community Outreach team, members of the
SWST assisted with the editing and updating of the ALMA CASAGuides and started the development
describing the new “TCLEAN” tool. The CASA Testing Lead—a CASA role filled by a SWST member—
coordinated testing across NRAO (and around the world) to provide the support needed for all type of
CASA testing and specifically in anticipation of the 2 CASA releases in FY2016. SWST members undertook
tasks in support of this testing.

Science Community Interface Team
The Science Community Interface Team develops the strategic plans and initiatives to grow and educate
the ALMA user base including the planning and execution of the NAASC sponsored schools, tutorials, and
workshops. In addition, the team is responsible for all f2f visitor support including data reduction visitors,
visiting scientists and sabbatical visits, coordination with the ODI on diversity initiatives and broadening
participation and coordination with the EPO and Science Communication offices.
In FY2016, the team reviewed and assisted in the preparation of the ALMA end user documentation for
Cycle 4 including the Call for Proposals, Proposers/Users Guide, ALMA Primer, ALMA Technical
Handbook, Guide to the NA ARC, software user guides and additional documentation on how to access
NAASC services. The team participated in the international ALMA working groups to prepare these
documents for the user community. Most importantly, a Community Interface Team member prepared
the ALMA Science Portal in anticipation for the Cycle 4 Call for proposal in Q2 FY2016.
NAASC staff were actively involved in many aspects of user outreach and training and observation
preparation support. The NAASC provided a contact scientist (CS) for each PI project throughout Cycle 3
and in anticipation for Cycle 4. The duties of CSs include assisting PI projects with the review of their SBs,
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assisting with data reduction and analysis for visiting PI teams, and supporting remote requests for pipeline
re-processing. Over the entire Cycle 3, NAASC CSs supported >180 Cycle 3 programs and began the
preparations for supporting 239 Cycle 4 programs.
Building on the highly successfully ALMA Community Days and most recently the NRAO Live! Events,
NAASC staff continued to organize and participate in outreach activities to inform the community on
upcoming ALMA capabilities and data reduction and analysis techniques. In Q2, NAASC staff in
coordination with our Canadian colleagues at the NRC supported 10 NRAO Live! Events, hosted a Data
Reduction Workshop in Charlottesville, VA and supported the 5th VLA Data Reduction workshop in
Socorro, NM. In Q3, NAASC staff supported the 15th Synthesis Imaging Workshop in Socorro, NM which
included the full revision and update of existing CASAGuides and tutorials and the development of a new
tutorial based on the 2014 Long Baseline Campaign image of SDP 81.
In FY2016, the NAASC hosted its 10th annual workshop XGal 2016 – Molecular Gas in Galactic
Environments which focused on ALMA’s line sensitivity and spectral grasp that has resulted in the
identification and imaging of more than forty molecules outside the Milky Way. The workshop focused
on the character of the molecular gas in the varied environments in which these molecules
are found beyond our Galaxy (https://science.nrao.edu/science/meetings/2016/molecular-gas-in-galacticenvironments).

Figure 2.1.2: Conference photo from the its 10th annual NAASC workshop XGal 2016
“Molecular Gas in Galactic Environments.”
The NAASC also hosted the Half a Decade of ALMA: Cosmic Dawns Transformed conference
(http://go.nrao.edu/ALMA5Years). Over 200 astronomers from all around the world gathered in Indian
Wells, California, U.S.A. to participate in the conference which was held between September 20 and 23
and organized by the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) and its partners: The National
Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO), the National Astronomical Observatory of Japan (NAOJ), and
the European Southern Observatory (ESO). This is the third international conference presenting ALMA’s
results since the observatory began its astronomical observation cycles.
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Figure 2.1.3: Conference photo from the “Half a Decade of ALMA: Cosmic Dawns Transformed.”
Finally, NAASC staff continued to support face to face visitors throughout FY2016 and provided the ALMA
management, oversight and operations of the ALMA Helpdesk (see SSR section).

Science Data Services and Archive Team
The Science Data Services and Archive Team is primarily responsible for the calibration, imaging and
delivery of PI science data to the community. It is also responsible for contributing to the ALMA archive
improvements and deployment testing.
In FY2016, the team successfully coordinated and managed the calibration, imaging and delivery of PI data
products through the ALMA Archive and the current ‘htaccess’ secured interface which provides North
American PIs access to calibrated Measurement Sets (ms). The team provided summary reports on data
processing and delivery as needed and projections on anticipated workload on a quarterly basis to the
NAASC management. By Q2 FY2016, the NAASC had successfully delivered all Cycle 1 and Cycle 2
programs to North American PIs. The team also supported the JAO by taking on more responsibilities
for running the ALMA pipeline and performing quality assurance (qa2) on PI data. By the end of Cycle 3
in Q4 FY2016, the NAASC delivered more than 450 Cycle 3, fully calibrated and imaged data products to
North American PIs. Despite this success, there still remained a substantial backlog of Cycle 3 data
products which were unable to be delivered. The NAASC staff has taken this backlog very seriously and
started to evaluate any and all processes working with the NAASC Software Support Team and ALMA
management to work down this large backlog of Cycle 3 observing programs.
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Figure 2.1.4: Current level of Cycle 3 data delivered to North American PIs compared the current
level of completed observations at the end of Cycle 3.
The PI interface to the ALMA and NRAO archives is also changing with the development of the NRAO
Archive Access Tool and Pipeline Processing Interface (AAT/PPI). The AAT/PPI allows users of NRAO
facilities the ability to enable pipeline executions by editing various parameters that are specific to their
science goals. Development and testing of both the ALMA Archive interface and access took place in
FY2016 as well as the initial “Phase 1” and “Phase 2” tests of the AAT/PPI (see SSR and DMS Sections).
Finally, work was completed on the enhancements and improvements to the Splatalogue database. Most
of the work centered on updating the Splatalogue database with new data and derived values for
astronomical research, but there was also an additional focus on redesigning the end-user and maintainer
interaction with the Spatalogue database in order to make it more sustainable. Some of the major efforts
that were completed over the course of the past year included updates to offline ALMA Observing Tool
(OT) Splatalogue database, updates to database using spectroscopic data available from online catalogs
(Cologne Database [CDMS] and JPL catalogs), new tools for Spatalogue maintainers for parsing and
updating new spectroscopic data in Spatalogue, updates to the database with new astronomical detections
from recent literature studies and finally, updates to the database with new laboratory data for
astrochemically relevant molecules.
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2.2.2 Construction Warranty
The ALMA Warranty Policy (ALMA-10.00.00.00-0016-A-PLA) governs the resolution of claims against
North American ALMA Construction Project deliverables. Latent design and/or workmanship defects in
four different deliverables are in various stages of development and implementation of corrective actions.

Antennas
A root-cause hypothesis for the North American (Vertex) antenna astigmatism problem was developed
and tested during this period of performance. It is hypothesized that local temperature variations in the
antenna cabin wall generate mechanical strain (due to thermal expansion/contraction) which is transferred
through the antenna Back Up Structure and “imprinted” on the reflecting surface of the dish. Two antennas
(DV06 and DV09) were instrumented with an array of thermocouples and the cabin wall temperature of
each was monitored while performing two separate astroholographic measurement campaigns. A positive
correlation was noted. Two marginally-successful attempts have been made to stabilize cabin wall
temperature by means of passive devices; e.g., additional insulation and optimization of HVAC louver
configurations. Vertex has been put on notice that the NRAO doubts the success of further attempts to
remedy the problem by means of passive controls and, therefore, communicated that an active
temperature control scheme should be investigated. NRAO engineers will meet with Vertex management
in early Q1 FY2017 to review and discuss Vertex’s planned approach.

Nutators
All five antenna nutators delivered by the North American ALMA Construction Project have a problem
with either their electromechanical controls, with the reflecting surface of their mirror, or both. It is
noteworthy that none of these problems existed when the devices were delivered to the JAO and passed
the associated acceptance reviews. Arrangements have been made with the original equipment
manufacturers to re-coat the mirrors and fix the electromechanical problems. This work is planned to
complete in early Q3 FY2017.

Front End Handling Vehicles
All four Front End Handling Vehicles have structural integrity problems arising from the mis-application of
a 7000-series aluminum alloy and its poor weld-ability. All four chasses are being remanufactured from a
better-suited material. The use of this material, aluminum alloy 6061, is uncommon in Chile and thus far,
no Chilean fabricator has passed the requisite weld process and welder certification requirements. If the
current Chilean fabricator continues to struggle with certification requirements, the work will be resourced to a North American fabricator experienced with Al6061.

Weather Station Antenna Masts
The electrical grounding of the ten, Array Operations Site (AOS) Weather Station Masts is being upgraded.
This involves trenching, amending the soil to improve electrical conductivity, burying a copper mesh, and
connecting it to the weather station mast. An Engineering Change (design) was developed, evaluated, and
approved early in this period of performance. Two Requests for Quote were released in Q2 FY2016; one
for measuring soil resistivity, another for construction. Contractors for both were engaged in Q3 and
construction began in Q4. Modification of all ten stations will be completed in Q2 FY2017.
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2.3

Development

Periodically, solicitations (“calls”) are issued by the North American ALMA Development
Program to identify and fund development initiatives (“upgrades”) which will enhance the
performance of the ALMA facility. The funding of ALMA upgrades is on a competitive basis with due
consideration of implementation and life-cycle costs.
Upgrade priorities are science-driven, and are established by the collective input from the ALMA Science
Advisory Committee (ASAC), the ALMA Management Team (AMT), and their respective
subcommittees. Upgrades typically progress through three successive phases of development, and
correspond to an increasing level of technology readiness. The principal phases are:

a.
b.
c.

conceptual study (including scientific justification, specification, and outline costing);
prototype/pre-production; and
full production and implementation.

The North American ALMA partnership typically funds prototype/pre-production and full production
initiatives (hereafter referred to as “Projects”) every two years. Calls for Projects are governed by an
established ALMA process which includes review and approval by the ALMA Director and, in some cases,
the ALMA Board. All members of the North American ALMA partnership, and the North American
radio astronomy community at-large, are invited to participate in the ALMA Development Program.
The NA Development Program is aligned with the strategic goals and objectives of the “ALMA 2030”
vision statement. The Program seeks to enhance, or develop new means to the following general
capabilities:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

sensitivity;
angular resolution;
field of view;
spectral coverage;
simultaneous frequency coverage;
imaging quality;
accuracy of amplitude;
accuracy of phase;
accuracy of polarization;
flexibility; and
usability.

2.3.1 Ongoing Development Projects
The first North American ALMA Development Program cycle began in FY2012. Three projects were
funded. One Project, the Fiber Optic Project, is ongoing.
Fiber Optic Project – JAO
The OSF/AOS/Santiago fiber optic link is fully functional and operating pursuant to a temporary permit.
The project is being held open for administrative purposes only while the final operating permit is being
processed by the Chilean Ministry of National Assets (Ministerio de Bienes Nationales.)
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The second North American ALMA Development Program cycle began in FY2014. Five of eight Project
Proposals were funded. Three of the Projects (operating on no-cost, contract extension) completed at
the conclusion of FY2016. Two of the Projects are ongoing and also operate on a no-cost contract
extension. The following three, Cycle 2 Projects completed at the conclusion of FY2016:
ALMA Data Mining Toolkit (ADMIT) – University of Maryland
The ALMA ADMIT software runs within the framework of Common Astronomy Software Applications
(CASA) and the archive. The ADMIT software: (1) creates basic data products for the ALMA archive, (2)
creates a software infrastructure system for ADMIT tools to run in CASA on the user’s local machine,
(3) provides a graphical user interface for inspecting data products, (4) provides selected new tools for
mining data cubes. The ALMA archive supports the ingestion and serving of ADMIT Basic Data Products
and CASA supports distribution of ADMIT software as an add-on package.
Next Generation ALMA Image Viewer (CARTA) – University of Alberta
Cube Analysis and Rendering Tool for Astronomy (CARTA) is the next generation visualization tool for
ALMA. The project combined the strengths of two major visualization efforts (CASA viewer and the
CyberSKA Image Viewer) to provide an extensible tool that meets the needs of the observatory for the
foreseeable future. It provides a tool that uses server-side visualization technology to provide portable,
responsive views of large ALMA data sets. This dramatically expands the ability for users to effectively
explore the ALMA archive.
Expansion of the Central Local Oscillator (LO) Article to Five Subarrays – NRAO
This project procured and tested all the required modules and equipment to complete Photonic LO
subarray five. The complete chain was tested in Charlottesville before shipment, installation and
commissioning of the subarray at the AOS Technical Building. The completed system was integrated into
the current software control system.
The following two, Cycle 2 Projects are ongoing:
Design & Testing of a Prototype Band 2 Cartridge – NRAO
(Reference Section 5.2 for details of this ongoing Development Project.)
Band 3 CCA Magnet & Heater Installation for Deflux Operations – NRC-HIA
This project is evaluating the use of permanent magnets and/or a heater installed in the Band 3 Cold
Cartridge Assembly (CCA) to reduce observed azimuth-dependent total power variations. Three different
size magnets were tested at NRC-Herzberg. The results were unsatisfactory and this approach was
abandoned. The heater solution was successfully tested at NRC-Herzberg.
CCA3-33 (upgraded to include mixer heating blocks) is installed in Front End serial number 43 which is,
in turn, installed in antenna PM-03. A verification test plan (set forth in JIRA Ticket FENRC-629) has been
prepared and the JAO is preparing to conduct the verification test.
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2.3.2 Ongoing Development Studies
The third North American ALMA Development Program cycle began in FY2015. No Project Proposals
were solicited. Seven of fifteen Study Proposals were funded. The start date of the Cycle 3 Studies was
delayed until Q2 FY2016 due to a temporary suspension of FY2015 ALMA Development activities while
a new Cooperative Agreement was finalized between the National Science Foundation (NSF) and
Associated Universities, Incorporated (AUI). The following Cycle 3 Studies are ongoing:
Pulsars, Magnetars, and Transients with Phased ALMA – Cornell University
This study will define pulsar phasing and data modes using the ALMA Phasing Project and will develop
software for resampling and reformatting into PSRFITS format for use in pulsar and transient search and
timing pipelines. Test data is being analyzed in the time-frequency domain relevant for studies of compact
objects and characterized with respect to data integrity and signal quality. Test observations on pulsars, if
available, will be used to ground truth the system. The final reports will describe software, data results,
and the next steps needed to fully develop a facility system that can be offered for general use.
Feature Extractions & Visualization of ALMA Data Cubes – University of Utah
The availability of large data cubes produced by telescopes like the ALMA is leading to new data and visual
analysis challenges as scientists explore and compare data cubes at ever increasing resolutions. Approaches
that offload the majority of the analytic tasks to the human cognitive system do not scale well with large
datasets due to the limited human input bandwidth. This study uses a multidisciplinary approach to address
the problem of effective visualization of ALMA data cubes. By using the notion of a contour tree from
topological data analysis (TDA), the overall data load will be reduced in a mathematically robust manner.
The visualizations will be designed to be intuitive, informative, and interactive and the visual analysis will
preserve and present structures within the data to support scientifically meaningful analytic tasks. The
study addresses the following research issues: 1) data transformation, 2) feature extraction, 3) feature
exploration, and 4) feature comparison.
Digital Correlator and Phased Array Architectures for Upgrading ALMA – SAO
The technologies used in the present ALMA correlator are a decade old. Using current technology, this
study will improve bandwidth, spectral resolution and integrate native features such as phased array
recording for VLBI and pulsar work. Provision of electrical power to ALMA is not from the Chilean
national grid and is proving to be expensive. This same upgrade may substantially reduce the required
power and size of the ALMA correlator. This study will examine alternative paths whereby the ALMA
correlator can be upgraded. A conceptual design, including recommendations on the specifications and
technologies, and estimates of schedule and cost is being developed. This will serve as the basis for followon work building the next generation combined correlator and phased array system for ALMA.
Advanced Materials and On-Wafer Chip Evaluation for 2nd Generation ALMA – UVA
This study is investigating the suitability of an alternative materials deposition technology to realize highenergy gap, novel, all NbTiN Superconductor Insulator Superconductor (SIS) mixer devices needed for
optimal 2nd generation Band 9 and Band 10 receivers and to realize a future Band 11 receiver. An existing
tool is being used in a set of room temperature deposition experiments, to optimize NbTiN films, optimize
AlN films and studying/optimizing the NbTiN/AlN/NbTiN interfaces (surface roughness, morphology,
lattice constant). These experiments will be repeated with hot deposition conditions where the elevated
temperatures will yield both higher energy gap NbTiN material and offer the powerful epitaxial deposition
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variable of wafer temperature that can be used to better match the lattice constant of the AlN to the
NbTiN layers. A parallel effort is underway to develop an all-wafer SIS device I-V electrical characteristic
screening technique, the objective being the quick evaluation of devices, matching of similar device
characteristics in a mixer, and definition of a feasible path toward populating receiver arrays with suitable
mixer elements.
Extensions and Enhancements to the ALMA Phasing System – MIT Haystack Observatory
The ALMA Phasing Project (APP) provides the hardware and software necessary to coherently sum the
signals of up to 61 ALMA antennas in Bands 3 or 6 and record the resulting data stream in Very Long
Baseline Array Data Interchange Format (VDIF). This phasing capability permits ALMA to function as the
equivalent of a single large-aperture mm/submm dish; the resultant collecting area is sufficient to boost
the sensitivity of global Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) experiments operating at mm and
submm wavelengths by an order of magnitude. This study is evaluating four (4) aspects of this capability
with intent to enhance and expand the capabilities of the APS beyond those delivered by the APP Phase
1. Specifically, the four topics of investigation are: (1) extension of the phasing capabilities to Band 7; (2)
development of correlation techniques to compensate for the mismatch in sampling rates between ALMA
and other VLBI stations; (3) optimization of ALMA baseband delay application to avoid unnecessary
decorrelation losses; and (4) exploration of data reduction and analysis pathways for experiments utilizing
phased ALMA data.
Improving the Calibration of Atmospheric Spectral Features – NRAO
The atmospheric calibration of ALMA science data is currently performed with the correlators operating
in a coarse spectral resolution mode known as TDM, the effect being the line profile of atmospheric line
features, primarily ozone, are not fully resolved in the calibration data. As a result, their effect is not fully
removed in the calibrated science data. Such data may be misinterpreted by non-experts as features in the
target. This study is investigating a method to reduce or eliminate these features using the online software
module TelCal. The method involves reading the total power data recorded from the baseband total
power processors and using it to compute and apply a 3-bit quantization correction to the raw FDM data
prior to the calculation of the receiver temperature and system temperature spectra. The study will
determine the amount of performance improvements need for online TelCal to handle the increased
computation load and determine whether a processor upgrade will be necessary to institute this improved
algorithm as standard for FDM observations in full operations.
Spectral Resolution and Bandwidth Upgrade of the ALMA Correlator – NRAO
This study is developing the means and determining the integration consequences, cost, and labor
requirements for increasing the spectral resolution of the 64-antenna ALMA correlator by a factor of
eight. Present resolution modes (specifically, Correlator Modes 25 and 31) achieve frequency resolution
adequate for resolving the narrowest thermal lines known at 100 GHz, but are inadequate for that purpose
in Band 1. Higher resolution is needed at the lowest frequencies, Bands 1 and 2, which will soon come on
line, since narrow line widths in these bands require narrower frequency bins, and at present are
insufficiently resolved. The higher resolution can be traded for higher sensitivity by using twice-Nyquist
sampling and 4-bit correlation. These modes exist in the present correlator, but high-level software to
support them has never been developed. The increased sensitivity of the twice-Nyquist, 4-bit mode in the
upgraded correlator would be equivalent to the sensitivity increase resulting, for some types of
observations, from adding approximately 6 or 8 antennas to the current 50 12-m main array or to a 64antenna array, respectively. A preliminary design, construction timelines and cost estimates, along with
simulations of parts of the design are in work.
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2.3.3 Development Cycle 4
A solicitation for Development Cycle 4 Studies (only) was released on 01 March 2016 and awarded on 30
July 2016. Six of fifteen study proposals were funded and are currently underway:
Cleaning Up Interactive Cleaning – University of Alberta
This study is developing a new interactive cleaning tool based upon the tools created by the CARTA
project. The new tool will interface with the CASA clean/tclean tasks using the dbus communication
protocol, and will provide a simple messaging interface between computational processes. This interface
is already used by the CASA viewer and does not require redeveloping any software within CASA. The
interactive clean tool itself will be a specifically designed layout of the CARTA tool built for the creation
and manipulation of clean masks. A graphical user interface is being designed to visualize the critical
information in the image for cleaning and to manipulate the masks efficiently. Users will also be able to
control the algorithmic parameters of the clean task through the tool.
Total Power Map to Visibilities (TP2VIS) – Stony Brook University
This study is developing a software tool, referred to as “TP2VIS”, that implements the joint-deconvolution
of ALMA 12m, 7m, and Total Power (TP) array data on the CASA platform. Combining data from the
ALMA arrays is a critical driver for a number of scientific topics, namely those that probe size scales of
extended and compact structures simultaneously. This study gives ALMA users an immediate access to
joint deconvolution. TP2VIS is being built using the existing CASA toolkit and is based on the successful
implementation of the same TP2VIS joint-deconvolution method on the MIRIAD software platform for
CARMA and the Nobeyama 45m telescope. The work includes extensive tests of tasks in the CASA
toolkit, the development of the CASA-based tool (TP2VIS) and visualization tool, tests of TP2VIS with
simulation data of known flux distributions, tests of TP2VIS with ALMA archival data, and preparation of
user manual.
Diversifying the Scientific Applications of the ALMA Phasing System – MIT Haystack Observatory
This study is in enhancing and expanding the capabilities of the ALMA Phasing System for future ALMA
Observing Cycles – without any modifications to ALMA hardware. Software modifications will improve
the method for the application of baseband delays and are specific to the control interfaces used by the
ALMA VLBI Observing Mode (VOM). Minor changes are being made to the communication protocol
between the Correlator Control system and TelCal software. These changes add capability while leaving
existing software intact and unchanged. The overall outcomes of this study will enhance the flexibility of
the APS and help to significantly diversify the science applications of this new capability.
Prototype Dual-Linear 2SB Block and Single-Polarization Balanced 2SB Block – NRC-HIA
This study is designing, fabricating, and evaluating two (2) prototype blocks: (1) a dual-linear polarization
2SB block assembly, and, (2) a single polarization balanced 2SB block assembly. Prototype #1 explores
possible improvements in image rejection, narrowband noise temperature, and integration. Prototype #2
extends the results further to evaluate the added advantages of a balanced receiver, namely reduced signal
reflections and LO sideband noise. Measurements will be completed using a spare ALMA Band 3 receiver
cartridge and test set currently available at NRC Herzberg.
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Development of 2nd Generation SIS Receivers – NRAO
This study continues the development of the next generation of SIS receivers for ALMA Bands 6 and 10,
with the goal of lower receiver noise temperatures, flat across the full radio frequency (RF) band and over
a 4‐12 GHz Intermediate Frequency (IF). For Band 6, the goal is to develop elemental mixers with wider
RF bandwidth using Nb/Al‐AlN/Nb SIS junctions. These will be used in a balanced sideband‐separating
configuration to reduce the contribution of residual LO sideband noise to the receiver noise temperature.
For Band 10, the goal is to develop a highly reproducible sideband‐separating receiver using Nb/Al‐AlN/Nb
SIS junctions with high critical current density. This will potentially improve the observing speed in Band
10 by as much as a factor of four (4). For both Bands 6 and 10, balanced IF amplifiers will be used to
minimize interaction between mixer and amplifier without the additional loss of a wideband IF isolator.
This study continues work supported under earlier ALMA development studies. If successful, several of
the proposed developments will be applicable to 2nd receivers in all the higher‐frequency ALMA bands
which use SIS mixer receivers.
Digital Back End Article – NRAO
This study is evaluating the design and feasibility of a Digital Back End Antenna Article (DBEAA). The
DBEAA will ultimately replace the existing legacy article with a simplified, robust, and flexible set of digital
hardware. Capabilities, limits, and risks of current technologies to digitize and deliver the entire current
8GHz dual-polarization Intermediate Frequency signals produced by the Front End receivers are being
identified. Two key technical concerns are the feasibility of using a high-speed, 3-bit, 24GHz sampler, and
the performance of a Digital Signal Processor (DSP) filter at full ALMA data rates. Neither the high
sampling rate nor the DSP processing design have been demonstrated in hardware within the Observatory.
With the capabilities understood, the study will develop an implementation plan towards an array-ready
product that can double the processed bandwidth to 16 GHz dual-polarization IFs or 32GHz of a single
IF. The DBEAA will provide the same functions as the present Back End equipment while also enabling
future enhancements. This path will integrate with other Front End and Correlator development projects,
keeping ALMA at the forefront of millimeter and submillimeter wavelength astronomy.

2.3.4 Development Cycle 5
Preparations for the Development Cycle 5 Call for Proposals (Studies and Projects) began during Q3 and
were completed in Q4 FY2016. This was a “staggered” Call in that there are separate release dates for a
Project Call (10 October 2016) and a Study Call (01 March 2017.) The rationale for separate calls is twofold: 1) it provides sufficient time for the lengthy Project Proposal review and approval process (including
the ALMA Board) and, 2) it better distributes the workload for the Proposal Evaluation Committee. Cycle
5 Study awards are scheduled for July 2017; Cycle 5 Project awards are scheduled for 01 December 2017.

2.4

Maintenance and Renewal

2.4.1 NA ALMA Offsite Hardware Technical Support
The NRAO NA ALMA offsite hardware maintenance team is comprised of several groups in
Charlottesville including the Front End (FE) (components as well as test and measurement systems), Band6 cold cartridge, FE Local Oscillator (FE LO, comprises of warm cartridge assembly and cryogenic
multipliers), Photonics (central LO modules and antenna articles), Correlator, and Antenna; as well as the
Back End (BE) group in Socorro (antenna articles, data receiver articles, and some of the central LO
articles). These groups addressed all of the operational activities listed in the NRAO 2016 Program
Operating Plan. The following paragraphs summarize the key operational accomplishments of the various
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groups to support the operations and maintenance of the ALMA telescope during FY2016, consistent with
the Program Plan.

Front End
The NA Offsite Front End group repaired or built (as indicated below), tested, and shipped the following
hardware to the OSF:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Local Oscillator Reference Test Module (LORTM) to FE fiber optic cables (2.5m, Qty. 4 new).
Front End Monitor & Control (FEMC) Control Area Network (CAN) Breakout Boards (Qty. 10
new.)
Font End Test and Measurement System (FETMS) four-channel IF processor (Qty. Two were
repaired).
A replacement 12V 6A power supply was procured and delivered to replace a failed supply in the
Operations Support Facility (OSF) IF Processor Power supply.
CAN breakout Printed Circuit (PC) boards (Qty. 10, new) were sent to the OSF following reports
that one of the connectors was sheared off. If this damage rate continues, we will need to design
brackets to better protect this connector, which protrudes from the side of the front end.
Cooling fans mounted on the beam scanner motors at the OSF were inadvertently connected to
the wrong power supply and were damaged. Five cooling fans for scanning table X and Y stepper
motors at the OSF FETMS were procured and shipped to the OSF.
A set of three 1.5m PT-210 phase stable cables were procured from Times Microwave and
installed on the FETMS systems at the OSF and the CDL. These helped to reduce losses from the
3m lengths currently installed between the reference synthesizer and LORTM and improved
locking robustness.
JAO/OSF personnel requested additional tapered pins (for mounting the cryostats to their FETMS
rotational stages) to replace damaged ones. As requested by the OSF, the replacement pins were
modified by the NRAO CDL machine shop to include flats on the threaded shafts for a 12mm
wrench, and shipped to the OSF. Nine Front End Support Structure (FESS) taper pins were
subsequently fabricated to replenish the parts shipped to the OSF to maintain a ready stock
if/when needed.

Other support activities:
•
•

•

The FETMS data analysis code was modified to support measurement of beam patterns of a front
end containing optics for the ACA 7-meter antennas.
A parts kit was developed for Tilt Table Control Cabinet Cooling (SAFE-746), the drawing was
completed showing how the fans are mounted into the cabinet, and included in the installation
document. Metric parts were received to replace the U.S. Customary parts for fan mounting. It
was determined that the cabinets have no neutral AC power connection, so transformers were
ordered to isolate the cooling fan power from the chassis—one set was installed in the
NRAO/NTC/Charlottesville control cabinet and the procedures have been updated for use by
the OSF staff. The upgrade kit was shipped to the OSF for use on the OSF tilt table control
cabinets.
Provided significant software support/upgrade effort during the year for multiple issues arising at
the OSF. The beam efficiency analysis software was completely rewritten and requalified. Version
2.0.3 was released for production servers after testing on Windows by the Academia Sinica
Institute for Astronomy and Astrophysics (ASIAA) Band 1 team and testing on Linux with Band 2
and historical data sets from ALMA production. Later, version 2.0.4 was released with some
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•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

minor bug fixes. The LabVIEW wrapper for beam efficiency version 1.3.2 was released that fixed
bugs reported by ASIAA. That software is also used by the University of Chile group.
Procedures were written for tuning one of the reference inputs to the LORTM when installed in
an FETMS.
The FE Algorithms and Procedures document FEND-40.00.00.00-089-C-MAN was updated with
theory of operation for the Front End Thermal Interlock Module (FETIM), Band 1, and Band 2.
Seven IF Switch modules were repaired with the help of Norden Millimeter, the original
manufacturer.
Band 3 CCA3-33, was retrofitted with deflux heaters at NRC-Herzberg and integrated and
completely qualified in FE 43 (AIV-18886). This FE was subsequently moved into an antenna PM03
and after all engineering verification were successfully completed, it is now undergoing long term
evaluation as per the NRC-Herzberg qualification plan to gauge the efficacy of the deflux heaters
in the antenna receiver cabin.
FECRE-75 was been filed to propose a new operation mode that allows the Band 6 WCA to be
kept on with the Cryogenic Low Noise Amplifiers (CLNAs) in the cold space biased down.
Additionally, FECRE-76 and FECRE-77 were filed for changes pertaining to Band-1 and Band-2
operation, and FETIM and LO power limiting related changes respectively. Another FECRE-78
was created for cryostat cold head logging, as requested by JAO.
In preparation for measuring image rejection (new FETMS feature development), a new mirror
was ordered for the FETMS. The source will be located behind that mirror and signals will be
injected through a hole in the mirror to measure image rejection. However, we also plan to test
a simpler approach where the chopper is removed completely and the hot load consists of the
source surrounded by absorber. The scanner then moves the hot load out of the way and the
beam then sees the cold load.
The released FEMC firmware version 2.6.6 continues to be rolled out at the OSF. In the
meanwhile, another upgrade plan for firmware version 2.8, which encapsulates WCA power
limiting in the FEMC, was submitted to JAO for action.
Qty. 10 FEMC backplanes were completed during this period. These will be used to finish the
assembly of FEMC sub-racks held in stock.
The FETMS IF Processor was redesigned. The primary goals of the re-design were identified as:
(i) Reduction of circuit complexity by eliminating unused functionality; (ii) Creation of a more
modular layout to aid servicing; and (iii) Increasing the dynamic range of the system. The first
prototype is currently being built. Eventually the goal is to systematically replace and phase out all
of the old construction-era FETMS IF processors.
Checked ALMA Line Replaceable Unit (LRU) component inventory for obsolete items, and an
obsolescence list along with recommend workarounds/actions was compiled. As part of this
process, a decision was made to have additional AMBSI1 boards fabricated.
The mean-time-to-repair for all hardware returned from the OSF to NA was studied, durations
were compared to failure rates and available spares. Where necessary, latencies were removed
(either in rework or shipping times) to ensure continued availability of the telescopes.
Jack Meadows (FE Technician), retired on Fri 18 Dec 2015. His replacement, Kirk Crady, has been
cross-trained and has taken up the responsibilities.
John Buchanan, another support technician retired on Fri, 2 Sep 2016, and is yet to be replaced.

Band-6 Cold Cartridge
The list of notable activities within the Band 6 FE CCA group included:
•

Cold cartridge assemblies (Qty. 3) were repaired and shipped to the OSF.
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•
•
•

Additionally, Qty. 3 new cold cartridge assemblies were built, tested and shipped (using Tier-2
spare parts) to supplement the availability of spares at the OSF.
Qty. 4 additional spare Band 6 Orthomode transducers (OMTs) were assembled during this
period.
A large number of mixer-preamplifiers were refurbished, but no new mixers were qualified for
use in Band 6 cartridge repair work. A change in the unspecifiable (but significant) cryogenic
parameters of both some passive amplifier components and the Heterojunction Field Effect
Transistors (HFETs) obtained after the construction era batch of components was exhausted
rendered the existing design unable to consistently meet ALMA specifications. Rather than devote
additional effort to re-optimize the Microwave Integrated Circuit (MIC) based “chip and wire”
amplifier design, possible alternatives (preferably commercial) were explored. A Monolithic
Microwave Integrated Circuit (MMIC) based cryogenic amplifier from the Low Noise Factory was
identified as a drop-in replacement (some preliminary customization was required, and performed
by the vendor) for the mixer preamplifier, and an initial batch of 10 units were ordered. The gain
response of the MMIC amplifiers is flatter than the MIC versions, so equalizers were designed to
pre-distort the gain slope to compensate for existing equalizers in latter stages of the receivers.
Initial test results show promising mixer-preamplifier performance suitable for cartridge repair
work.

Other support activities:
•
•

Based on multiple Band 6 cartridge mechanical failures, PRTSIR-10194 was filed to determine if
inspection of all Band 6 cartridges is warranted.
As was the case during construction, wire-bonding pull tests were reinstituted and are now
performed at the time of every mixer or preamplifier rework.

FE Local Oscillator
The Offsite FE Local Oscillator Group recalled, repaired, tested, and shipped an assortment of Qty. 57
warm cartridge assemblies (various ALMA bands) to the OSF.
Other activities:
•

•
•
•

Several Tier-2 modules for various bands—Active Multiplier Chain, AMC (Qty. 25), Power Amplifiers,
PA (Qty. 51), Monitor Control & Digital Phase Locked Loop (MCDPLL), (Qty. 13), Yttrium Iron
Garnate (YIG), Tuned Oscillators (Qty. 6) were debugged and repaired and returned to the spare
pool.
Qty. 4 each of Band 6 and Band 9 “additional spare” Warm Cartridge Assemblies (WCAs) were
constructed using Tier-2 spares and shipped to the OSF.
Performed annual calibration cycle on all test equipment in the NTC FE LO laboratory.
We were very low on one LO PA MMIC design (used in the Front End Local Oscillator assemblies
for two bands) at the start of this year and consequently a British Aerospace (BAE) 70 nm Gallium
Arsenide (GaAs) wafer run was commissioned to fabricate them and several other PA MMIC designs
(quantities were decided based on MMIC usage rates and remaining spare MMICs on hand) that are
used for repairing the ALMA Local Oscillator assemblies for several bands.
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Photonics
List of notable activities for the Offsite Photonic group includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

LO Photonic Receivers (Qty. 2) were repaired and shipped to the OSF).
Line length correction (LLC) modules (Qty. 2 were repaired units, Qty. 2 new units as spares
were shipped to the OSF).
LO Photonic Receiver meta-cables (Qty. 121 were shipped to the OSF, some of these were new
spares, some of them were repaired). Many broken cables returned from the OSF were sent for
repair/recertification to the vendor.
Several photonics sub-assemblies (fiber stretcher, LPR fibers) were repaired during this period.
New Laser synthesizer calibration software released to ALMA BE group.
The engineering spare Keopsys Master Laser Distribution (MLD) Amplifier, (which was in use at
NRAO/NTC/Charlottesville) was shipped for use at the OSF when the in-service unit degraded
and the spare unit failed on installation. Subsequently, one failed MLD has been repaired (and is
undergoing acceptance testing), the second failed unit is undergoing repairs and an additional spare
MLD unit has been procured and delivered to the OSF.
One spare Photonic Reference Distribution (PRD) Amplifier, was received, evaluated and
accepted as spare.
The Master Laser in operation at the OSF degraded faster than expected although still operational,
the spare Master Laser appears to lock to wrong absorption lines sometimes, causing slaves to
unlock for some microwave reference settings and needs to be debugged. Once locked properly,
it stays operational indefinitely. One production spare at NTC is also degraded, but was shipped
to the OSF, after optimization, as it was projected to have more usable life than the spare in
operation at the OSF. The worst unit will be shipped to NRAO/NTC/Charlottesville for repair.
One LO Photonics staff visited the OSF in June-July 2016 to conduct training of Array Maintenance
Group (AMG) staff on Line Length Corrector/Subarray Switch (LLC/SAS) test set and for
performing LS testing.
OSF Local Oscillator Photonics Receiver (LPR) test set software bugs were fixed, software version
was also updated at NRAO/NTC/Charlottesville.

Correlator
Although most Baseline Correlator issues are handled directly by the Chilean correlator group, the Digital
Signal Processing (DSP) Group provides support to this group. The DSP group support arises in two main
ways. First, the DSP group was consulted on a handful of particularly vexing problems. Second, additional
support was provided via the 2-Antenna Correlator in Charlottesville. Hardware issues were diagnosed
and fixed. Support was also provided to the software group which writes and maintains the correlator
software using the Charlottesville 2-Antenna Correlator as a test bed. Support of the ALMA Phasing
System during scientific commissions and observations proved to be minimally necessary.

Back End (BE)
Repaired or built (as indicated below), tested and shipped the following hardware to the OSF:
•
•
•

IF Processors (Qty. 16 repaired and retested).
Qty. 1 Analog to Digital Converter Chip was shipped to the OSF for use in Tier 2 repairs.
Qty. 4 spare Total Power Detector PCBs, a major subassembly of the IF Processor, were shipped
to the OSF for use in Tier-2 repairs.
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•
•
•
•
•

Fiber Optics wraps (Qty. 3 repaired).
Qty. 8 Digital YIG Oscillators(DYTOs) were repaired by the vendor, accepted in Socorro and
returned to service as spare components in Chile.
Power supplies (Qty. 12 repaired).
After analysis of a failed Fiber Optic Wrap (FOW), a repair kit for a damaged connector was sent.
If successfully applied, JAO-onsite staff will have the information necessary to do future repairs of
this kind.
Unused Digital Transmission System (DTS) components, harnesses, and power supply boards
were sent to the OSF for development of a test stand by ALMA staff.

Other notable activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Three of five pre-production BE IF Processors were upgraded to the production revision to
increase the number of available operational spares at the OSF.
LO Reference Receiver (LORR) spare sub-assembly component spares (filters, couplers, splitters,
etc.) from construction were shipped to the OSF to aid on-site module repair.
The ALMA Lab area was reorganized after the retirement of Chip Scott, an LO production
engineer who provided support for offsite issues. This work is now fully directed by Phil Lopez,
who has reorganized the testing and repair areas.
An obsolescence review was done on electronics hardware, identifying a number of parts or
components that have reached end-of-life or are nearing that stage in availability. Additional spares
were either procured or procurement or redesign mitigation plans were made for early FY2017.
Two NA BE offsite support staff traveled to the OSF in July-August 2016 and worked alongside
BE hardware support staff for two weeks and thereby provided on-the-job training to the JAO
staff.
The long standing open Technical Specialist position was filled. The new hire started work and has
been cross-trained on IFP assembly, FOW assembly, and acceptance testing.

2.4.2 Antennas
In addition to addressing several outstanding Construction Warranty items, which will be discussed
separately below, we continue to monitor on-going Antenna preventive and corrective maintenance
issues. We routinely monitor these maintenance issues via the JIRA Ticket tracking system (note that
JIRA is not an acronym, it is a software name that evolved from a developer’s version of “Bugzilla”) used
by ALMA. However, occasionally ALMA JAO engineers have contacted North America directly of certain
specific issues. Generally speaking, we are monitoring these maintenance issues in order to establish any
worrisome trends which would indicate impending component failures and/or potential
component/system performance degradation.
During FY2016, a total of 195 corrective maintenance issues were identified via the JIRA tracking system.
The breakdown of these CM issues is presented in Figure 2.4.2.1. As indicated in this graphic, Servo
System, HVAC System, and Hexapod System components generated the highest number of CM faults;
this rate of CM faults is not unexpected and is somewhat consistent with the CM prediction contained in
the Reliability/Availability Analysis Report conducted as part of the NA Antenna design effort. In most
cases, the identified NA Antenna CM issues are resolved rather rapidly (and in some cases even remotely)
with the majority, 115 incidents, being resolved in five days or less as shown in Figure 2.4.2.2. CM issues
taking longer are usually as a result of spare parts or the appropriate trained personnel not being
immediately available.
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One specific NA Antenna issue that we have been tracking relates to the Hexapod system and the
occurrence of more than random and repeatable failures, primarily of the hexapod “jack legs.” This issue
was reported and tracked via JIRA OPSNCR-399. Working with ALMA JAO engineers, we identified a
preventive maintenance task relating to the periodic lubrication the hexapod “jack legs” that appeared to
have been omitted from JAO maintenance procedures. Following the inserting of this programmed
maintenance task into their procedures, the number of CM faults associated with the “jack legs” has been
substantially reduced; however, we do continue to monitor Hexapod performance closely.

Figure 2.4.2.1: Breakdown of NA Antenna Corrective Maintenance Issues by System Component.
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Figure 2.4.2.2: Days to Resolve NA Antenna Corrective Maintenance Issues.

2.5

NRAO Chile Office

During FY2016, the NRAO Office in Santiago supported the legal and business affairs of AUI/NRAO in
Chile for ALMA operations. Specifically, it provided the services that require a local presence in Chile and
cannot be effectively discharged from North America. The Office of Chilean Affairs (OCA) oversaw ALMA
human resources activities, including contracts, payroll, and in particular the implementation of the new
collective contract negotiated in August 2015 with the AUI local staff labor union. OCA remained
responsible for contracts and procurement, local property management, NRAO import/export activities
for ALMA and travel support. The office also monitored safety and environmental issues in coordination
with the NRAO Safety Manager and the ALMA Environmental Working Group.
Legal Representation: This function continued to link NRAO, AUI and ALMA with the Chilean
government and institutions, as well as with the JAO and ALMA Executives. In addition to the above, these
activities included the support of expats and travel arrangements for NRAO and AUI staff traveling to
Chile. During FY2016, the succession plan for the Legal Representative position proceeded as the Chief
of Staff prepared to assume the role of AUI Representative/NRAO Assistant Director in Chile. This
included participation in meetings and discussions with the representatives of the other international
observatories located in Chile.
Business and Fiscal: The recruitment of new members and restructuring of functions in the
business/fiscal area required focused attention in FY2016. After the departure of the former Business
Manager and Fiscal Officer in 2015, a new Business Manager was hired but the Fiscal Officer position was
eliminated. This required redistribution of responsibilities among the remaining team members. The new
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structure has worked well and the team has come together nicely. Two activities worth highlighting were
improved monitoring and tracking of the OCA budget and thorough preparations for the transition to the
new chart of accounts.
Contracts and Procurement (C&P): In FY2016 a new buyer was hired and successfully brought into
the two-member C&P team. The most relevant activities during this fiscal year were the following: i)
improvements at the AOS including the delivery of an oxygen plant for the technical building and upgrading
of the AOS bathrooms; ii) extension of the catering, cleaning and maintenance contract for three months
(until June 30th 2017) to facilitate transition to the new residence at the ALMA site; iii) preparations for
the procurement of a new sewage water treatment plant at the operations support facility (OSF).
Human Resources: AUI/NRAO continued managing its responsibilities and legal obligations as sole
employer JAO local staff members (LSMs). These include monitoring the application of Chilean legal rules
and regulations, responsibility for payroll activities, and AUI ALMA union matters. Monthly payroll visits
to the ALMA site and the Santiago office have been followed by debriefing sessions between AUI payroll
and JAO HR staff, ensuring good communications and uniform service to LSMs. The first-ever joint AUI
payroll-JAO HR team building workshop was held at the end of FY2016.
Labor Union: OCA implemented the collective contract clauses that entered into force during FY2016
(e.g. five-year and AOS bonuses, salary increase). Periodic meetings with the union were held at least once
per month to address and solve concerns in a timely and proactive manner. The AUI/NRAO human
resources manager continued to work closely with JAO senior management and was asked to serve on a
Labor Committee comprised of the ALMA director, executive officer, head of administration, and HR
manager. This committee was created in FY2016 to analyze union/labor issues in the broader context of
observatory operations and has created consensus across different areas. Inclusion of the AUI/NRAO HR
manager underscores the increasingly collaborative nature of interactions with the JAO.
Safety, Health and Environment: Given its role as employer of JAO LSMs, AUI/NRAO continued to
coordinate with the JAO Safety Office and the NRAO Safety Manager. As mandated by Chilean law, OCA
belonged to and coordinated the work carried out by the joint peer committees on health and safety.
OCA´s Senior Engineer continued participating in ALMA´s Environmental Working Group (EWG), and
was deeply involved in the gas pipeline environmental impact study. An important recognition of his
contribution was the fact that the ESO manager in charge of the project asked him to act as his deputy.
In the context of the EWG, OCA closely followed the status of the existing sewage water treatment plant
and contributed to the decision to replace it with a new plant. Monthly meetings were held with the JAO
Safety Manager to track relevant issues.
EPO: The OCA EPO Officer and the Legal Representative continued to act as liaisons with the local
community and the JAO to facilitate an understanding of the corporate role of ALMA, AUI, and the
NRAO, throughout Chile. They assisted broad participation from Chilean society groups in the scientific
and technological (STEM) aspects in which AUI/NRAO has an impact in Chile. FY2016 highlights: i)
organization of the second EPO U.S.-Chile Summit and development of “Reaching for the Stars” document
capturing discussion and recommendations from two summits; ii) launching of the Sister Cities program
between San Pedro de Atacama (Chile) and Magdalena (New Mexico)—two students and one teacher
from each country participated in the exchange; iii) support to the Astronomy in Chile Educator
Ambassadors Program, which improves understanding between Chilean and U.S. scientific and academic
communities; and iv) organization of the Galileo Teachers Training Program.
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Warranty Operations: FY2016 activities: i) repair of broken 23kV power cables buried at the AOS
without disruption of scientific program; ii) investigation of the status of switchgear terminal cables; iii)
launching work to install electrical grounding for weather masts at AOS; and iv) revised design for front
end handling vehicles, qualification of welders according to U.S. standards, and improvement of hydraulic
and other safety-related add-ons.
General: All members of the office participated in a workshop to define its mission, vision and objectives.
The exercise is part of an effort to align overall objectives with area and individual performance indicators.
This effort will continue in FY2017.
NRAO Chile Office Milestones
FY2016
All of the NRAO-Chile Office goals for FY2016 were completed in a timely fashion, including:
•
•
•

Completion of the succession and management plan 2015-2016 including the incorporation of a
new Business Manager [Q1 2016].
Implementation and monitoring of the new Collective Contract signed with the AUI Union as a
result of the negotiations conducted in 2015 [Q1-Q4 2016].
Renewal of AUI/NRAO OCA lease for a new period of three years [Q1 2016].
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3 NEW MEXICO OPERATIONS
3.1

Very Large Array

In FY2016 NRAO continued to offer a suite of robust and scientifically powerful observational capabilities
on the VLA, designed and tailored to address the scientific needs of the general community. Capabilities
have been implemented in the Observation Preparation Tool to set up P-Band spectroscopy and
polarimetry observations, as well as new pulsar observing modes. Deep, narrow continuum and neutral
hydrogen (H1) surveys continued to explore galaxy evolution. Tests of an On-the-Fly-Mosaic observing
mode for the VLASS were conducted in advance of a Preliminary Design Review for the survey project.
Commensal observations with VLITE continued. VLITE is capable of observing with the prime focus feeds
at 330 MHz simultaneously, but independently, of the Time Allocation Committee (TAC)-approved
science pointing carried out with the Cassegrain feeds and Wideband Interferometric Digital ARchitecture
(WIDAR) correlator.

3.1.1 Science
Tobin et al. (2016) used the VLA at Ka-band to conduct a multiplicity study of protostars (94) in the
Perseus molecular cloud. The investigators found that more than half of the stars were in multiple systems,
suggesting that the process of star formation tends to produce multiple, rather than single, stars. They
also concluded that stellar formation mechanisms may depend upon companion separation.
Carrasco-Gonzalez et al. (2016) used the VLA at Q-band to study the inner parts of the protoplanetary
disk in HL Tau. Previous ALMA observations of this object were stunning, revealing multiple dust lanes
indicative of orbiting proto-planets. But the ALMA observations left many questions unanswered, such as
why aren’t the proto-planets visible in the disk and how can they form in a system that is so young? The
inner disk can be probed with VLA observations since it is optically thin at VLA observing frequencies. It
is opaque at ALMA frequencies. The VLA observations reveal that the inner bright ring of HL Tau is
clumpy, dense, massive, and gravitationally unstable, and provide a tantalizing hint of a clump with a thermal
(dust) spectrum found in the inner ring (a proto-planet?). The investigators suggest that proto-planets are
only just beginning to form in the ring via Rossby Wave Instabilities.
Basu et al. (2016) used the VLA to image the magnetic field in the ‘Antennae’ merging galaxies at 1kpc
resolution. The tail is 62% polarized, with magnetic fields aligned along the tidal tail on a scale of 20 kpc.
This is the largest detected regular field structure on galactic scales. The regular field in the tail is ∼ 8.5
μG, which is stronger than the turbulent field. This field must be generated in a few 100 Myr, likely by
stretching of the galactic disc field. Although the magnetic fields within merging bodies are dominated by
strong turbulent fields, this study shows that tidal effects can produce large-scale regular field structure in
the outskirts.

3.1.2 Operations
Science Operations
NRAO continued to offer three types of observing programs to VLA users in the Calls for Proposals
issued in FY2016: General Observing (GO), Shared Risk Observing (SRO) and Resident Shared Risk
Observing (RSRO). In semester 2016B, two capabilities were promoted from SRO to GO: recirculation
up to a factor of 64, and 8-stream phased array observing for support of VLBA/HSA observations. No
other changes were made in these two semesters, because of limited software resources in the DMS
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Department available for updating user tools. RSRO programs supported in FY2016 included pulsar, fastdump, and P-band spectroscopy observations.
A large fraction of the scientific support in FY2016 went toward maintaining receiver, antenna, and array
performance and ensuring that the NRAO user community had access to quality instrumentation and
updated information to effectively use the VLA. Operational tasks carried out by the scientific staff in
FY2016 in support of these functions are listed below:
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Support Calls for Proposals: Defined capabilities to be offered in the 2016B and 2017A
semesters, and then updated user documentation for all capabilities for the relevant Call for
Proposals; scientific testing of user tools needed to prepare proposals (e.g., Proposal Submission
Tool (PST), General Observing Setup Tool, Exposure Calculator Tool); technical reviews for
proposals and evaluation of proposals for RSRO contributions.
Hardware, Software, and Operational Documentation: Technical documentation detailing
hardware and software functionality for staff and users, and operational procedures and
documentation for the operations staff. The VLA “Observational Status Summary” was updated
before the 2016B and 2017A Call for Proposals, along with the “Guide to Observing with the
VLA” on the NRAO web site.
Track and Measure VLA Performance: Sensitivity, Gain Curves, Holography, Antenna
Positions, Collimation, Pointing:
o The sensitivity and gain response of each antenna at each band was characterized
periodically.
o Surface accuracy checks with holography were carried out to ensure optimal efficiency at
the highest frequency bands.
o Antenna positions, collimation offsets and pointing accuracy were determined when the
array was moved into a new configuration.
Scientific Testing of Antennas Completing Major Maintenance:
o Antenna positions, collimation offsets and pointing accuracy were determined each time
an antenna came out of the Antenna Assembly Building after a maintenance overhaul.
o The performance of the new Antenna Control Units (ACUs) was evaluated.
System Health and Maintenance Feedback: Routine health checks were performed to
determine if there were any hardware failures that must be followed up with maintenance tickets.
Radio-Frequency Interference (RFI) monitoring tests were carried out to characterize and help
mitigate RFI contamination in observing bands.
Data Quality Assurance Checks: Data quality was evaluated based on the Pipeline results, and
test observations were run to identify and diagnose problems that were not caught by the
standardized tests and engineering checks.
Calibration Data: A 24-hour observation of flux density scale calibrators was carried out in
January 2016.

In addition to the standard support tasks described above, the following items required scientific support
to become operational during FY2016:
•

•

VLASS: The All-Sky tier of the VLA Sky Survey proposal was recommended for approval by a
Community Review Panel in FY2015. Testing of the proposed On-The-Fly-Mosaic observing
mode and associated system performance, RFI environment, and imaging techniques took place in
FY2016 ahead of a Preliminary Design Review which occurred in Q4 of FY2016.
Automation of Multiple Subarray Observations: During FY2016 there were plans to
automate the use of multiple subarrays and incorporate it into the dynamic scheduler for testing.
However, it lacked software support and is now being carried over to FY2017.
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Array Operations
Array reconfigurations completed in FY2016 included the moves into the D, DnC, C, CnB, B and the
A configurations. The reconfiguration to the A-array did not appear in the Program Operating Plan. At
the time that it was written in 2014, the uncertainty of the impact of the VLASS on the reconfiguration
schedule, and the possibility that the hybrid configurations would be eliminated, led us to expect that the
reconfiguration to the A array would occur in Q1 of FY2017. The hybrid configurations have indeed now
been eliminated for PI science, although it has been proposed that the BnA hybrid may continue to be
used for the VLASS.
During FY2015, a VLA control room was established at the Domenici Science Operations Center (DSOC).
The number of evening and night shifts of the VLA operators staffed from the DSOC in FY2016 has been
limited due to not having enough VLA guards to manage the site safely without an operator present. The
primary objective of this goal was cost driven and met when the leased General Services Administration
(GSA) vehicle fleet for Operations was reduced to one vehicle.

3.1.3 Development
The 4-band Feeds: Presently there are fourteen 4-band feeds in the array. The performance data
obtained during FY2016 show that the feeds have good sensitivity. It has been decided to install 4-band
feeds on the remainder of the array for a total of twenty-eight plus a spare. A plan to finish the array will
be developed in the coming fiscal year.

3.1.4 Maintenance and Renewal
Electronics Maintenance and Renewal
VLA Electronics routine work for FY2016 consisted of the following:
• Leak checked 10 receivers each quarter.
• Overhauled ~30 receiver cold heads per quarter.
• Reconditioned and replaced receiver desiccant in each of the 240 canisters three times in the
year.
• Performed preventive maintenance on 25 VLA compressor lines twice in the year.
• Overhauled two VLA compressors due to normal wear-and-tear.
• Performed preventive maintenance on four helium circuits to maintain cryogenic performance.
• Repaired/replaced 24 FE receivers.
• Tested the Correlator boards, with replacement or repair as needed.
• Checked the fiber optics system to ensure proper operations; reset as needed.
• Investigated issues with locking, fringing, output power, and general communication dropouts.
• Performed routine power supply and battery maintenance.
• Retrofitted upgrades or additions to enhance equipment safety.
• Performed bench work on modules for repair or assembly.
• Monitored modules responsible for array timing, adjusting as needed.
• Performed maintenance on ACUs and Focus Rotation Mount (FRM) controllers.
• Replaced ~10 Silicon Controlled Rectifier (SCR) driver cards in the VLA antenna servo cabinet.
• Monitored for local RFI at the VLA site.
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Site Maintenance and Renewal
VLA Engineering routine work for FY2016 consisted of the following:
Antennas: VLA antennas were routinely cycled through the Antenna Assembly Building (AAB) for
checkout and overhaul throughout the year. Eight antennas were cycled through the assembly building this
year, per the FY2016 plan. Due to an unanticipated diversion of resources to support the St. Croix VLBA
site, the failure of our AAB overhead crane, and the failure of an azimuth wheel assembly at the Pie Town
VLBA station, the VLA antenna azimuth bearing originally scheduled for FY2016 was not completed.
The two transporters used to move the antennas during reconfigurations underwent maintenance and
repair between move periods. Maintenance on the almost forty-year-old transporters included servicing
the motors, checking the generators that keep critical power to the antenna during a move, lubricating the
moving parts, checking on the twenty-four wheel axles and wheels, and maintaining electrical and hydraulic
systems.
Track: During FY2016, inspection of the VLA railroad tracks continued, checking for problems that could
compromise the safety of the transporters that carry the antennas during array reconfigurations and other
antenna moves. These inspections also guarded against problems that could jeopardize the safety of the
maintenance rail vehicles that are used by technicians to service the antennas.
Following NRAO document PMD00040, 2013 VLA Holland Track Survey, Results and Recommendations,
5000 cross-tie replacements were completed in FY2016.
Five intersections were scheduled to be replaced in FY2016. Due to a hiring freeze in the VLA track crew,
only three were replaced. This position was unfrozen on October 1, 2016, and efforts to fill this position
are now underway.
Site Infrastructure: The VLA site buildings, utility systems, and grounds continued to undergo routine
annual inspection and preventive maintenance in FY2016. The site electrical system hatch gear and all site
transformers underwent yearly preventive maintenance procedures. Other regular activities included:
annual road grading; roof repairs; heating and cooling systems maintenance; pest and weed control along
the railways and central site; fire brigade and emergency medical response team training; and the routine
servicing of gas pumps, sewer and water supply systems, backup generator power, and other related
systems.

Technical Upgrades and Enhancements
•

•

Solar Capable Receiver Installation: The process of installing solar-capable receivers in the
array continued on schedule in FY2016. The process of modifying a receiver to provide this
capability requires the receiver be removed from the array. At the DSOC, the components are
replaced in the dewar and the receiver is tested before being reinstalled in the array. Two
additional L-band receivers were completed with a full RF update (Q2), and six X-band receivers
were updated with 20dB switched attenuators (Q4). Two additional Ku-band receivers were
updated with both 20dB switched attenuators and solar Tcals (Q4). Four Ku-band receivers were
updated with 20dB switched attenuators and no solar Tcals. Three S-band receivers with 20dB
switched attenuators and solar Tcals were also installed by the end of Q4.
Card Cage Upgrades: To address reliability issues, a revised FE card cage design was completed
in FY14. Over 48 units were installed in FY14, and an additional 68 units were installed in FY2015.
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•

•

•
•
•

Installation of the revised card cage design was completed in 2016 by upgrading the remaining
card cages.
C and L-Band Thermal Gap Retrofits: A new thermal gap design has been shown to decrease
the noise temperature of both the C and L-Band receivers and significantly improve performance.
In FY2016, an additional four C-Band and all remaining L-Band receivers were retrofitted with the
new design.
Front End Cal Board: Each VLA receiver incorporates a warm electronics enclosure that
houses the noise calibration monitor and control card. A new revision of the printed circuit board
is now available that enhances the drive pulse used to switch the noise diode on/off for solar
observing. Eighteen boards of the new revision were built, tested and installed in FY14. Twenty
boards were installed in FY2015, and 26 were installed in FY2016.
F318 Installation: The installation of F318 production modules was completed in FY2016. The
F318 replaces the F320 modules which have a power supply reliability issue. The F318 also has
additional features including Water Vapor Radiometer support.
VLA Antenna Control Unit (ACU) Replacement: Three additional new-design ACUs were
installed and accepted in the array, for a total of six. The new ACUs show improved antenna
performance and reduced pointing offsets as compared with the old ACUs.
Atmospheric Phase Interferometer (API) Upgrade: The Atmospheric Phase
Interferometer’s small enclosure at the VLA site received modifications to its insulation and HVAC
system to improve temperature stability, resulting in improved measurements.

Observing Capability Enhancements
The VLA continued to provide new capabilities to the user community to optimize and enhance the
science that can be done with the array. This strategy has proven to be effective in keeping users engaged,
and it is a critical factor in keeping the scientific productivity of the VLA high. The pace of development of
new capabilities is matched to the available full-time equivalent (FTEs) who are not fully engaged with daily
operations.
Scientific staff and RSRO effort was directed to the following observing capability enhancements in FY2016:
•

•

The ability to set up P-Band spectroscopy and polarimetry observations in the Observation
Preparation Tool (OPT), was completed. These observation modes were not promoted to SRO
observing pending delivery of best-practices documents for both. Additional documentation for
these modes will be carried as a goal in the coming fiscal year.
The development of pulsar observing modes, including the definition of the software requirements
for incorporating the so-called “de-dispersion” pulsar mode in the OPT, was completed.

Operational Enhancements
In addition to the new capabilities that NRAO offered its users, there were several planned enhancements
to the technical or scientific operation of the VLA with the goal of improving its overall data quality and
data products. In FY2016 these focused on improved calibration procedures, including heuristics for the
VLA calibration pipeline, and on supporting the VLASS:
•

Implement Tipping Scans for Opacity Correction: The implementation of scans to measure
atmospheric opacity (TIP scans) was verified and enhanced. This capability is needed for
measurements at the higher frequency bands of the VLA (K- through Q-bands). Stepped TIP
scans, which are like those done on the pre-upgraded VLA, were implemented, and requirements
for their analysis to derive zenith opacity have been delivered to the DMS Department. The
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•

•

3.2

sensitivity of the upgraded switched power system on the VLA now allows continuous-slew TIP
scans to be utilized, which are much more time-efficient than stepped TIPs (scans take 2 minutes
vs. 7 minutes to complete). Requirements for their support in the Observation Preparation Tool
were also provided to DMS.
Pipeline Heuristic Development: Heuristics for polarization calibration were completed in
FY2016, and will be implemented in the CASA pipeline in the coming fiscal year. Heuristics for
including ionospheric corrections in the CASA pipeline are straightforward to implement, and are
subject to final testing and validation of the ionospheric calibration algorithm in CASA.
Support for VLASS: Extensive testing of the proposed On-The-Fly-Mosaic observing mode and
associated system performance, RFI environment, and imaging techniques for the VLASS took
place in FY2016 ahead of a Preliminary Design Review which occurred in Q4 of FY2016. A test
was performed to evaluate the effects of the ionosphere at S-band and L-band during a period of
solar activity. While the effect of the ionosphere was visible at the low frequency end of L-band,
it was negligible by 2 GHz, and it is not thought that it will be a problem for the Sky Survey.
Nevertheless, we will plan on monitoring ionospheric activity during the execution of the Sky
Survey so that corrections can be applied if necessary.

Very Long Baseline Array

3.2.1 Science
In FY2016 the Gould’s Belt Distances Survey (GOBELINS) used the VLBA to perform astrometry on
young stars embedded in nearby star-forming regions. In a spectacular exploitation of the VLBA
correlator's multiple phase center capability, the team simultaneously targets many 10s of stars identified
with VLA imaging within each star forming region. Kounkel et al. (2016, ApJ, in press) report on such
observations of the Orion Molecular Cloud Complex. Thirty-six young stellar objects are monitored, of
which 27 have three or more detections to date. Astrometric fits to these stars' motions reveal precise
distances, proper motions, and, in more than half the cases, orbits of multiple star systems. With the help
of high resolution optical data, the multiple star systems can reveal accurate masses. An improved distance
to the well-studied Trapezium cluster of 382+-2 pc is provided. Ortiz-León et al. (2016, ApJ, in press)
performed a similar study on the Serpens/Aquila complex. In this case the new observations clearly
demonstrate that the two star-forming regions are at the same distance and are physically associated.
This is correcting several misconceptions about this region and correcting luminosity/mass estimates of
its constituents.
The Monitoring of Jets in Active Galactic Nuclei with VLBA Experiments (MOJAVE) program has been
making use of high resolution VLBA imaging of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGNs) for two decades. Lister et
al. (2016, AJ, 152, 12L) published results through the first 19 years of MOJAVE. This paper explores
motions of jet components over time. A striking result is that non-radial and accelerating motions are
seen, implying non-ballistic motion. The distribution of apparent jet speeds is also reported. Peak speeds
at 50c are seen, but the distribution is peaked below 5c. The Fermi mission, launched well after the onset
of MOJAVE, and TeV telescopes have proven vital in gaining understanding of jet phenomena, including
the conclusion that some Seyfert I AGNs have powerful jets.

3.2.2 Operations
Science Operations
NRAO continued to offer three types of observing programs to VLBA users in FY2016: General Observing
(GO), Shared Risk Observing (SRO) and Resident Shared Risk Observing (RSRO). For semester 2016B
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the Digital Down-Converter (DDC)-4 mode on Arecibo was offered under the RSRO program, and Y27
(VLA phased array) DDC-8 and Polyphase Filterbank (PFB) modes were promoted from SRO to GO. In
addition, phased ALMA was offered as a participating observatory for the Spring 2017 Global mm VLBI
session, resulting in a dramatic increase in the number of 3mm VLBI proposals received in response to
the semester 2016B Call for Proposals (25 proposals received, compared with the usual two to five
proposals). Engineering work on the Large Millimeter Telescope (LMT) Alfonso Serrano in Mexico limited
its participation in 3mm VLBI in FY2016, and was not offered for semester 2017A.
Limited changes were made for the 2017A Call for Proposals, mainly to avoid confusion during the
transition to operating under the Long Baseline Observatory (LBO) management.
Operational tasks carried out by the scientific staff during FY2016 in support of maintaining receiver,
antenna and array performance and ensuring that the user community had access to quality
instrumentation and updated information to effectively use the VLBA included:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Support Calls for Proposals: Defined capabilities to be offered in the 2016B and 2017A
semesters, and then updated user documentation for all capabilities for the relevant Call for
Proposals; scientific testing of user tools needed to prepare proposals (e.g., Proposal Submission
Tool (PST), European VLBI Network Sensitivity Calculator); technical reviews for proposals and
evaluation of proposals for RSRO contributions.
Hardware, Software, and Operational Documentation: Technical documentation detailing
hardware and software functionality for staff and users, operational procedures and
documentation for the operations staff. The VLBA “Observational Status Summary” was updated
before the 2016B and 2017A Call for Proposals.
Track and Measure VLBA Sensitivity, Pointing, Focus: The sensitivity, pointing and focus
of each antenna at each band were characterized periodically, as receivers and equipment were
replaced or as software was upgraded.
Clock Maintenance: Accurate time keeping is central to VLBI, and is provided by hydrogen
masers and reference signals inserted into the astronomical data. Quality assurance checks were
performed periodically by scientific staff and data analysts.
RFI Characterization and Mitigation: RFI tests to characterize and help mitigate RFI
contamination in the observing bands were performed.
System Health and Maintenance Feedback: Routine health checks and analysis of the data
to determine if there are any hardware failures were followed up with maintenance tickets.
Data Quality Assurance Checks: Data quality was evaluated and test observations run to
identify and diagnose problems that were not caught by engineering checks.
Coordination with Other Observatories for Global mm VLBI and the HSA: The VLBA
occasionally observed in parallel with other observatories, as requested by users whose scientific
goals require the inclusion of baselines to large-aperture and/or distant facilities. Scheduling and
correlation of these observations required coordination with local schedulers at each participating
observatory, a significantly more complex process than normal VLBA-only observations require.

In FY2016 NM Operations also developed and implemented a process for offering 1mm VLBI using phased
ALMA and the Event Horizon Telescope in ALMA Cycle 4.

Array Operations
The FY2016 effort to cross-train VLBA operators with the VLA operators was dependent on the move
of VLA evening and night shift operations to the DSOC. The goal was to enable each group to be familiar
with the others’ functions and tools, and enable efficiencies for the operations of both instruments. The
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effort remains ongoing, but is limited to when there is flexibility within the work schedule of the two
groups.

3.2.3 Development
No new development projects were undertaken on the VLBA during FY2016.

3.2.4 Maintenance and Renewal
Electronics Maintenance and Renewal
The site technicians carried out the bulk of the routine maintenance tasks at the VLBA sites. For FY2016
this consisted of the following:
• Inspection and lubrication of FRM, Az/El drive motors, encoders, pintle bearings, elevation gears,
elevation hoist, and included changing the gearbox oil.
• Checks/tests of encoder motor tachometers, servo limits, ACU, vacuum pumps, all heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems, dry air system, weather station equipment, etc.
• Ensured normal operations of safety equipment such as UPSs and generators, emergency power,
fire alarm systems, fire extinguishers, security systems, etc.
• Carried out preventive maintenance tasks such as checking motor brushes and commutators,
check of azimuth wheel position, check for metal in grease samples, cable wrap maintenance,
replace oil filters, etc.
• Repaired some VLBA specific modules to remove some of this work from the technical staff at
the DSOC and the VLA sites.
• Maintained the grounds and building infrastructure.
• Other diagnostic and repair tasks as needed.
Electronics Division staff based at the DSOC performed the following routine VLBA work in FY2016:
• Overhauled approximately sixty receiver cold heads to keep VLBA Front Ends operating.
• Carried out preventive maintenance on four helium circuits to maintain cryogenic performance.
• Repaired and/or replaced nine VLBA FE receivers.
• Performed checks on the Correlator Computers.
• Investigated issues with locking, fringing, output power, and general communication dropouts.
• Retrofitted, upgraded or enhanced equipment safety.
• Performed bench work on modules to repair or assemble upgrade modules.
• Monitored the maser performance and timing, adjusting as needed.
• Performed maintenance on ACUs and FRM controllers.
• Monitored for local RFI at the VLBA sites.
• Sent calibrated site weather station hardware to each site as needed.
• Repaired 22 VLBA recording and playback modules
• Repaired 93 Mark 5 disk packs.

Site Maintenance and Renewal
Antennas: Three VLBA stations received major maintenance visits by the VLBA Tiger Team in FY2016,
comprising eight personnel from the antenna mechanics and the Electronics Division servo groups. In
FY2016 Q1, the Mauna Kea VLBA station received a major maintenance visit by the VLBA Tiger Team.
This station was originally scheduled to be complete in Q4 of FY2015. A lightning strike in October 2014
at the Mauna Kea site prompted a change from SC to MK when, even after extensive repairs to damaged
systems, it was determined that some electronic components were behaving unreliably. This station is in
daily use for United States Naval Observatory (USNO) observations and it was important to maintain
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optimal reliability for this station. The change of sites, which requires a long lead time to ship containers
with the specialized tools, caused the trip to happen in October 2015, rather than September of 2015. At
that time, two azimuth wheel assemblies were replaced, in addition to the scheduled maintenance. In Q3
of FY2016, the Brewster VLBA station was in danger of imminent failure of one of the two azimuth wheel
assemblies, so a Tiger Team was sent there to replace both and perform the scheduled maintenance
typical of a Tiger Team visit. Since the St. Croix Tiger Team had been delayed from FY2015, and further
delayed by the emergency work at Brewster, it was decided that we should not postpone the Tiger Team
visit there until FY2017. Additional personnel to work on rust mitigation and painting were sent. This
work was performed in Q4 of FY2016.
In Q4 of FY2016, an azimuth wheel assembly unexpectedly failed at the Pie Town site. This was repaired
during the same period that the St. Croix maintenance visit occurred.

Technical Upgrades and Enhancements
•

Replacement of Versa Module Europa (VME) Control Computer Functionality: The
legacy VME computers that control the operation of the VLBA antennas are reaching end-of-life.
As part of an effort to replace their functionality with a modern system, software to replicate the
monitor data stream from the VME computer and send it to the station control computer was
put in place in FY2016, and a new VLBA Monitor Archive Database was created.

Observing Capability Enhancements
For FY2016, potential capability enhancements focused on increasing the number of compatible observing
modes on stations of the HSA; specifically:
•

3.3

NRAO remained ready to offer testing and support to colleagues at Arecibo for the
commissioning of the DDC-4 system. Arecibo’s staffing situation did not allow this to be
completed, but the mode was offered through the RSRO program for semester 2016B with the
goal of identifying community resources to help with the commissioning. No proposals to use
the DDC-4 system at Arecibo were received.

Site Operations

The facilities for which NM Operations are responsible comprise of two leased buildings on the campus
of the New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology (DSOC, and the NRAO Guest House), the VLA
telescope site, and the ten VLBA stations. At the DSOC and the NRAO Guest House, NRAO supports
building maintenance, communications, and utilities. At the VLA site, NRAO supports all communications,
utilities, building maintenance, and telescope maintenance. At the VLBA stations, expenses include
communications, utilities, building and site maintenance, land leases, and telescope maintenance. One of
the largest components of the overall facility expenses is the cost of electrical power. Year-specific items
related to the facility and site operations are described further below:
•
•

The land use agreement with U.S.-DOI-BLM for Pie Town was renewed in 2015. The document
was fully executed on January 16, 2016 by BLM. The agreement term is 30 years.
A renewal of the sublease for Owens Valley continues to await the renegotiation of the lease
between Los Angeles Water and Power and Caltech.
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4 WEST VIRGINIA OPERATIONS
4.1

Green Bank Telescope

The GBT is the world’s premier single-dish radio telescope operating at meter to millimeter wavelengths.
Its enormous 100-meter diameter collecting area, its unblocked aperture, and its excellent surface
accuracy provide unprecedented sensitivity across the telescope's full 0.1 - 116 GHz (3.0m - 2.6mm)
operating range. The GBT is used by hundreds of scientists each year for a large and varied series of
programs. It has a collecting area and sensitivity comparable to ALMA and the VLA and thus excellent
response to point sources such as pulsars. But as a filled aperture it also has the highest possible sensitivity
to extended, low surface-brightness emission of the kind associated with comets, molecular clouds, and
distortions of the cosmic microwave background. The GBT also joins the VLBA for interferometric
observations to provide a critical threshold of sensitivity for the highest angular resolution studies. The
single focal plane is ideal for rapid, wide-field imaging using multi-pixel cameras, and with access to 85% of
the celestial sphere it also serves as the wide-field imaging complement to ALMA and the VLA. Operation
of the GBT is highly efficient, and it is used for observations about 6500 hours every year, with 2000-3000
hours per year available to high frequency science.
The GBT is flexible and easy to use, and can respond to new ideas from the scientific community rapidly.
It is straightforward for a small group to build and install a new instrument, providing them access to a
world-class research facility. State-of-the-art instruments now under development in collaboration with
university groups will continue to keep the GBT equipped with the latest technology. Graduate students
use the GBT to gain hands-on experience with a major telescope, an increasingly rare opportunity and
critical for their training.
The GBT has the best protection of any U.S. observatory from many forms of man-made radio frequency
interference as it is located in the National Radio Quiet Zone and the West Virginia Radio Astronomy
Zone. The facility’s location in a lightly populated valley in the Monongahela National Forest, surrounded
by extensive ranges of mountains in all directions, provides further protection from interfering signals.

4.1.1 Science
The science delivered by the GBT in FY2016 was extremely varied, from searching for Nano-Hertz
Gravitational Waves through pulsar timing, to discovery and confirmation of new interstellar molecules,
mapping the star formation regions and potential in the Milky Way and other galaxies, and searching for
faint and diffuse intergalactic gas.
A few of the recent science results from the GBT are given below.
Fundamental Physics: The NANOGrav Nine-year Data Set: Limits on the Isotropic Stochastic Gravitational
Wave Background (Arzoumanian, Z. et al, 2016, ApJ, 821, 13). No evidence for a Gravitational Wave (GW)
signal has been found within nine years of data from the North American NanoHertz Observatory for
Gravitational Waves (NANOGrav). Of the two current models for the generation of GWs by
supermassive black hole mergers, the NANOGrav data rule out one model and are in significant tension
with the other. The results also place the most stringent limit yet on a GW background generated by a
network of cosmic strings, a limit four times better than that from the Planck Satellite.
Fundamental Physics: Extreme Brightness Temperatures and Refractive Substructure in 3c 273 with
RadioAstron (Johnson, M., et al. 2016, ApJL, 820, L10). The GBT, as part of a space VLBI observations using
the ROSCOSMOS RadioAstron satellite, have discovered the gas jetting out of quasars is 100x hotter
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than previously believed. Observations also showed, for the first time, substructure caused by scattering
of the radio waves by the tenuous interstellar material in the Galaxy.
Stellar Birth and Evolution: An Ammonia Spectral Map of the L1495-B218 Filaments in the Taurus
Molecular Cloud. I. Physical Properties of Filaments and Dense Cores (Seo et al 2015 ApJ 805, 185). Deep NH3
observations of the Taurus filament with the GBT’s K-band focal plane array instrument have shown that
dense star forming cores share three properties: pressure confined, gravitationally bound, and collapsing.
Stellar Birth and Evolution: The Bolocam Galactic Plane Survey. XIV. Physical Properties of Massive Starless
and Star-forming Clumps (Svoboda, B. et al, 2016, ApJ, 822, 59). The team presents a combined NH3-derived
gas kinetic temperature and H2O maser catalog for 1788 clumps from GBT observations and from the
literature. These samples show a statistically significant increase in the median clump mass of ΔM ~ 170–
370 M⊙ from the starless candidates to clumps associated with protostars. We estimate the phase lifetime
of massive (M > 103 M⊙) starless clumps to be 0.37 ± 0.08 Myr (M/103 M⊙)-1; the majority (M < 450 M⊙)
have phase lifetimes longer than their average freefall time.
Origin of Life: Discovery of the interstellar chiral molecule propyleneoxide (CH3CHCH2O), (B. McGuire &
P.B. Carroll et al., Science, June 2016). The first detection of a Chiral (or "handed“) molecule (propylene
oxide) was found in space near the center of the Milky Way, at Sagittarius B2. Chiral molecules are
essential for the creation of life.
Galaxies Across Cosmic Time: On the Metallicity and Origin of the Smith High-Velocity Cloud (Fox, A. et
al, 2016, ApJ, 816, L1). Combining GBT HI (21-cm) data with Hubble Space Telescope ultra-violet
absorption spectra shows an average sulfur abundance (S/H) that is about half solar. This indicates that
the cloud, which is in the process of being accreted by the Milky Way, is not a pristine object but has been
enriched significantly. The results are quite puzzling as the metallicity suggests an origin in the outer Milky
disk, while the kinematics and mass suggest an extragalactic origin.
Galaxies Across Cosmic Time: Sensitive 21cm observations of neutral hydrogen in the Local Group near
M31 (Wolfe, S. et al 2016, ApJ, 816, 81). The GBT detected and characterized a population of HI (21cm) clouds between the galaxies M31 and M33 of unknown origin. The clouds have the HI mass and size
of dwarf galaxies but lack stars, making them unlike any HI clouds observed elsewhere. They appear to
be isolated spatially and kinematically from each other, and not related to the high-velocity cloud
population of either galaxy.

4.1.2 Operations
The telescope’s oversubscription rate in FY2016 varied from 2 – 2.7 across the year, a slight increase from
the oversubscription rate in FY2015, but still down from a peak of 3-4 in the years before the 2012
divestiture announcement. The GBT is scheduled dynamically to match project needs to the available
weather. Green Bank has several thousand hours of clear skies with a perceptible water vapor content
<10mm throughout the year, allowing extensive operations at short wavelengths. Since 2010 about 2000
hours have been available for weather-dependent high-frequency observations, a number which would
increase if telescope control is improved.
The total amount of observing time on the GBT in FY2016 remained at approximately 6,800 hours. Of
these hours, roughly 4,900 were available under NRAO’s “open skies” policy to all qualified astronomers
while the rest were provided to a number of universities and other research organizations through private
contracts.
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4.1.3 Development
Two new instruments went through early commissioning in FY2016, for planned FY2017 use on the GBT.
Both were built by university partners for specific science programs with the telescope. Both were
instruments were intended to be completed in FY2015, but neither achieved this goal. NRAO staff was
assigned to the projects to aid in installation and commissioning only. As a result, all project milestones
are controlled by the project PIs which are not NRAO employees.
ARGUS: In FY14 a group led by Sarah Church (Stanford University) began the construction of a 16pixel 75-115.3 GHz traditional feed horn array, funded through the NSF-AST Advance Technologies
and Instrumentation (ATI) program. The GBT is the best telescope in the world for molecular line
research in the 70-100 GHz band. The camera will capitalize on that fact by using the GBT’s sensitivity
to create an on-the-fly image of cometary molecules. When combined with the GBT’s sensitivity, the
camera will be the only system in the world which can provide information about the structure of
comets as they move through the solar system. Early commissioning took place in spring, 2016, and
full science operations will begin in FY2017.
MUSTANG2: In FY13 a group led by the University of Pennsylvania began building a new 75105 GHz bolometer array for the GBT. This array was assembled from new frequency-domain
microwave SQUID (mSQUID) multiplexers recently developed by NIST (using the same backend
electronics as mKIDS) and contoured feed horns. The array was deployed for one season in FY2015.
However, the instrument suffered from noise and other problems resulting in only a very limited
science output. During the same year, though, the PI secured sufficient funding to expand the total
number of pixels on the instrument too roughly 200 pixels total. As a result, when the instrument
was removed from the GBT in FY2015 it was returned to the PI for work on the instrument noise
and to upgrade its size. Delivery of this new instrument (MUSTANG 2) occurred in 2016, but a
number of problems were identified with the instrument. Those problems have been corrected and
the instrument is slated for science observations in FY2017.

4.1.4 Maintenance and Renewal
Track Repair: The GBT track is now ten years old and is showing signs of wear. Beginning in FY14
NRAO, on an annual basis, is replacing those GBT track pieces that show significant wear. This work
continued through FY2016.
Telescope Painting: Painting of the GBT is necessary to preserve the overall integrity of the structure.
In FY2016 we continued our annual painting efforts at roughly the same levels as in the past three years.
Digital Servo Replacement: The original analog servo system for the GBT is outdated and difficult to
maintain. It is being replaced by a digital servo system that will provide the platform for model-based
servo control, allowing for significantly improved telescope pointing and motion. The servo replacement
was completed in FY2016.
Routine Maintenance: Ongoing telescope front-end and back-end maintenance continued routinely in
FY2016, including cold-head and compressor maintenance for the cryogenic receivers, repair of failed
parts in the front ends, servo and LO-IF systems, and the maintenance and repair of fiber optic
connections. Antenna mechanics also analyzed lubricants for metal and other foreign particles in the field,
on the GBT and all other antennas, to be alerted to potential failure of moving parts, especially azimuth
truck bearings and elevation gears and bearings. No significant failures were found.
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Telescope Inspections: The tri-annual GBT inspections occurred in Q3 and Q4 of FY2015. A report
of that inspection was received in FY2016.

4.2

Other Telescopes

140ft Diameter Telescope
The contract for the 140ft diameter site telescope to continue work as an Earth Station (downlink station)
for the ROSCOSMOS RadioAstron satellite continued through FY2016 with no significant issues.

20m Diameter Telescope
Use of the site’s 20m telescope in FY 2016 was twofold—first a part of NRAO’s Education and Public
Outreach program, working with the University of North Carolina’s SkyNET program. Secondary to this,
and commensally, the telescope has been monitoring the skies for Fast Radio Bursts as part of a program
developed by NRAO, West Virginia University, and Virginia Tech.

40ft Diameter Telescope
The 40ft diameter site telescope is used exclusively by the NRAO’s education and public outreach
program for student and teacher projects.

Galford Meadow
Four instruments currently reside in or near Galford Meadow on the Green Bank campus. These are
described below:
• PAPER: The PAPER (Precision Array for Probing the Epoch of Reionization) array is
collaboration between NRAO, the University of Virginia, and the University of California at
Berkeley. The array was deployed at the Green Bank site in 2004 for testing and
confirmation of any signals found with its larger sister array in the Karoo, South Africa. The
instrument is no longer in use and is being replaced by HERA (described below).
• HERA: HERA, the Hydrogen Epoch of Reionization Array, is being built in Green Bank as a
test construction and data taking array. The final array is to be built in the Karoo in South
Africa. Construction of the second of three antennas of the HERA project was completed
in FY 2016.
• LoFASM: The Low Frequency All-sky Monitoring array (LoFASM) has one of its four stations
on the Green Bank site. The instrument has been in operation since 2012.
• MEASURE: West Virginia University has installed a magnetometer on site as part of the
University of California-led Magnetometers along the Eastern Atlantic Seaboard for
Undergraduate Research and Education (MEASURE) project to study magnetosphere
dynamics. This project is staffed and run through the West Virginia University.

4.3

Maintenance and Renewal

Site Infrastructure: The Green Bank (GB) site buildings and grounds continued to undergo routine
annual inspection and maintenance in FY 2015. This included annual road repair and winter plowing; roof
repairs; heating and cooling systems maintenance; pest and weed control; servicing of sewer systems,
water supply, backup generator power, HVAC systems, electrical lines and related systems. A new well
and septic system for the 40ft diameter telescope was built in FY 2015. In addition, a generator for the
science center to both provide back-up to NRAO’s Management Information Services (MIS) systems and
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to provide safety in case of emergency when school age and other visitors are on site was purchased in
FY 2015 and will be installed in early FY 2016.
Road Repair, Maintenance, and Plowing (as needed): The GB site owns and maintains all roads
within its boundary, and is therefore responsible to repair all damage and keep the roads clear for proper
use and, most importantly, for the passage of emergency vehicles when necessary. To that end, the
maintenance group is responsible to repair all road damage caused by accident or weather extreme, and
plow the roads of snow in the winter. Proper maintenance of the roads has kept them in outstanding
shape over the course of the last 50 years with minimal outlay of funds for replacement. These activities
are required to ensure the GB site and the GBT remain in a current state of repair.
Vehicle Support: The GB site continues to operate more than 65 vehicles and heavy equipment items,
such as loaders, dozers, backhoes, trenchers, tractors, mowers, fleet vehicles, and buses. All of these are
used daily and were routinely serviced and repaired to remain in safe, efficient working condition through
FY 2015 and onward.

4.4

Site Operations

The Green Bank facility is also a major resource for education and public outreach, and as such is an
outstanding advocate for basic research and the work of the National Science Foundation. The facility
produces nationally-acclaimed programs in education, and the training of science and engineering students
and teachers. These activities operate from the Green Bank Science Center, and with its auditorium,
classrooms, and large exhibit hall, is visited by 50,000 people every year. Thousands of K-12 teachers and
students partake of residential educational programs using older radio telescopes no longer involved in
research. The facility’s laboratories, utilities and support facilities make it an attractive location for
independent research experiments and it serves as the field station for several university-based research
instruments.
In addition to the science instruments on site, Green Bank hosts a number of other facilities. The Green
Bank Instrument (machine) shop provides much of the large (m – cm) work for all NRAO telescopes and
projects. The onsite housing, ranging from bunkhouses and motel-like lodgings through apartments,
townhouses and 3-4 bedroom homes, is available for use both by Green Bank staff and all site visitors,
including primary school students, college students, summer visitors, etc. The site cafeteria is open only
to local staff (for lunch) and official site visitors. The NRAO Science Center, part of NRAO’s Center for
Education which is described in Section 10, is also housed on site and contains both the exhibit hall,
auditorium, classrooms, and gift shop and also the Starlight Café which is open to the general public.
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5 CENTRAL DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY
The mission of the CDL is to support the evolution of NRAO’s existing facilities and to provide the
technology and expertise needed to build the next generation of radio astronomy instruments. During
FY 2016, work continued in the areas of low-noise amplifiers, millimeter and sub-millimeter detectors,
optics and electromagnetic components including feeds and phased arrays, digital signal processing,
Integrated receiver development, and other new receiver architectures.

5.1

Repair, Maintenance, Production, Support

The CDL’s core production and support activities for FY2016 are described in the following sections.
Note that North American ALMA Development, Maintenance, and Renewal activities which are supported
by ALMA operations funds but which are carried out at the CDL are described elsewhere in Sections 2.4.
Millimeter and Submillimeter Detectors: A large number of mixer-preamplifiers were refurbished,
but no new mixers were qualified for use in Band 6 cartridge repair work. A change in the unspecifiable
(but significant) cryogenic parameters of both some passive amplifier components and the HFETs obtained
after the construction era batch of components was exhausted rendered the existing design unable to
consistently meet ALMA specifications. Rather than devote additional effort to re-optimize the Microwave
Integrated Circuit (MIC) based “chip and wire” amplifier design, possible alternatives (preferably
commercial) were explored. A Monolithic Millimeter-wave Integrated Circuit (MMIC) based cryogenic
amplifier from the Low Noise Factory was identified as a drop-in replacement (some preliminary
customization was required, and performed by the vendor) for the mixer preamplifier, and an initial batch
of 10 units were ordered. The gain response of the MMIC amps is flatter than the MIC versions, so
equalizers were designed to pre-distort the gain slope to compensate for existing equalizers in latter stages
of the receivers. Initial test results show promising mixer-preamplifier performance suitable for cartridge
repair work.
Although Milestone 5.3 (1) remains to be formally completed, significant progress was made in identifying
and qualifying an alternate path to build compliant mixer-preamplifiers while producing sufficient devices
to meet the ALMA offsite hardware support needs to keep up with the necessary Band 6 cartridge
maintenance work
Low Noise Amplifiers: The CDL Amplifier Group continued to produce replacement amplifiers and/or
repair amplifiers for NRAO’s VLA, VLBA, GBT, and ALMA telescopes. In the period covered by this
report, 33 amplifiers were delivered, including two for testing of the ALMA Band 2 prototype receiver
cartridge. Also, four prototype Band 2 MMIC amplifiers from the Cahill Radio Astronomy Laboratory
(CRAL) were fully evaluated.
A contract to manufacture 160 amplifiers for full production of Band 1 cartridges was signed and a
production run of ALMA Band 1 amplifiers now stands at S/N #32. Test data of amplifiers up to S/N #24
has been submitted to NAOJ/ASIAA for acceptance.
Electromagnetics: Extensive cross-polarization measurements were carried out on the completed
ALMA Band 2 optics design at the Green Bank Anechoic Chamber range. Measurements were done with
the lens in the appropriate position and orientation with respect to the feed horn. The 15 K and the
110 K Infrared (IR) filters were introduced one at a time and measurements repeated. These tests
concluded that the contribution of the IR filters to cross-polarization performance was negligible at the
measurement frequencies. The sharp polarization efficiency dips (versus frequency) measured in the
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ALMA test cryostat are attributed to narrow band interactions with the 15 K IR filter, and are expected
to be remedied by the eventual removal of the (redundant) 15 K IR filter.
Digital Signal Processing (DSP): The DSP group supported the ALMA Baseline Correlator in two
main ways. First, support was provided to the ALMA correlator group in Chile (most Baseline Correlator
issues are handled directly by the Chilean correlator group). However, the DSP group was consulted on
a handful of particularly vexing problems. Second, additional support was provided via the two Antenna
Correlator in Charlottesville. Hardware issues were diagnosed and fixed. Support was also provided to
the software group which writes and maintains the correlator software using the Charlottesville two
Antenna Correlator as a test bed. Support of the ALMA Phasing System during scientific commissioning
and observations proved to be minimally necessary.

5.2

Research and Development

Millimeter and Submillimeter Detectors: The crisis in funding to support the superconducting
circuits foundry at University of Virginia Microfabrication Laboratory (UVML) reached a head in 2016.
UVML is the sole U.S. fabricator of superconducting circuits with the characteristics needed for the mm
and sub-mm wavelength detectors essential to the maintenance and improvement of the ALMA receivers.
In order to objectively establish to NSF that ongoing support of UVML is essential to the continued success
of North America’s ALMA efforts, in April 2016 NRAO convened an expert review panel, composed of
many of the most senior experts in the superconducting mm/sub-mm receiver design and fabrication
community, to review the NRAO/UVML SIS partnership. The panel was charged with examining the
performance of this collaborative effort over the past five years as well as plans for the next five years,
and to advise the NRAO on the continuation of this effort. The panel concluded that funding of UVML
was essential to the continuing good health of ALMA, and stressed the importance of completing the
efforts then underway to expand the seriously-depleted CDL mm receiver group.
NSF has now approved funding for UVML for the next five years, subject to annual program performance
reviews by NRAO. Searches were made for a mm/sub-mm research engineer, an engineer, and a highlevel technical specialist with expertise in this field. The engineer has been hired, and a technical specialist
has accepted our offer. An offer has been made to a research engineer and at the time of this writing we
are awaiting his decision.
In other projects, the design of a superconducting IF hybrid (which will be useable in second generation
receivers for all ALMA bands) has been completed; UVML has completed the photomask layout and a
fabrication/testing design iteration cycle is scheduled to begin. In addition, a Band 6 SIS mixer using a pair
of commercial MMIC IF preamplifiers made by the Low Noise Factory, followed by CDL-designed gain
equalizers successfully completed its first test.
In addition, the CDL SIS group is continuing to evaluate new SIS mixer designs for ALMA Band 6 (which
will offer improved performance) and for Band 8 (385-500 GHz), the latter utilizing new UVML
Niobium/Aluminum-Aluminum Nitride/Niobium (Nb/Al-AlN/Nb) junctions.
Finally, after eight and half years of work, Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) Standard
1785.2-2016 for waveguide interfaces above 110 GHz was finally published in September. The new
standard includes the NRAO-developed ring-centered flange.
Low Noise Amplifiers: Research work on the general noise properties of microwave Field Effect
Transistors (FET) transistors and amplifiers in all technologies [including Complementary Metal Oxide
Semi-Conductor (CMOS)] resulted in a paper entitled " On the Dependence of FET Noise Model
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Parameters on Ambient Temperature" which has been accepted for the 2017 Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers Microwave Theory and Techniques Society (IEEE MTT) Radio and Wireless Week
Conference. A review of measurements and analyses concerning the limits on the maximum desirable
instantaneous SIS receiver bandwidth which is limited by IF amplifier bandwidth was given in an ALMA
Memo #601 entitled "On the Instantaneous SIS Receiver Bandwidth.”
Two other papers were published with the ALMA Band 1 Consortium, "The Atacama Large
Millimeter/sub-millimeter Array (ALMA) band-1 receiver," and "Band-1 receiver front-end cartridges for
Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA): design and development toward production."
Electromagnetics: The design of a feed horn and phase-shifter for an improved 35-50 GHz VLA
receiver was completed. Due to lack of funds, a prototype was not fabricated, and further work on this
receiver has, for the moment, been shelved.
Design of a turnstile junction orthomode transducer to cover the 67-95 GHz range of an ALMA “Band
2+” receiver was completed.
Finally, the development work carried out for the optics of the ALMA Band 2 prototype receiver was
reported on at the 2016 International Union of Radio Science (URSI) Asia-Pacific Radio Science
Conference, held in Seoul in August 2016. The title of the paper was “ALMA Band 2 Optics - Design,
Constrains, Prototype and Measurements.”
Digital Signal Processing: During FY2016, the bulk of the effort of the Digital Signal Processing Group
focused on detailed planning to upgrade the ALMA Baseline correlator. Some effort was also expended
on completing NRAO’s work on the PAPER project’s Smart Networked ADC Processor (SNAP).
The DSP group received a study grant from the ALMA Development Fund to provide a fairly detailed plan
for upgrading the ALMA baseline correlator, doubling its bandwidth and increasing its resolution by a
factor of eight. Significant progress on this work has already been made to date: a Very High Speed
Integrated Circuit Hardware Description Language (VHDL) description of an integrated circuit needed
for the upgrade was completed and simulated to verify correctness; a system design and description has
been completed; designs of four of the five cards required for the upgrade have been completed; draft
schedule and budget estimates have been completed; a test card to check correlator cable bandwidth has
been designed and fabricated and is presently being debugged; and a study of the effects of truncation in
the ASIC design was completed.
With respect to the SNAP project, our final deliverables were completed. These included: a detailed
mechanical design for a radio-frequency interference (RFI) case, final schematic, printed circuit board
(PCB) drawings, thermal testing, RFI testing and a final report on thermal and RFI tests. It is anticipated
that SNAP modules will be used for data acquisition and transmission in the Hydrogen Epoch of
Reionization Array (HERA) project, and other members of the Collaboration for Astronomy Signal
Processing and Electronic (CASPER) community have expressed interest in the module.
Integrated Receiver Development (IRD): Efforts in FY2016 focused on extending the unformatted
serial link concept by synchronizing parallel data streams, and in exploring new and more efficient ways of
calibrating the Digital Orthomode Transducer (DOMT).
Efforts to synchronize parallel data streams on unformatted serial links operating at 2.5 Gbps using first
in, first out (FIFO) buffering were successful. This early success led to new innovations with regard to
separation of interleaved In-Phase and Quadrature (I and Q) data on such a link, as well as rapid
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prototyping of faster links in support of broader bandwidths. Second-generation reflectionless filter
topologies have also been tested successfully, again leading to new innovations and a third-generation of
even more sophisticated topologies, for which patent applications have been filed.
Regarding DOMT calibration, it was stated in the FY2016 POP that the outcome of some experiments
might lead to alternative approaches being pursued, and in this case a quasi-optical wire-grid calibration
scheme has now become the preferred approach. It was stated in the POP that a higher-frequency frontend would eventually be required for this experiment; this is now under development. The effort has been
somewhat delayed, however, as the personnel resources needed to complete the polarization software
are still heavily over-subscribed supporting ALMA maintenance and Phased Array Feed (PAF)
development. An additional digital electronics engineer joined the Integrated Receiver Development (IRD)
team this year, and while his contribution has already phenomenally exceeded expectations, his expertise
has been so greatly needed by the laboratory for so long, that his time was also oversubscribed during the
year.
Phased Array Feeds: In 2016, the Phased Array Feed (PAF) Research and Development (R&D) work
was focused on construction and test of a new L-band Phased array receiver for the Green Bank telescope.
Almost all of the prior generation of PAF instrumentation was redesigned and improved, including: Low
Noise Amplifiers, Dipoles, Cryostat, Digital Downconverter, Photoreceiver Cards, and Reconfigurable
Open Architecture Computing Hardware 2 (ROACH2) Firmware.
The third quarter of FY 16 saw an intense period of construction completion, firmware completion, and
system testing. This was followed up in the fourth quarter by tests on the Green Bank Telescope (GBT).
The new hardware provides a significant improvement in available bandwidth (150 MHz) and in the noise
temperature of each channel (Tnoise < 20 K). Further telescope testing revealed that:
•
•
•

The low-noise amplifiers and digital downconverters worked well
End-to-end connectivity was stable and reliable
Software, firmware and data acquisition data flow all worked well

Unfortunately, two problems remain that have thus far prevented the lowest (Tsys/efficiency) metric from
being realized: A systematic effect has limited the beamforming, and there is a spurious instability in the
digital link. The causes of these effects were still the subject of active investigation at the end of Q4
FY2016.

Figure 5.2.1: PAF cryostat and crossed dipoles.
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PAPER: Spare and refurbished components have been delivered to the Precision Array for Probing the
Epoch of Reionization (PAPER) site in South Africa.
HERA: All milestones associated with the Hydrogen Epoch of Reionization Array (HERA) feed
development and antenna structure have been achieved. R. Bradley mentored graduate student, A. Neben,
supported by Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), who measured the beam pattern of a new
HERA prototype antenna using satellite downlink signals.
DARE: The antenna and front-end electronics for Dark Ages Radio Explorer (DARE) have been extensive
refined as a result of the electromagnetic modeling using Computer Simulation Technology (CST) and
prototype measurements. The improved design is being incorporated into the new DARE mission
proposal.
ALMA Band 2 Prototype Project: The goal of this project was to design and build an operating
Band 2 prototype receiver using MMIC based CLNAs; the MMIC contract was intended to be structured
to procure a sufficient supply of MMICs that could be used in a follow-on construction phase.
At the very outset of the project, the two-year development timeline was recognized to be very tight, as
it had to accommodate both the development (design, fabrication and construction) of new 35 nm InP
MMIC-based low noise amplifiers (LNAs) as well as the construction of a new a receiver using them.
Consequently, it was decided to construct the receiver prototype using NRAO/CDL MIC based (aka “chip
and wire”) E-band CLNAs while MMIC development by Caltech’s Cahill Radio Astronomy Laboratory
(CRAL) proceeded under a project subcontract. Following this plan, the first ALMA Band 2 receiver (cold
cartridge, local oscillator, as well as IF down converter) was constructed and evaluated. Evaluation of this
first iteration of the receiver cartridge provided a platform to diagnose and resolve problems with the
hardware as well as develop the necessary suite of software to test and fully qualify the receiver.
Although delayed by the contracting process, the CRAL MMIC development effort culminated with a
successful Northrup Grumman Corporation (NGC) wafer run, which produced four good wafers. All
four wafers were probed at room temperature and two were selected for follow-up cryo probing and
device selection devices for constructing CLNAs. The completed CLNAs were evaluated (showing
excellent 20-25 K noise temperature values were measured on the prototype amplifiers) and the
prototype Band 2 receiver cartridge was subsequently upgraded with these CLNAs and re-evaluated
(Milestones 5.3 (2), (3), and (4) were completed).
The measured receiver noise temperatures are fairly flat versus frequency, and the average value of 44 K
is very close to the calculated value based on the optics configuration (room temperature refractive optics
using lens which also serves as the dewar RF window) along with the measured performance of the CLNA
amplifiers. The ALMA optics specifications are generally met by the prototype, with the exception that
there are dips in polarization efficiency at specific frequencies that fall slightly below the 99.5% specification
value. These are attributed (both by measurements as well as by simulations) to an interaction of the
15 K IR filters with the horn aperture—an effect also seen on some other ALMA bands. The optimal
solution is the eventual removal of the redundant 15 K IR filters in the ALMA cryostat.
A one year, no-cost extension was granted to provide sufficient time for CRAL to evaluate all of the
fabricated device variants and to complete a follow-on wafer run (already paid for under the existing subaward) that incorporates all selected designs. This will ensure a sufficient quantity of MMICs for an
eventual construction phase. After tying up any remaining loose ends, the final Band 2 prototype report
will be assembled and delivered at the time of project closeout (Milestone 5.3 (5)).
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Figure 5.2.2: Photographs of the fully assembled Band 2 prototype cartridge with details
of the horn-OMT arrangement (inset).
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6 SCIENCE SUPPORT & RESEARCH
The NRAO Science Support and Research (SSR) department coordinates, aligns, and manages the
collective efforts of the three NRAO sites—Charlottesville, Virginia; Socorro, New Mexico; and Green
Bank, West Virginia—to support science users of NRAO facilities, to broaden the Observatory’s impact
through education and visitor programs, and to oversee the research and performance of the scientific
staff. It does so through two groups:
•
•

Telescope Time Allocation (TTA) manages the process and tools by which users prepare and
submit proposals for use of NRAO telescopes, as well as the proposal evaluation and time
allocation process.
Science User Support (SUS) is responsible for providing the scientific community with the support
necessary to execute successful scientific programs with NRAO facilities including the GBT, VLA,
VLBA and ALMA.

In addition, SSR provides two observatory-wide services: 1) NRAO reference comprises the NRAO Library
and the Historical Archives; 2) Statistics and metrics aggregates data for internal used and to report various
metrics to the NSF, to AUI, to external review committees.
SSR also oversees the research activities of the NRAO scientific staff, staff performance review, staff
development activities, the Jansky Fellowship program and postdocs, and various other scientific activities
such as the Jansky Lecture, scientific meetings, colloquia, and seminars.

6.1

Telescope Time Allocation

The TTA group is responsible for overseeing the process, and for providing the tools, by which proposals
for the use of NRAO NA telescopes—the VLA, the VLBA, and the GBT—are prepared, submitted, and
peer reviewed; and by which time allocation recommendations are made to the NRAO Director and then
communicated to proposers and suitably publicized to the community. As an international project, ALMA
proposals are managed separately by the JAO.
The NRAO NA proposal process is common to all three telescopes. It is semester-based with nominal
proposal deadlines of February 1 and August 1 annually, or the nearest Monday to these dates should they
fall on a weekend. All proposals are evaluated on the basis of scientific merit by eight Science Review
Panels (SRPs), each covering a different category of scientific inquiry. SRP members are recruited from
the scientific community for typical term of four semesters, or two years. All proposals are also reviewed
for technical feasibility by members of the NRAO scientific staff. Scientific and technical reviews are
forwarded to the TAC. The TAC consists of the chairs of the SRPs and is charged with recommending time
allocations to the NRAO Director. After consideration of TAC recommendations by the Directors Review,
disposition letters are sent to proposers and the approved science program is posted online.
TTA is also responsible for gathering the requirements for the software tool suite used in support of this
process, conveying those requirements to DMS department for implementation, and testing and validating
new releases of these tools by DMS. The tools include the Proposal Submission Tool (PST), used for
proposal preparation and submission, and for management of the science and technical review process; and
the Proposal Handling Tool (PHT) and the Green Bank Session Editor (GBSE), used in support of the TAC
meeting, as well as other tools: e.g., sensitivity calculators and the Proposal Finder Tool (PFT). Finally, TTA
is responsible for ensuring that the necessary documentation in support of all TTA activities and tools is
available and up to date. Documentation supporting ALMA Calls for Proposals (CfPs) is currently handled
through Science User Support in coordination with the NAASC.
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Calls for Proposals (Q2, Q4 FY2016)
The NRAO issued the Call for Proposals (CfP) for semester 2016B in Q2 FY2016 (5 Jan 2015), with a
proposal submission deadline of 1 Feb. Beginning in FY2017, the NRAO no longer includes the GBT and
the VLBA among its facilities. They will instead be operated as separate observatories—the Green Bank
Observatory (GBO) and the Long Baseline Observatory (LBO), respectively—under separate contracts
between AUI and the NSF. In anticipation of this development, three separate calls for proposals were
developed and issued for semester 2017A. The three CfPs for the VLA, GBT, and VLBA were issued late
in Q3 FY2016 (30 Jun 2015), with a proposal submission deadline of 1 Aug 2015 for all three.
The ALMA Cycle 3 CfP occurred in Q2 FY2016 (22 Mar 2015) and was coordinated through the JAO and
the regional centers. The proposal submission deadline was in Q3 FY2016 (21 Apr 2015).
Proposal Review (Q2, Q4 FY2016)
Proposals for semester 2016B were reviewed for scientific merit by the SRPs and for technical feasibility
by members of the NRAO scientific staff in Q2 FY2016. Similarly, proposals for semester 2017A were
reviewed in Q4 FY2016. Members of the NRAO SRPs typically serve for two years, or four semesters.
New SRP members are recruited during Q1 and Q3 of each fiscal year.
Time Allocation (Q1, Q3, FY2016)
The TAC met in Socorro, NM, to recommend time allocations for semester 2016A in Q1 FY2016 (19-20
Oct 2015) and met in Green Bank, WV, to recommend time allocations for semester 2016B in Q3 FY2016
(18-19 Apr 2016).
Software Requirements and Testing (Q1-4, FY2016)
Software requirements for TTA tools begins shortly after each TAC meeting. PST requirements are
gathered from TTA staff with input from users, the SRPs, and the TAC. The TAC also provides NRAO
with useful feedback on the PHT and the GBSE, used to support TAC function. Priority is given to the
PST initially as it must be ready for use when the CfPs are made. Hence, the implementation and testing
of PST features occurred in Q1 and Q3 of FY2016, whereas the implementation and testing of PHT/GBSE
features occurred in Q2 and Q4 of FY2016.
Documentation (Q2, Q4 FY2016)
Documentation was updated to alert users to new observing modes supported by telescope operations,
new PST features, and news regarding changes to policies or procedures.

6.2

Science User Support

SUS is responsible for providing the scientific community with the support necessary to execute successful
scientific programs with NRAO facilities: the GBT, VLA, VLBA and ALMA. The mission of the SUS group
is to increase the scientific user base of NRAO facilities beyond traditional radio astronomers and working
with DMS, to provide the scientific support necessary for users to access, reduce, calibrate and analyze
their data as well as to help the community generate new and innovative ideas for science by fostering
cross-disciplinary and cross-field ideas and techniques.
To this end, the SUS group includes Community Education and Outreach services, which comprise faceto-face visitor support/data reduction visits, Helpdesk support, Knowledgebase articles, Science Forums,
Astronomy Community Days; Science meetings and conferences, Science Web content and the NRAO
user portal interface, User Documentation, Workshops and Tutorials, Online training and educational
material. In addition, as part of its education services, SUS oversees the NRAO student programs, including
the Research Experiences for Undergraduates (REU) and NRAO summer student programs, co-op
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students, undergraduate and graduate student interns, and Reber pre-doctoral fellows, and Student
Observing Support.
SUS also supports certain user data and scientific software services, including assistance with manual data
reduction, pipeline testing, and requirements definition for a number of projects, recently including the
Archive Access Tool/ALMA Science Archive (AAT/ASA) user interface, the integrated science portal, and
the integrated helpdesk. Other data services—notably, scheduling block validation, pipeline data
processing, pipeline heuristics development, and the associated QA—are coordinated with the sites.

6.2.1 Community Education and Outreach
Community Days, Tutorials, and Workshops (Q2-Q3, FY2016)
The NRAO planned a number of Community Day Events during the first two quarters of FY2016 and held
the events during Q2 in advance of the ALMA Cycle 3 proposal submission deadline at the beginning of
Q3. Data reduction tutorials were also staged in Socorro and Charlottesville and SUS again organized a
summer school for undergraduates in Green Bank in Q3 for FY 2017. The 15th Synthesis Imaging Summer
School took place in Socorro, also in Q3. These are summarized in the table below.
Community Day Events & Data Reduction
Tutorials

ALMA Data Reduction Party
NRAO CDE at McGill University
NRAO CDE at Boston University
NRAO CDE at the University of Texas
5th VLA Data Reduction Workshop
NRAO CDE at the University of Wisconsin
NRAO CDE at the National Solar Observatory
NRAO CDE at the Carnegie Observatories
15th Synthesis Imaging Summer School

Location
Charlottesville, VA
Montreal, Canada
Boston, MA
Austin, TX
Socorro, NM
Madison, WI
Boulder, CO
Pasadena, CA
Socorro, NM

Date
Jan 27-29, 2016
Feb 18-19, 2016
Mar 7-8 2016
Mar 10-11, 2016
Mar 14-18, 2016
Mar 15-16, 2016
Mar 18, 2016
Mar 31, 2016
Jun 1-8, 2016

Scientific Workshops and Conferences (Q1, Q2, Q4 FY2016)
The NRAO hosted, organized, or participated in a number of science meetings and workshops.
Meeting

Observational Evidence of Gas Accretion on Galaxies?
4th China-U.S. Workshop on Radio Astronomy Science and
Technology
Science at Low Frequencies II
U.S. RMS Science Futures
Next Generation VLA Workshop
AAAS 2016: Planet Formation with Radio Eyes
The Sun’s Chromosphere in the Era of ALMA-IRIS-DKIST
NRAO Postdoc Symposium
Molecular Gas in Galactic Environments
U.S. RMS Futures II
Half a Decade of ALMA: Cosmic Dawn Transformed

Location

Date

Charlottesville, VA
Shanghai, China

Oct 9-10, 2015
Oct 14-16, 2015

Albuquerque, NM
Chicago, IL
Kissimmee, FL
Washington, DC
Boulder, CO
Green Bank, WV
Charlottesville, VA
Baltimore, MD
Indian Wells, CA

Dec 2-4, 2015
Dec 15-17, 2015
Jan 4, 2016
Feb 13, 2016
Mar 15-17, 2016
Mar 28-29, 2016
Apr 4-7, 2016
Aug 3-5, 2016
Sep 20-23, 2016

User Documentation (Q1-Q3 FY2016)
User documentation was updated for ALMA Cycle 4 proposal preparation and for 2016 releases of
CASAGUIDES, as well as for the helpdesk. The user survey following the ALMA proposal submission
deadline was conducted by the NAASC (section 2.2).
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6.2.2 User Data and Scientific Software
At the beginning of FY2016 management of the data analysts was transferred from SUS to the NAASC to
better optimize the reduction and delivery of ALMA data and ALMA pipeline support. Hence, data analysts
are currently managed locally at the New Mexico and NAASC sites.
VLA Pipeline Processing (Q2, Q4, FY2016)
Definition and implementation of VLA pipeline polarization heuristics was delayed in FY2016. Definition
of the ALMA and VLA polarization heuristics was completed in FY2016 Q4 and awaits
implementation. The next CASA pipeline is not expected to be delivered until FY2018 Q1. Hence, testing
and validation of the pipeline will take place during the last two quarters of FY2017.
Post-processing Interface (PPI) and the Archive Access Tool
As discussed in Section 7 (DMS), prototype software for phase 1 of the new NRAO archive and
reprocessing interface was implemented in FY2015 and phase 2.0 was delivered in FY2016 Q4. Following
internal testing phase 2.0 will be released for testing to users drawn from the NRAO Users Committee.
Their input will be used to help guide the development of Phase 2.5, scheduled to be released to users in
FY2017 Q2.
Integrated NRAO/ALMA Science Portal
The requirements were not finalized for this project this fiscal year. Moreover, with the LBO and GBO
separating from NRAO in FY2017, it is likely that the requirements will change, and may change further
with the re-competition of both. This project will be re-evaluated in FY2017 as the relationships to the
new observatories develop, to see if it should move forward in FY2018.

6.2.3 NRAO Student Programs
All FY2016 POP milestones were met for NRAO student programs. A total of 30 students participated in
the REU summer student program, the National Astronomy Consortium (NAC) program, the Physicists
Inspiring the Next Generation (PING) program, and the Stargate program. An additional ten early-career
graduate student interns were mentored by NRAO staff in summer 2016. A total of 25 graduate and
undergraduate summer students from the 2016 program attended the American Astronomical Society
(AAS) meeting in Kissimmee, FL, in January, 2016. Further details are given below.

Undergraduate Student Programs
The long-running NRAO summer student program continues to be very successful. This 10–12 week
program allows students to work under the supervision of NRAO staff members at sites in New Mexico,
West Virginia, and Virginia, to carry out original research in astronomy, computing, and engineering. The
program has increased in size and has several components: the NSF REU program, the NAC program, the
PING program, and engineering student support through an MoU with the University of Texas at
Brownsville (Stargate). The NAC and PING programs are overseen by ODI.
Interest in these programs is strong, with 230 applicants for Summer 2016. Outstanding students that are
otherwise ineligible for support by the REU program, the NAC, or PING (graduating seniors, foreign
students, and early-career graduate students) are supported by NRAO operating funds (see next
subsection). We were able to support ten REU, seven NAC, three Stargate, and two PING students in
summer 2016, 17 of whom will attend the AAS meeting in Grapevine, TX, in early 2017.
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The NRAO runs a modest co-op program that enables undergraduate engineering students to gain
practical, career-based experience as part of their formal academic education. Students from participating
institutions work at NRAO sites for two non-consecutive semesters. Under the supervision of NRAO
technical staff, co-op students are engaged in problems on the technological frontier. One co-op student
was supported in Socorro and one was supported in Green Bank in FY2016.
A modest amount of funds is available for undergraduate internships, where promising undergraduate
students participated in scientific or engineering activities, supervised by NRAO staff, over a period of
weeks to a semester. Seven undergraduate interns were supported in Socorro in FY2016, including two
students supported by the Office of Diversity and Inclusion.

Graduate Student Programs
The NRAO is committed to training the next generation of scientists in radio astronomical science,
techniques, and technology. Several NRAO programs exist for this purpose. Graduating seniors and firstand second-year graduate students are able to participate in the NRAO summer student program
described above. This gives students experience in radio astronomy research early in their graduate
careers, allowing them to incorporate these skills into their thesis research. One co-op student was
supported in Socorro and one was supported in Green Bank in FY2016.
The NRAO also awards Reber Doctoral Fellowships to students who have completed institutional
requirements for doctoral candidacy so that only their thesis research remains for them to complete their
PhDs. Such fellows take up residence at one of the NRAO sites, typically for two years, while they
complete their research and thesis under the supervision of an NRAO staff member. A total of 17 Reber
Fellows were supported in FY2016, funded through SSR and the NAASC, for various durations.
Finally, the NRAO also supports many of the 100+ PhD students making use of NRAO telescopes each
year. The Observatory supports stays lasting several weeks to several months by students who wish to
collaborate with NRAO staff scientists as part of their PhD research. These student internships help forge
valuable long-term links between the NRAO and the university community.

Student Observing Support
Students at U.S. universities are eligible for the Student Observing Support (SOS) program, which is
designed to cover salary and/or miscellaneous expenses such as computers and travel to conferences to
a maximum of $35,000. After a two-year hiatus in FY2014-2015, SOS funding for VLA, GBT, and VLBA
observers was restored in FY2016. Support of SOS funding for ALMA programs has continued without
interruption.
In FY2016 the SOS selection committee met in Q1 to complete consideration of 37 ALMA Cycle 3 SOS
proposal; 20 awards were made. In Q4 the committee met to consider 53 Cycle 4 SOS proposals; 13
awards were made. The committee also met to consider 23 SOS proposals; applications received for
support of NRAO 2016A and 2016B proposals in FY2016 Q2; six awards were made.

6.3

Science Support and Research Services

NRAO Library and Historical Archives
SSR services include Reference Services, comprising the NRAO library and the historical archives, and
statistics and metrics services.
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NRAO Library: The NRAO Library has been proactive in migrating to online, distributed access to
research and reference materials for NRAO staff and the wider community. In the coming year
The Library will also continue to expand eBook titles. Contracts for eJournals packages and eJournals
access were negotiated in Q2 FY2016.
Historical Archives: The NRAO Archives actively seeks out, collects, organizes, and preserves
institutional records, personal papers, multimedia materials, and oral histories of enduring value that
document NRAO development, institutional history, and instrument construction. As the national facility
for radio astronomy, the Archives also include materials on the history and development of radio
astronomy in the United States, and our growing reputation has made our Archives the de facto repository
for U.S. radio astronomy history. Funding for the Archives comes from NRAO operations and support
from AUI.

Statistics and Metrics
The metrics database, available to all internal staff via a simple web interface, contains data used for
contractual reporting to the NSF with consistent information pertaining to the operation of all telescopes:
ALMA, GBT, VLA, and VLBA. The database is also used to provide monthly reports to NRAO
management. Also the metrics suite in support of annual reports is generated and made available on the
web. The information is gathered by differing means, from fully automatic to semi-manual.

6.4

NRAO Scientific Staff Support

A productive and scientifically active staff is fundamental to the successful operation of cutting-edge
observational facilities. The scientific staff is key to telescope operations, user support, and long-range
development and planning. NRAO has a world-class staff of about 75 astronomers, computer scientists,
and research engineers, recognized internationally for their excellence in telescope design and support, as
well as their technical and scientific knowledge and leadership.
The scientific staff is fully integrated into Observatory operations. All staff members have clear functional
duties relating to the major mission and facilities, as outlined in the other sections of this report. Staff
members lead efforts in education of the professional community, as well as public outreach, fostering a
scientifically literate society.
The SSR department has primary responsibility for the scientific productivity and research environment
at the NRAO, overseeing the research aspects of all astronomers, computer scientists, and research
engineers at all sites. These responsibilities include: scientific staff research travel budget, annual scientific
performance appraisals, scientific staff hiring and academic promotions, and scientific sabbaticals and leave.
SSR oversees the Jansky postdoctoral program and project postdocs. Finally, SSR also oversees adjunct
appoints at NRAO, the colloquia at NRAO sites, and the Jansky lectureship.

Staff Research and Community Service Activities
A member of the NRAO scientific staff has a defined fraction of time available for independent research
and community service. For tenured and tenure track members of the staff, the defined fraction of time
for this purpose is 50%; for non-tenured and non-tenure-track scientists, the defined fraction of time is
25%. A milestone for the FY2016 POP and APR was to report what the actual fractions of time were for
members of the scientific staff against “planned” fractions.
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To do so, data from the electronic time-keeping (ETK) system were acquired for FY2015 and FY2016;
i.e., a baseline of two years. Only full time members of the scientific staff were considered. Further, several
members of the scientific staff that have heavy managerial burdens were not included in the database. As
a result, 14 members of the scientific staff that are tenured/tenure-track and 40 members of the nontenure/non-tenure-track were included. The ETK system reports total hours worked along with
breakdowns for self-reported hours for independent research (IR) and scientific community service (SC).
Results can be summarized as follows:
Tenured/tenure-track: In aggregate, staff reported that they utilized only 58% of the time for IR/SC
to which they are entitled. In addition, staff reported working an average of 9% more hours than
the 2080 hours that constitute the nominal work year, with some individual cases working
significantly more (20-30%).
Non-tenured/non-tenure-track: Here, the numbers are similar to those of the tenure/tenure-track
staff. Staff report that they utilized 37% of the IR/SC time to which they are entitled. Staff also
report working an average of 7% more hours than the nominal work year. Again, some individuals
report working 20-30% more than the nominal work year.
The analysis is admittedly crude. However, it is clear that members of the scientific staff, on average, do
not appear to be utilizing the IR/SC hours to which they are entitled. Members of the tenured/tenuretrack staff have greater success in utilizing their fractional IR/SC time than non-tenured/non-tenure-track
staff.
The reasons for under-utilization of IR/SC time are complex and additional data and analysis are needed
to better understand the underlying causes. Among possible causes: i) the basic tension between functional
responsibilities and IR/SC activities—the former almost always take precedence; ii) under-reporting due
to confusion over which activities constitute IR or SC. Regarding the latter, non-tenured/non-tenure-track
scientists include computational scientists and research engineers whose research activities may be closely
aligned with their functional responsibilities. Hence, there may a lack of clarity in what might be reported
as IR.
SSR will take steps to improve the reporting and accuracy of IR/SC time in order to better characterize
and understand the use of IR/SC time by the scientific staff. Steps will be taken to address cases where
individuals persistently under-utilize their discretionary time.

NRAO Postdoctoral Fellows
SSR oversees the postdoctoral fellowship programs at the NRAO, including the Jansky fellows and project
postdoctoral appointees that typically entail 50% functional time. During FY2016 Nichol Cunningham,
Jennifer Weston, and Natalia Lewandowska were postdocs in Green Bank; Amanda Kepley, Kristina
Nyland, and Jintao Luo were postdocs in Charlottesville; Kyle Stoval was a postdoc in Socorro; and Loreto
Barcos Munoz was an NRAO-ALMA fellow at the JAO in Chile.
The Jansky fellowship program is NRAO’s long-standing prize research fellowship program. Jansky Fellows
can be in residence at an NRAO site, or be located at external institutions in the USA. The Jansky Fellow
selection process for FY2017 was initiated in Q1 FY2016 and concluded following the AAS meeting in Q2
of 2016. Three new Jansky Fellows were selected: Jackie Villadsen (Caltech), Adam Ginsberg (U.
Colorado), and Laura Fissel (Toronto). Continuing Jansky Fellows in FY2016 were:
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Chat Hull, Harvard-Smithsonian CfA, Cambridge
Brett McGuire, NRAO Charlottesville
Sarah Burke-Spolaor, NRAO Socorro
Betsy Mills, U. Arizona
Tanmoy Laskar, U. California, Berkeley
Dustin Madison, NRAO Charlottesville

Visitor Support
The NRAO has supported a number of university-based instrumentation development programs, such as
those currently taking place on the GBT and at the Central Development Laboratory (CDL). These
programs create training opportunities for students and postdocs, as well as the opportunity to develop
science and technology pathfinder instruments. A significant number of visitors were supported for
assistance with data from ALMA Cycles 1-3 (20) and for VLA/VLBA data reduction (52) in FY2016. A
scientific visitor from the Chinese Academies of Science, Dr. Yin Zhang, was partially supported for a visit
to Charlottesville.
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7 DATA MANAGEMENT AND SOFTWARE
The NRAO Data Management and Software (DMS) department made key contributions to the NRAO in
2016. The new NRAO archive interface was developed and underwent two rounds of internal testing.
Pipeline capabilities were further enhanced, most notably through the further development and initial
commissioning of imaging capabilities, but also including operational improvements such as automatic
invocation for ALMA and Quality Assurance (QA) parameters and displays for the VLA. The ALMA
Systems group supported Cycle 3 observing, while preparing the needed capabilities for later cycles. As
ALMA continued to move into routine operations the emphasis continued to shift from adding new
features to improving system stability, reliability, and diagnostic information. The Green Bank (GB) and
New Mexico Systems (NMS) groups provided support for observing and the planned new observing
capabilities, including for the very high data rate VEGAS spectrometer. NRAO made its computing facilities
available to the external community both through direct cluster access, and for ALMA and the VLA made
progress towards delivering a reprocessing user interface. CASA High Performance Computing
(HPC)/parallelization facilities were validated, both for in-house pipeline operations and external users.
DMS will continue to investigate and roll-out common cross-observatory technologies and services (for
example, access to Cloud computing resources). A joint review Science Ready Data Products for DMS/SSR
is planned for 2017.

7.1

Scientific Information Services

The Scientific Information Services (SIS) division is matrixed into the Information Technology (IT)-centric
Computing and Information Services division (section 11). This enables transparent sharing of highly skilled
Information Services resources for both telescope supporting science responsibilities (SIS), as well as
general staff IT support duties (CIS). There are five major functional groups in SIS:
Computing Operations (NAASC, NM, GB): These (site-centric) groups directly support the dayto-day telescope operations and reliable delivery of data to the archive. They ensure that telescope
capability development projects are appropriately staffed, with resources being assigned based on
commitments and timelines defined within the PMD and at the site. Project and milestones for these
resources are tracked under the appropriate telescope support sections.
Archive and Cluster Processing: This group is responsible for the support of the production archive,
parallel processing clusters, and user storage resources needed in support of pipeline processing and
science data analysis. It defines their operational model for these shared resources (e.g. with batch and
resource scheduling) and works closely with the Software Division. There is substantial staffing and skills
overlap with Common Computing Environment (CCE) Unix in CIS. This group ensures sufficient storage
is provisioned to keep up with observations, and within the budget envelope.
Science Computing Infrastructure: This group provides technology driven Computer Engineering
support, and is tasked with delivering the next generation of data processing solutions, working in close
cooperation with the Software Division, CDL and external CyberInfrastructure partners (e.g. XSEDE,
National HPC centers, Internet2/REUNA). This group is responsible for escalations from Archive and
Cluster Processing and CIS in the event of systematic performance issues with the production
infrastructure.
Wide-Area Networking: Science data capacity driven group responsible for provisioning the long-haul,
high bandwidth, connectivity to deliver reliable throughput in support of observation data delivery.
Operational support for commodity circuits will be handed off to Communication Services (CIS) once a
network service has been accepted into production.
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External Cyber Resource Utilization: Science Computing Infrastructure initiates a pilot program in
FY2016 for automated processing on external computing resources, in preparation for normal pipeline
processing operations (e.g. VLASS, Fast Radio Burst [FRB] detection, CHILES). An initial allocation of
time on Amazon Web Services (AWS) in FY2016 provided valuable insight into running a large number of
pipeline processing jobs in parallel, as well as providing a wide array of system configurations for probing
CASA performance vs. cost. This will be used to budget for capacity needed for the VLA Sky Survey and
obviate the need for substantial additional computing infrastructure at NRAO.

7.2

System Software

7.2.1 ALMA System Software
NRAO is responsible for delivering software to the JAO as part of the Integrated Computing Team (ICT).
The ICT is staffed by personnel in all three ALMA Executives and the JAO. In North America, some work
is provided by the National Research Council of Canada for the ALMA Archive Subsystem. This
contribution is technically managed by ESO and is not described here.
The bulk of the work done at NRAO by the ALMA System Software group consists of Offsite Maintenance
and Repair, which in the ALMA Operations Plan Version D is described by the OFF-003 budget line. In
addition, the ALMA System Software group is responsible for the NRAO software (not firmware)
contribution to the ALMA Phasing Project.
The NRAO ALMA System Software group contributes to the following ALMA ICT work areas:
• Control/Correlator Software: This is the software that controls and monitors all the ALMA
equipment excluding the ALMA Atacama Compact Array correlator, interprets the scheduling
blocks, and forms the bulk data and auxiliary data for the post-observing and Archive systems.
It includes many online Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs), including the quick-look display
screens. It also includes the NRAO contributions to the ALMA Phasing Project. This software
is almost entirely the responsibility of the NRAO (< 0.5 FTE at ESO).
• Scheduling: The NRAO is responsible for the dynamic scheduling ranking software (the dynamic
scheduling parameters and weights are the responsibility of Division of Science Operations
(DSO)), manual and queued observing modes, scheduling GUIs, and an offline planning mode.
This functionality is entirely the responsibility of the NRAO.
• Other: NRAO makes other software contributions to the JAO, including a contribution to
overall ICT management, software testing, and modest (0.5 FTE) contributions to various
operations GUIs (primary responsibility ESO).
It should be understood that the planning priorities for this group are the responsibility of the JAO; in
particular, the Science Operations Integrated Product Team (IPT) led by the DSO defines the priorities.
The below items represent only the highest priority items or summarize items which in details are split
into several sub-items.
Because ALMA has been moving into full science operations, the focus during this planning cycle was on
improving operational stability. This effort has been largely successful, resulting in a low proportion of
operational issues being attributed to software.
Fall 2015 Release: Provided bug-fixes and support for the start of cycle 3, provided incremental writing
of total-power data, ported all the control subsystem and Correlator Data Processor (CDP) software to
RH6/64-bit, ported to Java 8, split the Telescope Monitor and Configuration Data Base (TMCDB) into
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hardware and software parts, improved Scheduling to support Cycle 4, improved QuickLook to support
selection by baseband, and allowed de-tuning of the front-end to support solar observing.
Spring 2016 Release: Improved operations support, implemented 90-degree phase switching, created
detailed plan for upgrading the Real-Time Operating System (RTOS), and provided additional control and
correlator enhancements as required by the JAO.

7.2.2 VLA/VLBA System Software
VLA/VLBA system software functional priorities are defined by New Mexico Operations within resource
limits provided by DMS. DMS is responsible for non-functional prioritization, e.g. software maintenance
items, technology choices, and similar.
VLA/VLBA Support for Commissioning and Observing in semesters 2015B, 2016A,
and 2016B: The new capabilities described in sections 3.1.2 and 3.2.2 of the FY2016 POP were
supported in the system software for the two telescopes. This included support for VLA pulsar observing
commissioning, VLA fast data dumps, and VLA triggered observations.
VLBA: VME Replacement: In FY2016 we completed the development and deployment of the VLBA
monitor data stream replication software.

7.2.3 GBT System Software
GBT system software functional priorities are defined by West Virginia Operations within resource
limits provided by DMS. DMS is responsible for non-functional prioritization, e.g. software maintenance
items, technology choices, and similar.
Operations Software: Green Bank Operations previously used a web application to log and report on
detailed GBT usage. The application used obsolete technology, was undocumented not supported by any
GBT employee. This system was replaced by a new one utilizing the same technology used by all GB web
applications as well as providing the same features and appearance.
VEGAS Pulsar Modes: The project implemented pulsar modes in the VEGAS spectrometer.
NRQZ Software: This projected 1.5-year project was anticipated to replace and optimize the existing
system used for propagation path analysis within the National Radio Quiet Zone (NRQZ) and West
Virginia Radio Astronomy Zone (WVRAZ), allowing for more accurate and rapid response to all RQZ
applicants. A staff position remained unfilled this year, and this position was necessary for requirements
development. Since requirements could not be created, this project was cancelled; the GBO may
reconsider this effort at a later time.
Monitor and Control System Release: The annual GBT monitor and control system software release
occurred in FY2016 Q4. This release consolidated “patches” made to the system throughout the course
of the preceding two years, validated the revision control system, and allowed pruning of obsolete
subsystems.
GBT Pipeline: The capabilities and use-cases of the GBT Pipeline were improved in FY2016. Working
with the GBT Scientific Staff, we developed a prioritized list of improvements needed for expanding the
role of the GBT Pipeline. These improvements included a new imager to remove the dependence on AIPS,
expansion of the pipeline to include additional mapping use cases, and improved reliability.
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In 2016, testing with the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center (PSC) continued with the pipeline. A
summary of test results and lessons learned was produced in Q3.

7.3

Software Development

This section contains user-facing software developed at the NRAO, with the exception of GBT postprocessing software which is described in GB System, above.
Redesigned NRAO User Portal: The NRAO User Portal was planned be redesigned to reflect a more
cohesive approach both with ALMA and across the NRAO toolset, based on the finalized requirements
from SUS in FY2015. This effort was cancelled due to the uncertainty generated by the separation of GBO
and LBO from the User Portal, which is a change in direction from having a consolidated portal across
observatories. The need for this work will be re-evaluated in FY2017.
Next Generation Archive System (NGAS) and Green Bank Archive Integration: Due to the
nature of the Green Bank telescope, and the legacy of historical observations from the other instruments
at the site, the Green Bank archive had been file system based. DMS upgraded the version of NGAS in
FY2016 and then transitioned the Green Bank archive data into the NGAS architecture already leveraged
for the other NRAO instruments, including ALMA.
NGAS Storage Upgrade Review: The NGAS software infrastructure underlying the archive was
reviewed and a report of recommendations created. Work was started on refactoring ingestion programs
and on creating a standard for archive deployment.
New NRAO Archive and Reprocessing: The prototype software for the new NRAO archive (Phase
1) and reprocessing interface was updated based on user feedback and a Phase 2.0 was delivered for
further testing. Phase 2.0 included authentication and authorization capabilities, a simplified query
interface, and an integrated view of all telescopes, including ALMA. It also delivered the ability to
reprocess data via CASA from both NRAO and ALMA archives via methods seen as consistent by users.
Phase 2.0 will be released for testing to a sub-committee of the NRAO Users Committee, and their input
will help guide the development of Phase 2.5, scheduled to be released to users in Q2FY17.
CASA: CASA versions 4.5 and 4.6 were released in this period. Both CASA releases supported Pipeline
improvements for the VLA, with the 4.5 release additionally focusing on ALMA priorities for Cycle 3. The
development plan was informed by our ongoing experience with the VLA and ALMA, the CASA Users
Committee and the CASA Science Steering Committee.
We initiated a CASA reliability initiative in Q1. The purpose was to understand what users want in terms
of reliability and to outline related efforts, such as expanding test coverage, moving beyond regression
testing to an automated module-level test capability, investigating test coverage metrics, producing a
software quality improvement plan, and incorporating standards development for continuous integration.
Details were provided in a plan delivered at the end of Q1.
Performance improvement through parallelization is implemented and available in the CASA
releases. User adoption of this capability has been slow and we are working to simplify and make more
robust this capability in order to improve the uptake of this capability.
The CARTA and ALMA Data Mining Toolkit (ADMIT) projects were delivered and accepted.
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CASA Pipeline: The CASA Pipeline continued to evolve as ALMA moved into full science operations,
with patches developed and released throughout the period. A major release was delivered Q1 FY2016
to coincide with ALMA Cycle 3. Reference imaging was released to the ALMA project in Q2.
Proposal Submission Tool (PST): The PST was updated to support required functionality for the
2016B and 2017A calls for proposals. New functionality needed for those calls is described in sections
3.1.2 and 3.2.2 of the FY2016 POP.
Proposal Handling Tool (PHT): The PHT was updated to support required functionality for the Time
Allocation Committee (TAC) meetings for the 2016B and 2017A observing semesters.
Observation Preparation Tool (OPT): The OPT for the VLA was updated to support new
instrumental capabilities during each observing semester. This included support for commissioning
(including Resident Shared Risk Observing (RSRO)) observations, and once commissioned, for general
observing. Updates for commissioning occur in the semester prior to when they are needed for general
observing. New capabilities for the VLA, along with their status for the 2015B, 2016A, and 2016B observing
semesters are listed in section 3.1.2 in the FY2016 POP.
Tool Redesign: This project reviewed the current design of user facing tools, in particular the PST,
PHT, and OPT. Recent user and time allocation review committee feedback had provided usability and
performance improvement suggestions for the tools. It is believed that an approach which identifies and
combines common functions between the tools would be a productive way to make the toolset both
more functional and easier to use. The tools were reviewed and a high-level design created in Q3. A
decision was made to start by modifying the current PST to address the highest priority user requests,
and in parallel create a more detailed plan for future development based on a logical partitioning of the
tools’ functions and a modern user interface. The PST development work was anticipated in Q4, but was
delayed until Q1FY17 due to resource contention.
Mobile: The DMS software team delivered the NRAO informational iOS mobile app as a public outreach
tool, in collaboration with the EPO department.
Testing: In FY2016 additional scope was included in the automated testing, including testing of Graphical
User Interfaces (GUI’s) and programs written in C++.
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8 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT
In FY2016, the PMD continued to focus on process improvement, auditing, and optimizing. PMD continued
to provide qualified, formally trained and experienced program and project managers, and systems
engineers to both internal and work-for-others (WFO) projects. PMD staff provided direct support to
projects as requested by principal investigators and project leaders, and consulting support for all other
projects or activities on an as requested basis. PMD also continued to enhance its decision support
capabilities. Analytics derived from systems used by PMD, such as SharePoint and the PM Shared Access
database, are used to ensure that prior to new work being undertaken, impacts to NRAO existing work
are well understood and that any new work is aligned with NRAO’s strategic goals and objectives. PMD
uses these tools to perform its four primary areas of PMD responsibility: proposal development, ensuring
best practices in management of projects/managing projects, development of program and grant
documentation, and providing analytics for NRAO executive decision support.

8.1

PMD Headquarters

In addition to managing Observatory Documents as listed in the Program Operating Plan, PMD has also
brought Project Management disciplines to several projects through the use of PMD Standard Operating
Procedures (SOPs). Projects include Electronic Open Enrollment, the Transition Plan, Chart of Accounts
(CoA) Conversion, and Contract Billing. Electronic Open Enrollment is currently in the middle of a
successful campaign, where the PMD tasks for the latter three were completed on schedule.
Implementation of Contract Billing in operations was suspended however, pending oversight from the
incoming CFO.

8.2

PMD New Mexico

Over the past year PMD New Mexico has focused on providing support for CSA strategic initiatives, such
as Next Generation VLA (ngVLA) and VLASS. The support efforts for VLASS culminated with two major
milestones being completed: a pilot survey in early June; and a Preliminary Design Review that was held in
September. For the ngVLA initiative, PMD provided leadership in the completion of a Cost Model that
brought together a multi-disciplinary team. A strategically important objective of the PMD department is
to provide training opportunities in both project management and systems engineering for New Mexico
staff. This was accomplished through training workshops that covered risk management and the basics of
project communication.
The PMD supported the DMS department by providing project management of on-going DMS ALMADevelopment projects for CASA software packages ADMIT and CARTA. The PMD also lead efforts to
develop proposals for new DMS projects using observatory standard operating procedures. Training on
Project Manager (PM) and Systems Engineering (SE) topics was provided to DMS staff in each quarter of
the year. The PMD assisted with the transition to a new work-tracking software system (JIRA) and the
establishment of the Kanban Board reporting tool. The PMD filled an open project manager (PM) position
for DMS and CASA in Q3. The new PM began development of a plan for implementing a series of
recommendations obtained from an external review of the CASA team that concluded in Q1. In addition,
project management support was provided to CASA internal projects to update user documentation,
develop a 4th issue of the CASA newsletter, and migrate to a new system of software for work tracking
(JIRA), software configuration control, software build and package automation. PMD assisted with the
establishment of a Kanban Board report within the new JIRA system. The new DMS PM also completed
an exchange program with the SKA Headquarters Project Management Office.
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8.3

PMD CDL and ALMA

PMD worked closely with CDL management and project leads to implement and stabilize project
management and systems engineering standard operating procedures for proposal development and
projects. PMD supported the tracking and change management efforts on assigned projects, and the
development of new proposals, including five ALMA development study proposals that were generated
by CDL. Notable contributions during FY2016 included work on the Band 1 Cryogenic LNA project,
which is a significant multi-year production effort to deliver monthly batches of amplifiers. PMD develops
testing report summaries, quarterly project reporting, and coordinates acceptance processes for the
LNAs. PMD also worked extensively during FY2016 on the development, testing, and commissioning of
the Phased Array Feed (PAF) that was designed and built in collaboration between CDL and Green Bank.
PMD performed project tracking, risk management, and coordination of activities leading to the initial
commissioning of the receiver on the GBT in July 2016. In addition to ongoing project management and
systems engineering support for proposals and projects, PMD has conducted workshops and training
activities for CDL, including an observatory-wide risk management workshop and a basic overview of the
new ideas and proposal development processes and the role of PMD tailored for CDL.

8.4

PMD Green Bank

PMD assigned a full time resource to Green Bank at the beginning of FY2016. The Green Bank project
manager has served as a liaison between Charlottesville and Green Bank management to implement
project management, systems engineering, budget tracking, and change management standard operating
procedures for Green Bank proposal development and projects. PMD provided project management and
systems engineering expertise that led to a preliminary conceptual design review for a radar initiative.
After achieving that milestone, the radar project was put on hold pending external funding. PMD acted as
a liaison in coordinating reporting and activities for the PAF receiver, which was a collaborative project
between CDL and Green Bank. Design, fabrication, and assembly of the dewar and frontend box was done
by Green Bank staff and managed against a detailed project plan. PMD also managed several external WFO
projects, including consulting to ASIAA for their 800 MHz Array Receiver design. That project included
the design and development by Green Bank staff of two compressors and a combined gas flow solution
required to cool ASIAA’s seven element prime focus array. PMD managed two separate Green Bank
projects for FAST, including RFI Mitigation consulting and the development of a FAST backend that was
built and delivered to FAST in advance of their telescope completion in September 2016.
Additionally, PMD has also facilitated ongoing portfolio development and process improvement sessions
at Green Bank to refine software development activities (e.g., VEGAS enhancements), quality assurance
practices, and the alignment of projects to strategic planning.
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9 NEW INITIATIVES OFFICE
Strategic Mission
The New Initiatives Office (NIO) facilitates strategic partnerships and collaborations with academic,
government, and non-profit organizations. Core activities for NIO in FY2016 focused on the ngVLA and
continuing to develop and further expand partnerships that sustain the scientific operations and unique
technical capabilities of the VLBA and GBT. The NIO was disbanded in late FY2016 by the NRAO Director
and its functions reassigned to other departments.

FY2016 Activities
Next Generation VLA (ngVLA)
The North American astronomical community, in conjunction with the NRAO, is considering a future
large area radio array optimized to perform imaging of thermal emission down to milliarcsecond scales.
This ngVLA would entail ten times the effective collecting area of the VLA, operate from 1GHz to 115GHz,
with ten times longer baselines (300km) providing milliarcsecond resolution, and include a dense core on
kilometer scales for high surface brightness imaging.
The following ngVLA activities were completed in FY2016:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The four Science Working Groups completed their science white papers and posted them in the
ngVLA memo series
A second ngVLA technical workshop on data transmission, time and frequency distribution,
computing architecture, and operations concept was held in Socorro, NM, in December 2015.
Dedicated sessions on the ngVLA were held at the AAS meeting in Kissimmee, FL, in January 2016
and at the U.S. RMS Futures II meeting in Baltimore in August.
Presentations on the ngVLA and its operations concept were given at the meeting of the
International Society for Optics and Photonics (SPIE) in Edinburgh, UK, in June 2016.
The ngVLA Project Scientist and Science Advisory Council were recruited.
A call for proposals for community studies on ngVLA science and technical designs was made.

The coordination of ngVLA activities migrated from NIO to NM Operations in FY2016.
Institutional Activities in the RadioAstron (RA) project: The Head of NIO served as NRAO’s
institutional representative on the RadioAstron International Science Council (RISC). The RA downlink
receiving station, that makes use of NRAO’s 140-foot antenna in Green Bank, has worked well since
beginning operations late in 2013 and has significantly enhanced the science reach of the spacecraft. NIO
participated in a RISC teleconference in November 2015, and NIO and Green Bank staff represented
NRAO at the RISC annual meeting held in Moscow in June 2016. Representation on the RISC was
transferred from NIO to GBO at the time of the NRAO/LBO/GBO transition since the majority of RA
activities are concentrated in Green Bank.
Institutional Activities with the Shanghai Astronomical Observatory (SHAO): In 2011, NRAO
and SHAO signed a Memorandum of Agreement with the objective of fostering scientific and technical
collaborations in Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI). NIO and NM Operations evaluated the
performance of a SHAO maser as part of an investigation into replacing the aging masers at the VLBA
sites. Discussions are underway for the procurement of a SHAO maser.
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10 EDUCATION & PUBLIC OUTREACH
EPO created exemplary programming in communities where NRAO resides along with serving a larger
national audience through national workshops, social media and the popular press.

10.1 STEM Education and Outreach
Major initiatives included Skynet Junior Scholars (SJS) a National Science Foundation funded project under
Grant Numbers 1223687, 1223235 and 1223345. In its final year of funding, SJS completed a more user
friendly redesign of website, expanded its curriculum, held two onsite and two online workshops and
launched a self-paced online workshop model for sustainability of the program. SJS gives out-of-school
providers (i.e., teachers with astronomy clubs, 4H Leaders) access to optical and radio telescopes (Green
Bank 20 Meter Radio Telescope) through the web portal (https://skynetjuniorscholars.org/) for queuebased data collection. As the project wraps up under the grant, over 1400 children have access to the
telescopes for observing projects. After Sue Ann Heatherly represented the program at the 4H national
convention, and there is great interest in making an SJS exploration the 4H national science project in
2017.
In preparation for the loss of Green Bank from the NRAO family, a three dish NRAO instructional
interferometer has been refurbished in partnership with New Mexico Tech at their Etscorn Observatory
campus. Curriculum will be developed for these student instruments and pilot programs launched in
FY2017 to determine the feasibility of expanding teacher and student training.
Green Bank Teacher and Student Programs continued with overnight student groups using the 40 Foot
Telescope, guided tours, hosting local science fairs, and participation in the Earth Space Science Passport
workshop, and continued Chautauqua courses. Outreach included Pocahantas County Math Field Day,
Elderhostel courses.
Charlottesville took the lead on NRAO attending the USA Science and Engineering Festival, the
Astronomy on the National Mall Star Party and AAS EPO Live events, radio broadcasts on Wake-Up Call,
94.7 FM
VLA Student and Outreach Programs were compromised by the lead educator doing double duty in the
Visitors Center supervising and filling in for gift shop staff. Events still included 12 Starlab lessons in Rio
Rancho and Albuquerque, hosting events for the Enchanted Skies Star Party, Spring and Fall Open Houses,
first Saturday tours each month and providing access to scientists through events like, Science Club
Connection Skype chats with Dale Frail.
Chilean Teacher/Student Programs and Outreach included participation in 100 Hours of Astronomy,
Galilean Nights, GTTP workshop with Faculty of Education and Institute of Astrophysics from Pontificia
Universidad Catolica de Chile, and public talks about ALMA and radio astronomy. A concerted effort was
made to revive the Sister Cities program, including eight students and five teachers who participated in a
cultural exchange between schools in San Pedro de Atacama and Magdalena. After visits to each other’s
countries in this first year, efforts are being made to include STEM activities in the second year.

10.2 News and Public Information
It was a busy news year with a total of 67 press products, 42 press releases, 22 announcements, and
three tip sheets. Three news stories garnered special attention:
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1.

Today Show featured the radio free zone around Green Bank: http://www.today.com/video/in‐
green‐bank‐w‐va‐wi‐fi‐and‐cellphones‐areillegal‐and‐life‐goes‐on‐611469379592
2. CNN’s Great Big Story: A Telescope So Powerful, It Can See Into the Past
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5mIiMXdEaLs
3. Discover Magazine has chosen the detection of chirality of molecules in space as one of the top
100 science stories of 2016. It will be featured in the Jan 2017 issue.
Social Media reached approximately 1000 people daily with over 66,000 total followers. Plans are in place
to expand social media when we have a science writer on staff again. A major accomplishment was the
publishing of Radio Sky app in the Apple Store. In addition to featuring each of the NRAO facilities and
discoveries made by them, it has the plans to build the Itty Bitty Radio Telescope and a skymap featuring
radio data revealing the invisible universe.
Progress has been made on the new WordPress web site to begin the coding and implementation of new
designs with a friendlier user interface. Not waiting for a new site, progress has also been made on
expanding interactive features on the current site, adding more role model videos, the Milky Way
Explorer, Alma Explorer and Orion Explorer.
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11 COMPUTING & INFORMATION SERVICES
Information Services support staff are matrixed into the DMS Department as well as Observatory
Administration Services. This ensures transparent sharing of highly skilled Information Services resources
to be available for both telescope supporting science responsibilities (tracked under DMS) and for general
IT support responsibilities.

11.1 Observatory-Wide Support
CIS Helpdesk: The introduction of Service Level Objectives within the staff supporting helpdesk has
been a key factor in ensuring that issues are escalated promptly, and that more difficult or intermittent
issues don’t languish as they complete for attention with day-to-day operations support.
Common Computing Environment: All three supported computer platforms, Windows, Mac and
Linux, were updated throughout FY2016, balancing the need for stability and reliability with security, in an
active manner through the Common Computing Environment (CCE) and the Computer Security
Committee (CSC). The migration of Windows 7 to Windows 10 was initiated, but concern over
centralized management of updates as well as user interface anomalies need to be addressed before
general deployment is approved. During FY2016 the Mac Platform moved to MacOS 10.11 and RHEL 6 is
now the standard deployment for Linux, with evaluation of RHEL 7 underway. SharePoint is now the
standard document and policy repository for the NRAO and drives many of the workflow and time
sensitive processes for the observatory. An IT audit of key IT infrastructure and service elements
supported by CIS found that all were “Reproducible” or “Managed” and that the previously identified
exceptions had all been addressed.
Communications and Network: The Internet bandwidth to the NM-DSOC was upgraded to 10Gbps
in FY2016 and the bandwidth for the NAASC at the Edgemont Road facility was doubled to 2Gbps as an
interim measure awaiting the upgrade of the UVa Campus network to allow for 10Gbps connectivity in
the next few years. Network support of the VLBA locations was enhanced by the addition of Fiber Optic
connectivity to 2 locations, bringing the total of high speed connected sites to 4 of 10, with options in
place to upgrade the remaining 6 once funds/sponsors are identified.
Computing Security: The Bro Network Security Monitoring solution is now live in GB and
Charlottesville (CV) with infrastructure in place for NM. Once all three sites are enabled, the task of
calibrating response against the many thousands of alerts triggered each day will begin in earnest. This will
also allow for identification of any suspicious outbound network traffic which could arise from a
compromised system.

11.2 Site Specific Facilities Infrastructure
The major infrastructure upgrade project for FY2016 was the replacement of the legacy Nortel phone
system in Green Bank with a modern IP based solution. This project was successfully completed in Q4,
but the complexities of RFI mitigation and distribution of power for IP phone presented unique challenges
which were overcome by close cooperation between CIS, GB Ops, PMD and the selected systems
integrator. Another identified risk that was mitigated in FY2016 was the catastrophic loss of data from the
Lustre parallel file system at the core of the NAASC data processing cluster. A low cost, disk based,
backup solution was designed and implemented to allow for restoration of 500TeraBytes in just a few
days in the event of complete storage systems failure. The upgrade of the generator capacity in Green
Bank has allowed for more dependable availability for both science support and business services in the
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event of an extended power outage. As part of the GB divestiture, and replica of the Enterprise Resource
Management (JDEdwards) solution was installed at the CV location.

11.3 Maintenance and Renewal
The replacement of the Green Bank Network Attached Storage (NAS) solution was successfully
completed in FY2016 with minimal downtime for staff and GB Operations. In addition, the support
contract for the Microsoft Campus Agreement was renegotiated for another three years and support for
Microsoft 365 for employee home use was added at no additional cost. CIS is still evaluating the tracking
requirements of this service, but believe it will be of tangible benefit to staff.
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12 OFFICE OF DIVERSITY & INCLUSION
The ODI was established in FY2015 to support NRAO in achieving its core mission goals by increasing
staff diversity and inclusion across the observatory, developing and implementing programs to improve
the recruitment, retention and success of under-represented and under-served students and staff
members, and fostering a work environment that is inclusive of all individuals. In FY2016, the ODI
Director worked closely with the HR, EPO, and SSR to develop and maintain programs that affect the
NRAO work force, broader impact efforts, new and ongoing pipeline initiatives, and the internal
NRAO culture and climate.

Figure 12.1: Major Focus Areas for ODI and Department Partners.
The ODI is supported by an Advisory Board composed of the AD-HR, AD-Socorro, AD-EPO, AD-PMD,
AD-CDL, AD-SSR, AD-OCA, and Director-GBO, with ODI Program Managers serving as ex officio
members (NAC, NINE, and ODI-Chile). The Advisory Board met each quarter of FY2016 to review ODI
activities and to provide advice regarding implementation of activities across the observatory.

12.1 National Programs
NRAO’s national programs continued to grow and develop, resulting in important hands-on training
for the next generation of scientists and engineers, from undergraduate to post-doctoral levels, with
particular emphasis on reaching under-served and under-represented communities.
The National Astronomy Consortium placed thirteen undergraduate students, from community
colleges and universities across the country, with trained mentors at NRAO (the Central Development
Lab, Headquarters, and Socorro), and two additional partner sites (Space Telescope Science Institute and
University of Wisconsin-Madison). Students were recruited from partner Minority Serving Institutions
(MSIs) and Historically Black College/University (HBCUs), and through targeted outreach to Hispanicserving Institutions (HSIs). The NAC students interacted with REU students for shared activities
(colloquia, site visits, lectures, etc.), and worked on original research projects with their mentors. The
NAC program includes participation by the students in professional development workshops, attendance
at weekly meetings with opportunities to present their research, and participation in diversity-related
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talks by invited speakers. NAC students and mentors were also offered the opportunity to complete
online diversity training, including “Coaching & Mentoring,” “Uncovering Implicit Bias;” “Conflict
Resolution;” “The Power of Respectful Language;” and “Team Building Across Cultures.”
The NAC IV Annual Workshop was held at Howard University in Washington, DC from September 911, 2016, and featured presentations by 15 NAC students, and representatives from a number of
universities, and national funding and professional organizations (e.g., NSF, NASA, AIP, AAS, University of
Virginia). The workshop was designed to allow all of the NAC students to meet, and present their
research to each other, and to members of the professional community.
An important component of the NAC experience is the opportunity to develop confidence in presenting
research. In addition to the presentation experience at the NAC Annual Workshop, 14 NAC students
worked with their mentors to develop and submit an abstract and poster for the 227th Winter AAS
meeting.

Figure 12.1.1: Graphical description of major components of the NAC Undergraduate Experience.
Physicists Inspiring the Next Generation (PING). In 2016, the PING program, an EPO activity,
supported a two- week summer camp experience for rising ninth-graders from the Washington, DC
area. The students were exposed to a variety of astronomy-related STEM careers, and experienced
hands-on activities at Green Bank, West Virginia. Two PING undergraduate students, supported by
ODI, participated in an 8-week research experience in Green Bank. As part of their PING experience,
the student undergraduates served as mentors and instructors for the PING middle-school summer
camp students.
The Socorro Electronic Division’s Undergraduate Internship Program (SEDUIP) supported
two undergraduate students from The College of the Desert, a two-year community college and Hispanicserving institution. Through this 10-week experience, the students were introduced to a professional
laboratory environment and were provided with a mentor to guide and train them in order to make
meaningful contributions to ongoing technical design work and other projects at the Observatory. In
FY2017, the program has been renamed “Socorro Electronic Division’s Learning Experience (SEDLE) for
Undergrads” to distinguish this program from the Socorro Electronic Lab’s cooperative training program
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with New Mexico Tech. SEDLE is intended to offer internship experiences to underrepresented students
from HSI community colleges and universities operating beyond the local Socorro region.

12.2 Internal Programs
Diversity and Cultural Awareness
Online Training: NRAO continues to focus on education and training related to the importance of a
diverse workforce and inclusive environment. In FY2016, ODI and HR introduced a set of online training
modules that includes a Respect and Inclusion series, Diversity in Action, and Unlawful Harassment
Prevention. These courses have been offered, initially, to Diversity & Inclusion Advocates, summer student
mentors, and hiring managers, and will be rolled out to all staff during FY2017.
Diversity & Inclusion Advocates: NRAO has identified at least one staff member at each site with a
strong interest in diversity and inclusion efforts. These advocates promote the advancement of D&I, serve
as role models and facilitators, and have a commitment to supporting a culture that values diversity and
fosters inclusion. In FY2016, D&I Advocates provided critical support to ODI by facilitating local training,
and providing advice and assistance to the ODI Director.
Diversity & Inclusion’s Speaker Series: In FY2016, the NRAO Diversity & Inclusion Speaker Series
included presentations about Imposter Syndrome, Implicit Bias, and Mentoring Students from Diverse
Backgrounds. Partnering with HR, the series included presentations on strategies to enhance diversity and
excellence in the hiring process, and two sessions on Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder.

12.3 International Partnerships
The NRAO International Exchange Program (NINE)
In FY2016, the NINE Program resumed under the leadership of a new Program Manager (Lory Wingate,
AD-PMD). A NINE website was developed, along with a set of documents that included the program’s
mission, vision, objectives, and NINE Program Description. Importantly, the NINE objectives were refined
to emphasize the development of learning opportunities throughout all disciplines affecting the full
spectrum of activities associated with designing, constructing, operating and maintaining, radio astronomy
observatories (Human Resources, Education and Public Outreach, Electronics, Engineering, Technicians,
Operators, Project Management, Systems Engineering, and many others).
The NINE program hosted two sessions in FY16, consisting of nine-week Train-the-Trainer events (Spring,
2016 and Summer, 2016) for four international visitors (from the University of Nigeria, the University of
Antananarivo, Madagascar, and the SKA South Africa) and two domestic visitors, including a post-doctoral
representative from Hampton University. These visits have resulted in the approval of an exchange hub
at SKA SA, and commitment to long-term mentoring relationships between SKA SA and NRAO staff. The
summer NINE program also resulted in the development of an Intro to Radio Astronomy distance-learning
course to be offered at three HBCUs (Hampton University, Howard University, and Norfolk State
University) in January, 2017. As part of the NINE program’s development of distance-learned material, a
video recording of a JOVE build, conducted by Paul Hardin, will soon be available online.
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Figure 12.3.1: Graphical description of major components of the NINE Professional Experience.

12.4 Local/Regional Programs
NC-VA Alliance Louis Stokes Alliance for Minority Participation (LSAMP): NRAO provided a
research project, and sponsor, for a student from the University of Virginia’s LSAMP program, and
incorporated the student into the many training and learning opportunities offered to the NAC students.
Additionally, NRAO sponsored a day-long field trip to the Green Bank facility for a tour of the telescope,
and observing opportunity.
African-American Teaching Fellows (AATF): NRAO supports AATF’s mission to “recruit, support,
develop, and retain a cadre of African American teachers” within our local community. In FY2016, ODI
sponsored the annual AATF Summit at NRAO’s headquarters in Charlottesville, VA, on June 28th. The
summit featured NRAO staff presentations, featuring hands-on activities to meet Virginia’s SOLs, materials
for teachers to use in classrooms, and opportunities for regional schools to tap into NRAO EPO expertise.
More than 25 educators attended the summit, including undergraduate student teachers, school principals,
and experienced teachers and mentors.
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13 HUMAN RESOURCES
The HR Department provided ongoing professional services and administrative expertise in the
achievement of this year’s goals in the areas of HR Policy Development and Administration, Training
and Development, Compensation, Benefits, Diversity, Recruitment/Employment and Performance
Management. During FY2016 HR continued its focus on enhancing and improving several key program
areas.

13.1 HR Policy Development and Administration
The Human Resources Policy Manual is available on the HR Website, a consolidated and updated version
of the Supervisors Manual and Employee Handbook reorganized as a life cycle of employment document
(from new hire to departure). Formal acknowledgement (through a Halogen process) of the new HR
Policy Manual along with any updated policies and annual mandated notices will be conducted in January
of 2017. The policy manual was also revised to ensure coverage for all AUI facilities given the changes in
the cooperative agreement.
HR continues with the training of the management staff in various policies and processes with training
planned to be extended to all staff in FY2017 as is noted in the Training & Development Section (13.2).

13.2 Training & Development
Performance Management and Compensation 101 workshops were delivered to all management
at all of the AUI facilities. The next step for these two trainings is to create a “staff” version and deliver
during this fiscal year.
•

Performance Management – creating greater awareness, accountability and processes for
management staff to achieve year around performance management by using the online
Performance tool, using communication strategies and other tools such as Performance
Improvement Plan, Individual Development plans and disciplinary levers to improve
performance.

•

Compensation 101 – creating greater understanding of processes utilized by NRAO to create
pay ranges, job grades, and analyze salaries according to best practices and legal requirements.

Generational Workplace Strategies
An introductory training took place last year at the Staffing Summit in New Mexico. Since then, a more
interactive model has been created that will apply to all staff. Beta trainings will be finished at the Green
Bank Observatory in the first quarter with additional sessions scheduled in Charlottesville. The workshop
is designed to help all generations work together and appreciate our differences and similarities and how
each generation brings a unique approach to accomplishing goals in the workplace.

Professional Development Central Pool
Work began on this initiative as a result of the Staffing Summit held in Socorro in September 2015.
Managers expressed a need to have funding available to help staff develop skills to get better in their
current role with changing demands or grow for a future role within the organization. A survey was
conducted with NRAO Managers and Supervisors to determine Professional Development budget and
programming needs. Taking into consideration the information gathered from the managers, the budget
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office set aside a central pool of funding. The HR team created an application, Q&A document, process
and training that was shared during the Performance Evaluation launch to help introduce and promote the
program. This program will be tracked and results monitored throughout the year. Employees and
managers will create developmental goals as part of the performance evaluation process.

Sexual Harassment, Anti-Discrimination and Bullying
HR team members delivered refresher trainings on our policies that address harassment and
discrimination. This refresher training took place in late January in response to recent harassment issues
discussed at the AAS meetings. All sessions were open to all employees and also recorded for later
viewing. In order to continue to educate and remind staff of these important policies, an online training
module was acquired in collaboration with the Office of Diversity and Inclusion. This tool will help us
deploy an annual refresher training to management and staff on Unlawful Harassment. The recruiting
managers have used this on-line tool to train search committee members on Unconscious Bias prior to
serving on the committee.

Dominance, Influence, Steadiness and Compliant (DISC)Team Building
A two-day workshop was conducted with the Data Analyst team in Charlottesville using the DISC
(workstyle analysis). This interactive workshop consisted of participant one on one interviews with the
trainer and a full group workshop. Using the information from the DISC survey, team members learned
how their work styles interact with others and how they can bring their strong work habits to the
forefront. The Data Analyst group leader has requested a follow-up workshop to incorporate new
members of the team to this theory and model. This may be a model that will be used with other small
teams throughout the organization.

Ombuds
New Ombuds representatives at the Charlottesville and New Mexico sites were appointed and trained.
This process included collecting nominations from staff, interviewing the nominees, getting site director
approval and the participation of the new Ombuds in training that was delivered across all sites.

13.3 Compensation
After receiving budget approval, a 2.4% salary increase pool was provided to pay decision managers
during the annual salary review. The salary increase pool was segmented as 1.9% merit plus a .5%
equity/pay adjustment pool. A small amount of additional funding was provided for a promotion review
and any adjustments necessary as a result of the changes to the salary threshold test under the Fair Labor
Standards Act. These increases were delivered on time, within budget and with 100% accuracy.
Implementation of a revised Schedule II, No n - exempt Salary Structure, was effected on January 1,
2016. Adjustment of this structure was necessary in order to remain competitive to market as noted by
the Benchmark Job Analysis conducted annually. The Schedule I, Exempt Salary Structure was updated in
May of 2015.
As referenced above, the Department of Labor released the final revisions to the Fair Labor Standards
Act in May 2016. The revision included a new salary threshold test to determine exempt/nonexempt
status. The new regulations are effective December 1, 2016, with the salary threshold doubling to $913
a week or $47,476 if annualized. A comprehensive analysis of the employees and job titles impacted by
this regulatory change was conducted and a plan was enacted to ensure compliance. All employees
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impacted by this change have been notified and HR actions to bring each employee into compliance were
finalized in October 2016, ahead of the mandated implementation date.
The online tool/job description builder was configured and implemented in 2016. Currently, one-fifth of
our job descriptions are housed in the builder with the goal to load all job descriptions by the end of
2017. Functionality will continue to be enhanced to be interactive between manager and HR in the
development of job descriptions.
Compensation 101 was delivered to all management/supervisory employees in FY2016. A Compensation
101 for Employees training will be developed and beta tested in FY2017 with the goal to begin delivering
the training in FY2018 or sooner. The goal of the training is to provide general information on the concept
of total rewards, our Total Rewards philosophy and ensure our employees better understand our cash
and non-cash compensation/rewards at the Observatory.

13.4 Benefits
Observatory HR participated with AUI in the review of annual benefits offerings and associated costs for
plan year 2016 and the renewal process for plan year 2017. Additionally, HR administratively supported
the annual benefits open enrollment process for all employees. The challenges of determining how to
control rising health care premium costs for the organization and to employees continue. Medical
claims costs continued to rise resulting in 10% to 15% increases in medical plan premiums, and
discontinuing the employer contribution to the Health Savings Accounts of those on the High Deductible
Plan in plan year 2017.
A comprehensive wellness strategy was put into place in 2016. While the original vendor-sponsored
program was abandoned, increased communication and opportunities for employees to participate in
existing programs was expanded. HR also partnered with Cigna to provide a holiday fitness competition
for all employees in December 2015.

13.5 Recruitment/Employment
During FY2016, Human Resources participated in multiple recruitment efforts across the Observatory.
The following demonstrates the efforts by site:
•
•
•
•
•

NM-34 Job postings, 23 filled,10 remains open, 1 position cancelled
GB- 20 Job postings,18 filled, 1remains open, 1 position cancelled
CV- 20 Job postings, 17 filled, 1 remains open, 2 positions cancelled
CH-2 Job postings, 2 filled, 0 remains open
AUI-1 Job postings, 0 filled, 1 position on hold

During FY2016, Human Resources provided oversight and guidance for three senior management
searches.
Human Resources elevated recruitment activities across the Observatory with the launch of the online
Hiring Managers Toolkit. The Toolkit serves as a resource and provides a step-by-step guide to
supplement the Recruitment Guide established in FY2015. This Hiring Manager Toolkit provides a quick
and convenient resource to support recruitment and hiring efforts across the Observatory. Human
Resources expanded the recruitment digital footprint by partnering with the following organizations:
LinkedIn.com, Jobs for Astronomers Facebook Page, Blacks in Technology, SACNAS, IEEE Women in
Engineering, Society of American Indian Science and Engineering Society, Hire a Hero and other diverse
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and veteran outreach resources. Leveraging partnerships with the named organizations has furthered the
Observatory’s strategic mission by expanding our reach to diverse demographics of qualified candidates.
As a result, NRAO has Increased the presence of women and underrepresented minorities in key science
and technology roles throughout the observatory.
HR is exploring innovative outlets to extend our reach to candidates through the enhancement of the
interviewing experience and is researching various video interviewing platforms. Human Resources has
benchmarked various organizations in industry, and observatories (such as ESO) exploring video
interviewing. The video interviewing platform will be used as a tool for hiring managers to screen
candidates, cut down on the time it takes to schedule multiple interviews during the screening process,
and enhance the candidate experience.
Human Resources has transitioned successfully to the role of trusted advisor during the recruitment and
onboarding process. To further engage our managers, supervisors and executives we provide recruitment
consultations, 30-60-90 follow-up with new hires and managers with a focus on training and onboarding
readiness that partner with departments impacted by staffing changes. Human Resources promotes
concierge recruitment services that range from screening candidates to coaching and advisement on
onboarding plans for management prior to the arrival of new hires. The 30-60-90 follow-up has proven
successful in connecting new hires to resources, provides guidance in maneuvering within the organization
and addresses any issues that may arise in a safe and confidential environment. The New Hire Orientation
further promotes engagement through presentations from various departments across the Observatory.
The successful first year has sparked an interest from the entire staff. The launch of the 2017 Orientation
Sessions will be offered to all employees in February 2017.
Furthering the strategic mission, we have implemented initiatives to further engage potential qualified
candidates and increase our exposure in diversity and veteran networks. In partnership with EPO and the
ODI, our VLA Open house featured a talk from an Air Force Veteran and VLA Technical Specialist.
Human Resources along with ODI hosted a Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder Awareness session during
the months of June and September across the organization to further educate the staff. The Human
Resources Department partnered with the ODI to provide program management for the NAC.
Our current applicant tracking system (ATS), eRecruit (a tack-on module to the Halogen Performance
Management system), has been an inadequate system given NRAO’s search committee process, the
system’s employment application, compliance gathering requirements, and the system’s inability to
integrate with JDE. Early in FY2016, Halogen partnered with JobVite, at leading ATS, that will help resolve
a majority of these challenges. With JobVite, the committee process will be optimized by granting access
to vetted candidates within the JobVite tool. Additionally, the application process will be streamlined for
candidates applying to AUI, GBO, LBO and NRAO opportunities and the tool is accessible online and
with mobile device aps (phones, tablets, etc.).
In FY2016 Q4, the Human Resources implementation team, with representatives from the three major
AUI sites in the U.S., began the implementation process to facilitate the introduction of JobVite to replace
eRecruit. The current ATS is running parallel to JobVite (with JobVite “invisible” to the public) while an
updated single sign on (SSO) tool is adopted. The updated SSO platform will grant access to JobVite from
the Halogen Performance Management tool, thereby eliminating the need to sign on to a separate site to
access the new ATS. Full implementation is expected in FY2017 Q1.
Human Resources piloted a “Blue Sky Recruiting” campaign for a vacancy in SOC. This recruiting
methodology centers around posting positions that will be filled when funding becomes available. The
goal is to reach out to potential candidate with specialized skill sets that could be hired for future openings.
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Human Resources administers NRAO’s J-1 Exchange Visitors Program. This program allows NRAO to
hire or invite foreign nationals to work and collaborate on research activities. NRAO has hosted a myriad
of foreign nationals and has been instrumental in training the next generation in a broad area of disciplines.
The program is rigorously evaluated every two years by the U.S. Department of State. Human Resources
is charged with ensuring that this critical program is renewed.

13.6 Human Resources
Green Bank Observatory – Human Resources Change Management Initiative
The mandate of the NSF to separate GBO and LBO from the National Radio Astronomy Observatory,
was an exercise in budget, facility and staffing change management. The Human Resources team worked
to initiate the necessary employee changes in the HR payroll and information systems to succeed in a
seamless transition. Additionally, the GBO site HR Manager led a change management process to support
the employee retention, morale and enthusiasm for the new business model. Some of the activities and
trainings of the initiative included an effort of the HR site manager to hold meetings with every employee
at the Green Bank site to ask them for their ideas, feedback for management and concerns they had
regarding the transition. Once the employee meetings concluded, HR communicated the results of the
interviews to the GBO management team. The management team took this information and developed
strategies to address concerns regarding the transition. These strategies were communicated to staff
through divisional staff meetings, all hands presentations and one-on-one communication.
In order to better prepare the GBO management team to lead their staff through the transition, HR
arranged for the team to participate in a change management and leadership workshop. As a result of the
workshop, the team created a leadership plan to help guide them through the process and continue to
check-in on the plan every two weeks.
Communication was an issue raised by staff. HR resurrected the employee newsletter that had not been
published for over ten years. The Observer began monthly publication and highlights employee successes,
announcements and Q&As regarding current issues.
The change management initiative led up to the inaugural week of the GBO. During the week of the official
launch, staff participated in a “spirit week” with daily competitions, facility rebranding, staff and family
picnic, and the official GBO inaugural ceremony. The week concluded with the first meeting of the Green
Bank Observatory Advisory Board.

Figure 13.6.1: Green Bank Observatory Staff.
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Performance Management
The Observatory remains on track in its use of the Electronic Performance Evaluation Process. We are
in the midst of our 4th cycle utilizing the new online tool. HR continues to improve the processes with
each year and employees/managers are completing their evaluations with greater rigor and consistency
than the previous manual process. Our completion rate has increased from ~60% to 99%.
During the PEP process, HR continued the deployment of the multi-rater/360 evaluation process by
including the next level down from last year which captured all remaining supervisory employees.
The information gathered during this multi-rater/360 process is designated for use in determining the
development needed of/for those individuals rated during the review process. This has been a gradual
deployment of a process which can be very useful to the Observatory not only for employee development
and succession management but also fosters an employee engagement perspective.

Succession Planning
Human Resources is continuing the development of the Succession Management process by ensuring the
identification of critical management positions to include naming of succession candidates and their
readiness for role determined. We are finalizing the Succession Planning Guide and will be providing
management training on process in FY2017.

Employee Climate and Engagement Survey
As is done every three years, Human Resources conducted the Employee Climate and Engagement Survey
in FY2016. The survey questions were updated to include additional Diversity and Inclusion questions
with additional updates to questions in other sections as a process improvement effort. For the first time
since deploying this survey response “themes” were identified and solid action plans have been put in
place to respond to the themes. The survey results are posted on the internal HR Website.

Human Resource Advisory Group (HRAG) – ALMA
Participation in the HRAG continues by the North American Head of HR representative as the process
of planning for collective bargaining begins given the June 2018 expiration of the collective contract. A
joint meeting is scheduled in July 2017 in Garching with the Heads of Administration Advisory Group to
ensure strong partnership is in place for costing and planning in support of the negotiating team.
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14 COMMUNICATIONS
The NRAO Communications Office (COM) organized the NRAO presence at the winter American
Astronomical Society (AAS) meeting – 5-8 January 2016 in Kissimmee, Florida – including a day-long next
generation VLA Workshop, an NRAO Town Hall, and the NRAO participation in the meeting’s multi-day
exhibition. NRAO actively participated in the undergraduate orientation session, and the local public
outreach events organized by the AAS and sponsored by AUI. COM also organized the NRAO presence
at the summer AAS meeting – 12-16 June 2016 in San Diego, CA – including a Splinter Session describing
the ALMA Development Program, and NRAO participation in the meeting’s multi-day exhibition and local
public outreach events organized by the AAS and sponsored by AUI.
NRAO organized and chaired a well-received science symposium at the 2016 Annual Meeting of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) titled Planet Formation with Radio Eyes that
described how the much improved sensitivity, resolution, and imaging quality of ALMA and the Jansky VLA
are enabling a revolution in our understanding of the physics and chemistry of star and planet formation.
Presentations by Kevin Flaherty (Wesleyan), Andrea Isella (Rice), and David Wilner (Harvard—
Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics) compellingly described the state-of-the-art observing campaigns
crafted by astronomers to probe planet formation, and the wide range of new science that radio
telescopes are yielding in this exciting field. With COM assistance, ODI and EPO each submitted a
symposium proposal at the late April 2016 deadline for FY 2017 AAAS meeting proposals.
COM continued to edit and publish the monthly NRAO electronic newsletter, eNews, each issue of which
was distributed to 9,500+ scientists around the world. COM also managed the high-level content at the
NRAO science website and the NRAO Intranet. Occasional single-topic NRAO Announcements were
written, edited, and distributed by COM to publicize key events and accomplishments. The 2016 NRAO
Research Facilities brochure was updated and published immediately prior to the winter AAS meeting.
COM and CIS collaborated on the NRAO exhibit at the SC15 International Conference for High
Performance Computing, Networking, Storage, and Analysis conference – 15-20 November 2015 in
Austin, TX – an annual gathering of 10,000+ scientists, engineers, software developers, CIOs, and IT
administrators from universities, industry, and government agencies.
Substantial progress was made on the 2015 NRAO Annual Report, though its completion was delayed to
December 2016 due to unexpected delays from other high priority tasks that arose in mid-2016, including
chairing a successful search for a new Assistant Director for Education and Public Outreach (AD – EPO),
and serving as the interim AD – EPO for seven weeks in August – September 2016.
COM collaborated with the Director’s Office and staff across the Observatory to prepare NRAO reports,
briefings, and support materials for NSF and for the 2016 Users Committee (UC), which met in Socorro,
NM on 18-19 May 2016. The ALMA North American Science Advisory Committee (ANASAC) met on
17 May as a standing sub-committee of the Users Committee. COM also collaborated with the Director’s
Office and the senior management team to prepare NRAO reports, briefings, and support materials for
AUI and for the 2016 Visiting Committee (VC), which met in Charlottesville, VA on 21-22 March 2016.
COM also collaborated with Director’s Office and the Observatory’s management team on a wide variety
of internal communications for the Observatory, and managed the high-level content of the NRAO
internal website.
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15 ADMINISTRATION
The primary focus in FY2016 of the Administration department team was the effort to prepare for the
new Cooperative Agreement.
Steven Geiger, Associate Director—Administration, and Lory Wingate Director—Program Management,
participated with the AUI team led by Pete McEvoy, Vice President of Administration and including David
Curren, Grants Officer, in negotiating the new Cooperative Agreement, the related Cooperative Support
Agreements (CSA-A and CSA-V) and the new CSAs to support the separate GBO and LBO. The
negotiations spanned a series of face-to-face and teleconference meetings with NSF representatives.
As described below, nearly all of the Administration divisions were integral to the efforts in the transition
to the new Cooperative Agreement, working closely with members of the AUI Fiscal division. A new
Internal Common Costs proposal (ICC) was created and presented to NSF. Service Level Agreements
were prepared to manage services rendered to GBO and LBO that are outside the ICC.
The lease on the CDL was extended five years with a new termination of September 30, 2023. This
amendment aligns the CDL lease with the one for the headquarters building on Edgemont Road, which
expires October 31, 2023. As part of the extension the landlord outfitted the main building with new
custom windows and made other requested minor improvements. It is anticipated the new windows will
have a significant impact on HVAC expenses and the comfort of the CDL staff in their offices.

15.1 Business Services
Led by Senior Business Systems Analyst, Chris Paul, the Budget Office worked closely with Fiscal,
Contracts and Procurement (CAP), Management Information Services (MIS) and the Program
Management Division (PMD) to design and implement a new Chart of Accounts in anticipation of the new
award commencing October 1, 2016. This activity was successfully completed including extensive testing
and training for Observatory staff. NSF provided funding in support of the Chart of Accounts project
through the Transition plan (CSA-T) for the new CA.
The Budget Office spent a large portion of time working on projects related to the re-configuration of
AUI’s telescope operations contracts. This included creating the Service Level Agreement (SLA) templates
and assisting in SLA negotiations; creating the budgets for the GBO and LBO proposals; and responding
to NSF’s cost review of the NRAO, GBO, and LBO proposals. Lastly, the group completed work on the
Cost Allocation policies and prepared the Internal Common Cost proposal for NSF in anticipation of a
NICRA (Negotiated Indirect Cost Rate Agreement) to cover the three observatories.
The Budget group worked closely with CAP and Fiscal to assure a timely and on-budget close out for the
CSAs including work on determining the appropriate approach to payroll accruals, an early cut-off for
purchasing, and preliminary de-obligation actions with NSF.

15.2 Contracts and Procurement
The CAP team completed Revision 5 to the Contracts and Procurement Manual, officially released on
May 20, 2016, which updated procedures and added new forms and templates. We prepared Revision 9
to the Export Management and Compliance Program Manual, which will soon be posted on the NRAO
website.
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Team members who focus on grant management tested and trained on the JDE Contract Billing module
and updated our vendor/customer setup, business unit setup and outside funding administration process
in anticipation of implementing the module in the future. We drafted new indirect cost allowance policies
for student support sub-awards. A plan was prepared for a new requisition process in Chile which was
approved by management and will begin in FY2017.
We awarded 3,395 purchase orders for approximately $20 million. That included an ambulance, purchased
in the U.S., that was shipped and delivered to the ALMA site in Chile.

15.3 Environmental, Safety and Security
In FY2016, the Environment, Safety, and Security (ES&S) division endeavored to maintain program
compliance through hiring difficulties to replace two retired Safety Officers. One replacement
representative, in Green Bank, successfully integrated into the Observatory operations and is now making
significant improvements to the program. The VLA safety representative, however, experienced
difficulties and changes in the ES&S organization were required. Consequently, the program efforts were
delayed. In spite of this delay, all ES&S Program Operating Plan goals were achieved, including the
completion of Supervisory Safety Training at each of the Observatory sites.
An employee survey for safety culture was conducted, and the ES&S Safety Team prepared a response.
This response identified several opportunities for improvement to strengthen the safety culture at the
Observatory facilities. This survey and response are used to guide future actions of the ES&S division.
Additional safety training was identified as being significant to the NRAO culture in the responses to one
survey question.
In 2015 ES&S began the development of a Safety Training based on job title and job description. The
results were shared with Human Resources to ensure consistency. The matrix was completed for Green
Bank positions and will be extended to New Mexico operations in 2017. Also in 2016, ES&S completed
several environmental checklists for projects, to consider the potential for environmental impact. The
checklists used allow for project evaluation and NSF review if deemed necessary.
Also related to the environment, the ALMA Environmental Working Group reviewed the ALMA site
water treatment facility plans and the ALMA Safety Advisory Group Terms of Reference were approved
by ALMA Director’s Council. The remaining VLBA sites were inspected in 2016 and the ES&S group
processed the St. Croix generator permit renewal request for the 75KW back-up generator. At the Mauna
Kea site, there was an incident where the facility was damaged intentionally and the site technicians were
physically threatened. The site technicians have since returned to work and an initiative to identify and
implement potential security improvements at VLBA sites has begun.
Finally, the ES&S group drafted a white paper to address permitting and land acquisition efforts for the
ngVLA efforts. The work considered NEPA compliance, historic preservation and threatened species
issues. ES&S involvement in the future promises to be significant.

15.4 Management Information Systems
MIS completed the transition, testing, and loading of the new Chart of Accounts (COA). The new COA
is in conjunction with the new Cooperative Agreement and needed changes to an aged account structure.
The new COA will be available for general usage October 1, 2016.
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As part of the transition plan to the new Cooperative Agreement, MIS installed backup MIS servers at the
Edgemont Road building in Charlottesville, VA. Servers include, but are not limited to, database server,
deployment server, applications server, and authentication server. Mirroring is established for the
database and deployment servers.
The division participated in a review of from an external consultant that resulted in a report with
recommended enhancements and improvements to the AUI/NRAO Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
software, Oracle J.D. Edwards. NRAO and AUI management are reviewing and determining a path
forward for these recommendations in FY2017.
As part of the recommendations from the external report, significant progress has been completed in the
implementation of the Contract Billing and Accounts Receivable modules within the AUI/NRAO ERP
software. Although full implementation is scheduled for FY2017, preliminary setup and training has been
completed.

15.5 Technology Transfer Office
The Technology Transfer Office (TTO) completed the first ever training session for the commercialization
of NRAO technology during the first part of FY2016. The training is related to the NSF Innovation-Corps
(I-Corps) national program, but was tailored to be delivered on a smaller scale and localized to NRAOonly staff and technologies. Five teams were created and began the process with help from outside
business mentors from the startup community around Charlottesville. The localized program was
administered by the regional DC I-Corps node for the mid-Atlantic area and can be properly called “ICorps lite.” Only two of the five teams were able to complete the training sessions. There was a
significant learning curve in developing entrepreneurship skills that was not foreseen before the teams
began their training.
Of the two teams that completed the program, one was for a patent that moves unformatted data from
a sensor/collector to another location for post-processing. This has become known as the Serialized
Analog to Digital Converter (SADC) project and has gone through major revisions during FY2016. During
the last quarter of FY2016 it became apparent that our ASIC development partner (UVA EE/CS
department) would not be able to maintain a commercial-pace development schedule and the decision
was made to seek an industry partner. The cost was significantly higher, but the schedules were much
brisker and suitable for commercialization of the technology. The final step was to request AUI approval
to proceed with an increase in expenditures, scheduled for the AUI board meeting in Oct 2016.
The technology for the second I-Corps lite team to complete the training was for re-purposing radio
astronomy hardware and technology for use in collecting data for the Space Situational Awareness (SSA)
industry. This team discovered that this was a nascent industry with growing demand. Most notably an
actual product/service is needed to fulfill trial runs of data-collection, before actual contractual work can
begin. While the Green Bank NRAO facility was able to provide a few potential customers with data,
when actual work requests came in, the NRAO pricing was too high or the NRAO did not have the
needed frequency band hardware needed. As a result, the TTO began an effort to push for a project to
develop a unique multiband (wideband) receiver made from using an NRAO patented technology. Once
built, this receiver will be a ready-to-use device for commercial data-collection at the Green Bank facility,
while also showing to interested licensees of the multiband tech that it works as described. This project
organized during Q4 of FY2016 and may seek commercialization funding during FY2017. The SSA industry
continues to be interested in NRAO data-collection assets, but these opportunities have yet to be realized.
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A software package to manage the AUI intellectual property (IP) assets was selected during the last half
of FY2016. The selected package from the Wellspring company will provide a central repository for all
AUI employees engaged with all types of intellectual property, and show the step by step progression of
each IP asset and it moves through the commercialization process. The implementation of this software
will take place during the first and second quarters of FY2017.
An additional license amendment began processing in Q1 of FY2016 to include important updates for an
existing licensee, Mini-Circuits (MC). Because of delays by MC in finalizing an amendment to the existing
agreement, the amendment was not completed until Q4 of FY2016. However, demand for the licensed
technology is growing steadily which has given cause for MC to request license rights to the next
generation of technology. Discussions began in Q3 FY2016 to add three additional provisional patents to
the license agreement and the second amendment should likely conclude during Q1 FY2017. The licensee
also requested that the U.S. government manufacturing waiver be extended to include this next generation
of technology. Verbal consent was given by the NSF Office of General Counsel followed by formal written
documentation requesting the change in writing to the manufacturing waiver during Q4 FY2016.
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16 SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT
16.1 Domestic Spectrum Management
Satellite and Airborne Mobile Coordination
Iridium: After meetings with Iridium in December and March, the NSF and NTIA managed to convince
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) to attach strict conditions of non-interference on the
license renewal of Iridium’s new constellation of satellites, which was granted in July. Although initial plans
called for radio astronomy observations to be scheduled at Iridium’s insistence, close dialogue and
partnership with the NSF resulted in this important win for radio astronomy. NRAO provided all of the
preparatory and background materials that were used during the domestic discussions with Iridium. Much
of this will be useful at World Radiocommunication Conference (WRC)-19 where interference to radio
astronomy is on the agenda in connection with Iridium’s desire to be incorporated into the Global
Maritime Disaster Safety System (GMDSS) that presently is monopolized by Inmarsat.
OneWeb and SpaceX: At separate series of meetings hosted by NSF for each company in the spring of
2016, NRAO supplied background material and explained the non-interference criteria to OneWeb and
SpaceX, who are proposing constellations of approximately one thousand satellites using 10.7 – 12.75
GHz downlinks for global wireless broadband. This was also the subject of several pleadings by NRAO at
the FCC International Bureau. Subsequently, OneWeb petitioned the FCC for immediate operation, which
occasioned an opposition from NRAO and a conciliatory but uninformative communication from
OneWeb.
Boeing WiGig at 60 GHz: At a series of meetings hosted by NSF and attended by NRAO and JPL/CORF,
Boeing addressed the issue of allowing in-flight 57 – 64 GHz WiGig WiFi, which is now forbidden even
though WiFi in that spectrum band is commonly available on new laptop computers. Boeing presentations
were rudimentary on the most basic issues, especially in regard to protection of 57 GHz satellite radar
that is used to predict in-flight turbulence. In the end, FCC recognition of NRAO’s plea not to approve
this operation in the face of inconclusive discussions was a bright spot in the FCC’s recent order approving
spectrum allocations above 24 GHz, including 64 – 71 GHz, for mobile wireless broadband.

Other Domestic Issues
Raytheon: NRAO is coordinating with Raytheon who is building a test facility in South Tucson from which
several tens of watts of power at 90 – 100 GHz may escape in the direction of Kitt Peak from a facility
with 100 dB of shielding.
5G: FCC jumped way out in front of the international pack in approving a host of new frequency allocations
for mobile wireless broadband at 24 – 86 GHz even while the same issues are just now starting to be
studied at International Telecommunication Union-Radio (ITU-R) for WRC-19. The next issue will
concern protection of the RAS 42.5 – 43 GHz band that is heavily used for galactic tomography using SiO
masers at the JVLA. NRAO continues to file comments.
RFI2016: NRAO will host the international meeting RFI2016 in Socorro in October 2016 and significant
NRAO effort was put into the organization and support, financial and otherwise, for this gathering.
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16.2 International Spectrum Management
WRC-19: The NRAO spectrum manager led the IUCAF delegation to the month-long WRC-15 during
November 2015. IUCAF submitted a comprehensive information document detailing the radio astronomy
positions on agenda items of relevance to radio astronomy. The car radar outcome was predictable but
bitter nonetheless. The spread of 5G into new spectrum bands below 6 GHz identified at WRC-15 will
impinge on radio astronomy but the radio astronomy bands would remain clear if the results of the
compatibility studies conducted for WRC-19 are observed.
ITU-R: Preparations are underway for the new study cycle leading to WRC-19 and one meeting of WP
7D was held in April. Little of consequence transpired but the U.S. continues to stymie progress on the
issue of defining acceptable levels of (inevitable) unwanted emissions into the passive service bands. In
June NRAO addressed the Satellite Interference Symposium on behalf of the science services.
SFCG: NRAO attended the 36th meeting of the Space Frequency Coordination Group in June in Mainz,
Germany, where operators of remote sensing active (transmitting) satellites held their annual ten-day
meeting. IUCAF is attempting to conclude an agreement whereby operators of high-power orbiting radars
would avoid illuminating radio astronomy sites; currently they avoid illuminations only in the band 9-10
GHz. Our fellow scientists in earth sensing are hardly more disposed to cooperation than any other
satellite operators but they did agree to calculate the surface level power fluxes of their missions, which
will help to identify those which hold the most danger.

Meetings Attended and Presentations/Papers Given
•
•
•
•
•
•

November 2015, WRC-15 Geneva – led IUCAF delegation to the World Radio Conference.
March 2015 FCC Washington - MM-wave workshop concerned with IMT and WiFi issues above
24 GHz.
April 2016, WP 7D Geneva – Radio Astronomy Issues.
May 2016 CORF Washington – Gave summary of WP 7D meeting and reported on IUCAF
activities.
June 2016 SFCG Mainz – Discussed ways to ameliorate radio astronomy site illumination by
orbiting radar.
June 2016 ITU-R Geneva – spoke at ITU-R Symposium on Satellite Interference.
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17 DIRECTOR’S OFFICE
The NRAO Director’s Office establishes, refines, and disseminates the mission, vision and overall strategic
goals of NRAO through a proactive and continuous assessment of needs and priorities of the organization
and the scientific community. The Director’s Office plays a significant role in formulating and executing
national priorities for research in radio astronomy and other areas of astronomy and strives to grow the
radio astronomy community and improve the scientific relevance of radio techniques and observations.
Providing strong leadership to NRAO management, including recruiting and supervising senior staff, the
Director works with the senior staff to ensure that the Observatory’s science mission and operational
requirements are appropriately translated into the specific plans and deliverables and executed effectively,
including delegation of roles, resources and responsibilities throughout the organization. The Director’s
Office nurtures NRAO staff collaboration, communicating openly at all levels, seeking input, creating an
environment of trust across the Observatory, and providing positive feedback in a timely and constructive
manner. The Director manages the Observatory on a day-to-day basis, facilitates resolution of issues
between functional areas and departments, and routinely monitors organization performance.
The Director and Director’s Office staff prepares for and executes internal and external Observatory
reviews, and are responsible for the production and communication of information to all stakeholders in
a timely manner to enable insight into Observatory performance, including the annual deliverables to the
National Science Foundation.
The Director’s Office develops support for the NRAO program in the scientific community and with
funding agencies, the U.S. Congress, and local, state, federal, and non-governmental organizations. The
Director’s Office develops and maintains strategic relationships with national and international agencies,
partners, governments, industry and other private sector entities, and all other stakeholders or customers
relevant to the Observatory.
Working with the AUI Executive and Board, the Director helps develop and implement AUI’s vision for
the NRAO scientific mission and organizational management. The Director regularly communicates with
the AUI Board of Trustees regarding NRAO strategic and policy issues, bringing emerging issues forward
in a timely fashion. To facilitate the alignment of AUI Corporate priorities and operational priorities at
NRAO, the Director’s Office oversees the planning and scheduling for all strategic initiatives, including
requirements, risk management, milestone definition, and resource allocation.

FY2016
•
•
•
•
•

The Director’s Office represented NRAO and the North American science community interests
to the ALMA Director’s Council and the ALMA Board.
The Director’s Office appointed new members to the NRAO Users Committee and organized
the annual face-to-face meeting with the Committee in Socorro, NM on May 18-19, 2016.
The Director’s Office organized and hosted the annual NSF Program Review in December 11,
2015.
The Director’s Office personnel met with the AUI Board of Trustees in October 2015, February
2016, and June 2016; and met with AUI Executive Committee in December 2015, April 2016, and
September 2016.
All hands presentations were presented across the Observatory—at Headquarters, CDL,
Socorro, the VLA site, Green Bank, and in Chile—in February and July 2016.
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APPENDIX A: MAJOR MILESTONES COMPLETION MATRIX
Task Name
2.6

Final Status

Explanation of the
Schedule
Variances

Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array
Operations

1

Cycle 3 observing & operations begin Q1, ongoing through Q4

Complete

2

Cycle 3 JAO Support: AoD support shifts at the OSF

Complete

3

Support Extension of Capability efforts at the JAO

Complete

4

Cycle 4: Participate in the Obsmode go / no-go meeting

Complete

5

Cycle 4: s/w tests, documentation, CfP

Complete

6

Offer data reduction workshop in Charlottesville

Complete

7

Cycle 4: CDEs, User Support, Proposal Deadline Supp.

Complete

8

Cycle 4: Tech Assessment, Tech Sec Supp.

Complete

9

Cycle 5: Capabilities Planning

Complete

10

Cycle 4: P2G and CS Assignments

Complete

11

Cycle 4: SBs validated

Complete

12

NAASC Science Workshop

Complete

13

ALMA International Science Conference

Complete

14

Synthesis Imaging Summer School participation

Complete

15

Splatalogue Update

Complete

Took place in Q2
instead of Q1

Development

16

NA ALMA Development Projects for FY2014/2015 will be
completed

Three Projects
continuing on
No-Cost
Extensions

17

NA ALMA Development Projects – Next Call for Proposals

Cycle 4 Call
complete; Cycle
5 Call prepared

18
19
20
3.4

NRAO-Chile Office
Completion of the succession and management plan 2015-2016
including the incorporation of a new Business Manager
Implementation and monitoring of the new Collective Contract
signed with the AUI Union as a result of the negotiations
conducted in 2015
Renewal of the NRAO/AUI Office of Chilean Affairs lease for a
new period of three years

• Fiber Optic Project
needs final permit
• B2 Prototype needs
PDR
• B3 Heater needs
verification test

Complete
Complete
Complete

New Mexico Operations
VLA Science Operations

1

Define VLA capabilities to be offered for semester 2016B

Completed

2

Define VLA capabilities to be offered for semester 2017A
Update VLA documentation to support 2016B Call for Proposals,
perform proposal technical reviews
Update VLA documentation to support 2017A Call for Proposals,
perform proposal technical reviews

Completed

3
4

Completed
Completed
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Task Name
5
6
7

Final Status

Determine baselines and pointing for antennas moving into their D
configuration locations
Determine baselines and pointing for antennas moving into their
DnC and C configuration locations
Determine baselines and pointing for antennas moving into their
CnB and B configuration locations
VLA Array Operations

Explanation of the
Schedule
Variances

Completed
Completed
Completed

8

Complete reconfiguring array to D configuration

Completed

9

Reconfigure array to DnC, then C configuration

Completed

10

Reconfigure array to CnB, then B configuration

Completed

11

Release Operations GSA vehicle(s)

Completed

VLA Antenna Maintenance
12

Perform 8 antenna overhauls during the course of the year

13

Replace one antenna azimuth bearing during the source of the year

14
15

16

17

Perform preventive maintenance on each of two transporters
prior to array reconfiguration
Perform preventive maintenance on each of two transporters
prior to array reconfiguration
VLA Track Maintenance
Identify and replace 5000 aging or damaged cross-ties during the
course of the year
Identify and replace 5 antenna pad intersections during the course
of the year

Completed
Delayed

Resources diverted to
support VLBA major
maintenance

Completed
Completed

Completed

Delayed

Three intersections
were completed instead
of five due to staffing
issues with the track
crew

VLA Site Infrastructure Maintenance
18

Completed

24

Perform preventive maintenance on VLA site hatch gear
Perform preventive maintenance on all VLA site transformers
during the course of the year
VLA Technical Upgrades and Enhancements
L-Band solar upgrade, 2 additional receivers with full RF upgrade
installed
X-Band solar upgrade, 6 additional receivers with 20 dB switched
attenuators on outputs only, no solar Tcals, installed
Ku-Band solar upgrade, 2 additional receivers with solar Tcal path
plus 20 dB switched attenuators installed
Ku-Band solar upgrade, 4 additional receivers with 20 dB switched
attenuators on outputs only, no solar Tcals, installed
S-Band solar upgrade, 3 additional receivers with solar Tcal path

25

FE card cage upgrades, 35 units installed

Completed

26

C-Band thermal gap retrofits, 4 additional installed

Completed

27

L-Band thermal gap retrofits, 4 additional installed

Completed

28

Install 10 production F318 modules in antennas

Completed

29

Install three ACU units during the course of the year

Completed

19

20
21
22
23

Completed

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

VLA Observing Capability Enhancements
30

Commission remaining P-Band functionality in the OPT for 2016B

Completed
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Task Name

Final Status

Explanation of the
Schedule
Variances

Delayed

OPT software not
ready for testing,
delayed by new NRAO
archive project. This
will continue to be
tracked in FY2017 POP
(milestone #6.4.19).

VLA Operational Enhancements

31

Implement continuous slew tipping scans

33

Heuristics defined for ionospheric calibration for VLASS, pending
test results demonstrating need
Development in support of VLA Sky Survey preliminary design
review
VLBA Science Operations

34

Define VLBA capabilities to be offered for semester 2016B

Completed

35

Define VLBA capabilities to be offered for semester 2017A
Update VLBA documentation to support 2016B Call for Proposals,
perform proposal technical reviews
Update VLBA documentation to support 2017A Call for Proposals,
perform proposal technical reviews
VLBA Antenna Maintenance

Completed

38

Tiger Team maintenance campaign to KP

Re-scoped

Tiger Team went to BR
instead of KP

39

Tiger Team maintenance campaign to SC

Completed

Also visited MK

40

VLBA Observing Capability Enhancements
Offer DDC-4 observing with Arecibo on HSA under RSRO
program for 2016B
Site Operations

Completed

41

Renew lease for Pie Town (PT)

Completed

4.4

West Virginia Operations

32

36
37

Completed
Completed

Completed
Completed

GBT Maintenance
1

Beginning of summer painting

Complete

2

Complete

4

End of summer painting
GBT track inspection will take place, any needed repairs
completed
2015 structural inspections report complete

5

Begin active surface electronics replacement

Complete

3

5.3

Complete
Complete

Central Development Laboratory
Repair, Maintenance, Production, Support

1

2
3

Complete repair of eight Band 6 mixers

Canceled

Define and finalize Band-2 prototype cartridge configuration for
final evaluation
Complete evaluating Band-2 prototype in the ALMA test cryostat

Details of technical
issues and workaround are explained
in section 5.1.
Alternate approach is
tracked separately in
the FY2017 POP.

Completed
Completed
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Task Name

Final Status

4

Pending success of foundry run, CRAL evaluation of new MMIC
wafer complete

Completed

5

Delivery of final band 2 prototype report and project closeout

Delayed

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Pending delivery of funding by ASIAA, begin production run of
ALMA Band 1 LNAs (NB: this work will continue beyond FY2016)
Complete RF characterization of a HERA 14 meter dish equipped
with modified PAPER dipole feed. This include development of an
electromagnetic model, reflection coefficient measurements, and
beam maps
Complete the refurbishment of 24 PAPER dipole active baluns for
use with new HERA antennas
Begin development of a new broadband feed for the HERA 14m
dish, with electromagnetic simulations and basic construction
details
Complete cross-coupling measurements for a pair of HERA dishes
with modified PAPER dipole feeds via S-parameter and correlation
measurements
Finish the construction of all three HERA dishes in Green Bank
and provide recommendations for improvements to the
mechanical design to project
Further tests of cross-polarization contributions to Band 2 optics
Research and Development
Design prototype 35-50 GHz feed horn and phase-shifter for new
VLA receiver

14

Measure performance of prototype 35-50 GHz feed horn and
phase-shifter for new VLA receiver

15

Demonstrate high quality Nb/AlN/NbTiN SIS junctions suitable for
THz operation

16

Resolve suspected packaging/heat sink issues with BAE MHEMT
MMICs and conduct further cryogenic tests to see if noise
temperature can be improved

17

Develop and test 385 – 500 GHz polarizer

18

Synchronize parallel data streams on an unformatted serial link
using FIFO buffering

One year NCE filed
and approved.
Details in section 5.2.

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Delayed
Developmental
devices
completed

No funds available to
build the prototype
receiver
Still under
development.
On track.

Completed

Canceled

Internal CDL R&D
that is not
immediately
applicable to a
project

Completed

19

Tapered waveguide calibration of DOMT

Completed

20

Fabricate and test 20 low-noise amplifiers for L-band PAF receiver
Demonstrate end-to-end digital link with 150 MHz bandwidth, and
ability to correlate and beam-form on individual channels

Completed

21

Explanation of the
Schedule
Variances

Determined to be
not feasible.
Alternate wire-grid
approach will be
pursued and tried
out at a higher
frequency at an
appropriate time.

Completed
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Task Name
22

23

24
25

Final Status

Redesign and construct expanded Field-of-View L-band PAF
receiver

Cryogenic research and development on PAFs with large element
count. Report

Science case for next PAF receiver: white paper and
recommendation
If new 35nm CRAL wafer run produces competitive Band 2 MMIC
chips, another Band 2 MMIC LNA module will be built and
cryogenically tested

Completed

Canceled

Completed

Design and prototype 65-90 GHz amplifier with 2 mil substrate
thickness (compare to current 3 mil). Goal is improved reliability
and performance reproducibility

Canceled

27

Design and prototype 75-116 GHz amplifier with 2 mil substrate
thickness (compare to current 3 mil). Goal is improved reliability
and performance reproducibility

Canceled

29

Implement advanced topologies and miniaturized packaging of
reflectionless filters
Implement integrated mm-wave CW signal source

6.5

Science Support & Research

This R&D was
canceled as we
refocused our
internal effort on
higher frequency PAF
receivers and ALMA
development work.

Completed

26

28

Explanation of the
Schedule
Variances

With the progress of
MMICs and their
promising
performance, we do
not anticipate the
need of these
amplifiers for the
ALMA Band 2
project. Also
NRAO/JPL MOU
does not cover CDL
access to cryo3 30
micron wide devices
on which this design
is based. Design was
completed, no
immediate need seen
to prototype it.
Design was
completed, no
immediate need seen
to prototype it.

Completed
Completed

Telescope Time Allocation
1

CfP for semester 2016B

Completed

2

CfP for semester 2017A

Completed

3

SRP and tech review process, semester 2016B

Completed

4

SRP and tech review process, semester 2017A

Completed

5

TAC meeting for semester 2016A

Completed

6

TAC meeting for semester 2016B

Completed

7

Update SW tools requirements for TAC support 2016A

Completed

8

Update SW tools requirements for PST 2016B

Completed
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Task Name

Final Status

9

Update SW tools requirements for TAC support 2016B

10

Update SW requirements tools for PST 2017A

Completed

11

Update documentation for CfP and tools 2016B

Completed

12

Update documentation for CfP and tools 2017A

Completed

13

15th Synthesis Imaging summer school

Completed

14

ALMA cycle 4 CDE planning

Completed

15

NAASC sponsored science workshop

Completed

16

Testing of version 2 of PPI and NRAO archive

Completed

17

Testing/validation of CASA pipeline

18

Summer student selection

Completed

19

Summer student offers

Completed

20

Summer student program begins

Completed

21

Summer student program complete

Completed

22

SOS selection begins

Completed

23

Update CASAGUIDES

Completed

24

Review ALMA user documents

Completed

25

Update CASAGUIDES

Completed

Explanation of the
Schedule
Variances

Completed

Science User Support)

Delayed

Delayed until midFY2017

SSR Support
26

Library contracts negotiated

Completed

27

Report research time metrics

Completed

7.4

Data Management & Software
Data Management & Software

1

DMS Review

Cancelled

Included in SSR SRDP
review in FY2017

Scientific Information Services
2

XSEDE access

Completed

ALMA System Software
3

ALMA Fall 2015 Release

Completed

4

ALMA Spring 2016 Release

Completed

VLA/VLBA System Software
5

Deploy software to support Semester 2015B observing

Completed

6

Deploy software to support Semester 2016A commissioning

Completed

7

Deploy software to support Semester 2016A observing

Completed

8

Deploy software to support Semester 2016B commissioning

Completed

9

VME Replacement

Completed

10

Operations Software Update

Completed

11

Vegas Pulsar Modes

Completed

12

NRQZ Software

Cancelled

GBT System Software

Science expertise
unavailable
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Task Name

Final Status

13

M&C Release

Completed

14

GBT Pipeline Improvements

Completed

15

Test with PSC

Completed

Explanation of the
Schedule
Variances

Software Development

16

User Portal Redesign

Cancelled

17

Leverage NGAS for Green Bank data archive

Completed

18

Storage upgrade review

Completed

19

New NRAO Archive software

Completed

20

New NRAO Archive

Delayed

21

ALMA Cycle 3 Pipeline Release

Completed

22

Pipeline Reference Imaging

Completed

23

CASA reliability initiative

Completed

24

Release CASA version 4.5

Completed

25

Release CASA version 4.6

Completed

26

Implement PST updates for Semester 2016B Call for Proposals

Completed

27

Implement PST updates for Semester 2017A Call for Proposals

Completed

28

Implement PHT updates for Semester 2016B TAC Meeting

Completed

29

Implement PHT updates for Semester 2017A TAC Meeting

Completed

30

Implement OPT updates for Semester 2016A VLA Observing

Completed

31

Implement OPT updates for Semester 2016B VLA Observing

Completed

32

Tool redesign – deliver design

Completed

33

Tool redesign – start development

34

Deliver iOS App for Public Outreach

Completed

35

Expand CASA Test Scope

Completed

8.5

Program Management Department

Delayed

Requirements not
available, separation of
LBO & GBO adds
uncertainty, revisit need
in FY2017

Delayed by resource
availability and
unanticipated technical
work originally not in
scope

Delayed by resource
availability, started in
Q1FY17

Headquarters
1

Quarterly Status Updates

Completed

2

Program Operating Plan

Completed

3

Long Range Plan

Completed

4

Annual Progress Summary

Completed

New Mexico
5

Finalize NM Ops and DMS Training Plan (2nd Phase)

Completed

6

PM/SE Implementation Training

Completed

7

DMS Group Practices Assessment

Completed
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Task Name
8

Final Status

Implementation of DMS Reporting Tools

Explanation of the
Schedule
Variances

Completed

9

Host learning session

Completed

10

Host learning session

Completed

11

Host learning session

Completed

12

Host learning session

Completed

CDL/ALMA
13

PM/SE Training development

Completed

14

PM/SE Training development

Completed

15

PM/SE Training development

Completed

16

PM/SE Training development

Completed

17

Facilitate gate review

Completed

18

Facilitate gate review

Completed

19

Facilitate gate review

Completed

Green Bank
20

Finalize Training Evaluation Criteria

Completed

21

Evaluate and Report on Training Results

Completed

22

Host learning session

Completed

23

Host learning session

Completed

24

Host learning session

Completed

25

Host learning session

Completed

10.3

Education & Public Outreach
STEM Education and Outreach

1

Translation of SJS curriculum to 4H project books complete

Completed

2

SJS instructional videos complete
Final round of SJS professional development meetings for
educators
Skynet 2.0 for SJS complete

Completed

Cancelled

8

Afterglow 2.0 for SJS complete
VLA Visitor/Education Center Education and Interpretive Plan
completed
VLA Visitor/Education Center architectural schematic designs
completed
Student interferometer upgrade begins

9

Interferometer curriculum design

Completed

10

STEM Career Day at Dominion Virginia Electric

Cancelled

11

Pocahontas County Science Fair

Completed

12

Hour of Code Event

Completed

13

USA Science & Engineering Festival

Completed

14

10th Grade STEM Day at Piedmont Virginia Community College

Cancelled

15

STEM Career Focus videos

Completed

16

Recruit additional SPOT undergraduate ambassadors

Completed

3
4
5
6
7

Completed
Completed

Assigned to UNC

Completed
Deferred

Moved to FY2017

Completed

Cancelled; no
resources available

Cancelled; insufficient
resources
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Task Name

Final Status

17

Additional training for SPOT ambassadors

Completed

18

Seek additional SPOT funding

Completed

Explanation of the
Schedule
Variances

News & Public Information
19

WordPress site specified

20

WordPress site design elements completed

Completed

21

Orion videos specification and scripts completed

Completed

22

Orion videos completed

Completed

23

ALMA Explorer filming

Completed

24

ALMA Explorer video editing

Completed

25

Beta version iOS “RadioSky” app ready for testing

Completed

26

RadioSky” app locked, ready for distribution

Completed

27

Touchscreen kiosks configuration

Completed

11.4

Completed

Computing & Information Services

1

Business software review and strategic alignment

Completed

2

Initiate migration to Windows 10

Completed

3

RHEL 7 Unix OS upgrade

Completed

4

Mac OS 10.11 testing

Completed

5

Selection of Green Bank phone system

Completed

6

Replacement of Green Bank phone system

Completed

7

Bro security tool evaluation

Completed

8

Bro installation in Green Bank

Completed

9

Business services capacity review

Completed

10

Review and consolidation of backup solutions

Completed

12.3

Diversity
Diversity Council

1

Diversity Council Meeting

Completed

National/Domestic Outreach
2

SEDUIP & PING Program Plan complete

Completed

3

SEDUIP Expansion Plan complete

Completed

4

LSAMP, AATF, & SYEP Program Plans in place

Completed

5

Initiate recruitment activities

Completed

6

Summer Program Orientations

Completed

7

All summer programs initiated

Completed

8

NAC Annual Workshop held

Completed

International Outreach
9

NINE Program Plan (existing partners) complete

Completed

10

NINE Program Plan draft (new partners) complete

Completed

11

NINE Program initiated

Completed

12

NINE conference held
NINE Virtual Classrooms/Learning Venues Program Plan
developed and implemented

Completed

13

Completed
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Task Name

Final Status

Explanation of the
Schedule
Variances

Diversity and Cultural Awareness
14
13.7

1
2

DCA Program Plan developed and implemented

Completed

Human Resources
Training & Development
Deliver two new Management/Supervisor development courses:
1. Performance Management, and 2. Comp 101
Design Generational Workplace Strategies Training

Completed
Completed

Compensation
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10

Annual Performance Review Process
All preparations complete and salary review worksheets are open
to pay decision managers for final merit review decisions
FLSA regulation changes anticipated and analyzed
Participate in all credible/scheduled salary survey sources and
conduct analysis of benchmark jobs
Benefits
HR prepares and distributes all open enrollment materials to
employees and makes enrollment changes into JDE and with
vendors
Benefits programs for critical illness, accident and LT care
voluntary benefits
Assistance program for NRAO employees and retirees for
hardship or catastrophic events
Alternative solutions for under 65 retiree population

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

13

Recruitment and Employment
Design and implement a comprehensive recruitment toolkit for
hiring managers
Assess current applicant tracking system and determine need
and/or feasibility for improved system
Implement an Observatory-wide On-Boarding program

14

Evaluate/refine/expand the process

Completed

15

Employee Climate Survey Design and Delivery

Completed

11
12

Completed
Completed
Completed

Human Resources

14.1

Communications
Science Communications

1

Update Research Facilities brochure

Completed

2

Submit 2017 AAAS science symposium proposal

Completed

3

Publish 2015 NRAO Annual Report

15.7

Delayed

Will be completed by
12/31/2016

Administration
Business Services

1

Complete and test new chart of accounts. Provide training

Completed

2

Review balances in CSA and SPO Accounts and prepare for closing
Familiarization with new Cooperative Agreement (if awarded) and
preparation for budget loading
Separate and balance Green Bank and VLBA accounts

Completed

3
4

Completed
Completed

CAP
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Task Name
5
6

7
8

Final Status

Update manual. Review and approval by Assoc. Director of
Administration. Training
Update manual. Review and approval by Assoc. Director of
Administration and AUI
ES&S
Determine technical solution to Safety Recordkeeping
requirements
Complete ES&S supervisory training

Explanation of the
Schedule
Variances

Completed
Completed

Completed
Completed

MIS
9
10

11

12

16.5

Load and testing of new Chart of Accounts
Prepare list of possible improvements, upgrades and additions
Calculate effort, cost, and benefit of each change.
TTO
Identify from IP Asset Register, review choices through selection
committee, begin commercialization efforts.

Prepare follow-up program based on prior year agenda

Completed
Completed

Completed

Canceled

No follow-up
performed as prior
year conference
with UVA did not
occur.

Spectrum Management
Spectrum Management

1

ITU-RWRC-15

Completed

WV Radio Quiet Zone
2
17.1

WV Radio Quiet Zones

Completed

Director’s Office
ALMA

1

ALMA Board Meeting

Completed

2

ALMA Director’s Council

Completed

Corporate Meetings
3

AUI Board of Trustees Meetings

Completed

4

AUI Executive Committee Meetings

Completed

5

AUI Visiting Committee Meeting

Completed

Science Community
6

Appoint new Users Committee members

Completed

7

Users Committee Meeting

Completed

Management Review
8

NSF Annual Program Review

Completed

9

All Hands presentation

Completed
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APPENDIX B: FINANCIAL PLAN COMPLETION MATRIX
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APPENDIX C: FY2016 ANNUAL OBSERVATORY METRICS
C.1 NRAO Telescope Usage
The following tables and charts provide a detailed accounting of the use of the NRAO telescopes—ALMA,
VLA, VLBA, and GBT—for 1 October 2015 through 30 September 2016. The total available time at each
telescope in FY2016 was [366 days * 24 hours/day] = 8,784.0 hours. NRAO telescope time use is carefully
monitored and tracked in the following categories:
•

Scheduled: Planned hours of observing time for peer-reviewed science proposals.
o Observing 5 = Actual hours of observing time for peer-reviewed science proposals.
o Downtime = Hours lost during scheduled observing time peer-reviewed science
proposals.
Scheduled hours = [ Observing5 hours + Downtime hours ]

•

Maintenance: Actual hours of planned service of infrastructure, structure, electronics, and
software.

•

Test: Actual hours for test observations unrelated to peer-reviewed science proposals.

•

Unscheduled: Actual idle hours owing to gaps between observing programs that cannot be
scheduled and to forecast inclement weather.

•

Shutdown: Actual shutdown hours, usually for a holiday or major equipment work.

ALMA was in engineering and commissioning status during February 2016. Detailed breakdown of the
array usage for Cycle 3 observations was not available.
The GBT summer (June through August) maintenance enabled painting of the telescope structure. The
telescope was closed overnight between daytime painting sessions. The total loss of observing time for
GBT structure painting in FY 2106 was consistent with the time required in previous years.
There is a significant allocation of test time at the VLA to support commissioning tests for new VLA
capabilities. The average observing time is still gradually increasing and is presently higher than before the
upgrade to the EVLA.
VLBA observing hours are steadily increasing year-to-year. The monthly average observing time has also
exceeded previous records.

1.1 5 The term Observing is used since it includes non-astronomical
observing of confidential proposals. In this appendix, details of such proposals
will appear as closed or Unspecified. The term Astronomy was used in
previous annual reports.
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C.2 NRAO Telescope Open Skies Usage
The vast majority of telescope time is competitively awarded by the NRAO for the scientific use of its
telescopes on the basis of scientific merit and technical feasibility, and in accordance with the NRAO’s
policy of non-discrimination and inclusion. However, a growing amount of telescope time is also being
awarded to closed5 or sponsored projects, which are specially funded. Sponsored projects are also
approved via a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the NRAO. The charts indicate, for each
telescope, the number of hours assigned to competitively awarded time (Open Skies), to closed5 projects,
and to time awarded under sponsorship and MoUs.
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BLP
NANOGrav
NYUAD
RadioAstron
ROE
SHAO
UCLA
USNO
WVU

Breakthrough Listen Project, Russian Federation/USA
North American NanoHertz Observatory for Gravitational Waves, USA
New York University Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
RadioAstron (Spectrum-R) Satellite, Russian Federation
Royal Observatory Edinburgh, United Kingdom
Shanghai Astronomical Observatory, China
University of California at Los Angeles, USA
United States Naval Observatory, USA
West Virginia University, USA
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C.3 NRAO Telescope Usage by Principal Investigator
The following table and charts provide a detailed accounting (hours and percentages) of the FY2016 use
of ALMA, VLA, VLBA, and GBT by: (a) domestic (U.S.) and foreign (non-U.S.) Principal Investigators (PIs);
(b) and by the astronomical community, graduate students, and NRAO staff. Only observing hours
serviced by the North American (NA) Executive are included for ALMA. Sponsored projects are included,
but some are categorized as Unspecified.5
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C.4 NRAO Telescope Usage by Science Category
The following tables and charts provide a detailed accounting of NRAO observing hours at the ALMA,
VLA, VLBA, and GBT that supported peer-reviewed science in each of the eight science categories
employed by the NRAO proposal evaluation and time allocation process, and in the five categories used
by the ALMA process. [Note Unspecified.5]
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C.5 NRAO Telescope Usage by PI’s Country and U.S. state
The following figure lists the FY2016 observing hours at NRAO telescopes that were allocated to foreign
(non-U.S.) PIs by country. NRAO telescope use by U.S.-based PIs totaled 10,823 hours; 874 ALMA, 4,204
GBT, 3,325 VLA, and 2,420 VLBA.

AE
AR
AT
AU
BE
CA
CH
CL
CN
CZ

United Arab Emirates
Argentina
Austria
Australia
Belgium
Canada
Switzerland
Chile
China
Czech Republic

DE
DK
ES
FI
FR
GB
HK
IE
IL
IN

Germany
Denmark
Spain
Finland
France
United Kingdom
Hong Kong
Ireland
Israel
India

IT
JP
KR
MX
NL
PL
RU
SE
TW
ZA

Italy
Japan
South Korea
Mexico
Netherlands
Poland
Russia
Sweden
Taiwan
South Africa
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The following figure shows the distribution of the hours by the PI’s U.S. state of residence. This includes
Puerto Rico and the District of Columbia.
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C.6 Observing Proposals Submitted for NRAO Semesters 2015B and 2016A
The following tables and chart describe the community response to the NRAO Calls for Proposals for
Semesters 2016B and 2017A. The first table lists the distribution of science categories for the proposals
submitted to the GBT, VLA, and VLBA. The second table provides the total number of Regular and Large
proposals submitted to GBT, VLA, VLBA, and the Global 3mm VLBI Array (GMVA). Sponsored proposal
and dissertation proposal numbers for each telescope are listed immediately underneath this table.
Sponsored proposals are allocated observing time outside of the community-based and peer-reviewed
NRAO Time Allocation Process. The final table describes the proposal over-subscription pressure (time
requested/time available) for each telescope and for all NRAO instruments. The chart illustrates the
percentage of 2016B and 2017A proposals that fell in each science category for each telescope and in
total.
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C.6A Observing Proposals Submitted for ALMA Cycle 4
The following tables and chart characterize the community response to the ALMA Call for Proposals for
Cycle 4. The first table lists the distribution of proposed science categories for the submitted proposals.
The second table provides the total number of proposals by executive. The number of proposals submitted
and accepted for review was 1571. The chart illustrates the percentage of Cycle 4 proposals that fell in
each science category for each executive and in total. The over-subscription proposal pressure (time
requested/time available) for the 12m array was 4.1.

CL
EA
EU
NA
OTHER

Chile
East Asia
Europe
North America
Elsewhere
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C.7 Volume of Information and Data Served
The following charts illustrate the volume of information and data served to all users from the NRAO
web servers: (1) total data served from all NRAO web servers; (2) total data served from the main NRAO
website (http://www.nrao.edu); (3) total data served from the NRAO science website
(http://science.nrao.edu); (4) total data served from the NRAO ALMA-NA science website
(https://almascience.nrao.edu). The large total data volume in May-June 2016 was the highest on record,
and it was due to the transmission of large datasets to Western Australia and the Netherlands. The large
traffic on the ALMA-NA science website was probably due to the Cycle 4 proposal deadline.
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C.8 Archive Data Retrievals
The following table and three charts describe the data volume and numbers of files retrieved from the
NRAO and ALMA Archive in FY2016. Fully processed science data for ALMA is being delivered directly
to ALMA observers. Data being observed with the VLA using the WIDAR correlator dominates NRAO
data retrieval. The recent increase in VLA data downloaded from the archive is mainly due to the search
for Fast Radio Bursts.
The retrieval volume for the GBT is apparently, but not actually, much lower than the other instruments.
This is because most observing data, especially private data, is accessed directly from local disks in Green
Bank. Unlike other instruments, the data is not first written to an archive for initial retrieval.
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APPENDIX D: ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
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APPENDIX E: ACRONYMS
Acronym
AAAS
AAB
AAS
AAT
AATF
ACU
ADC
ADMIT
AGN
ALMA
AMG
AoD
AOS
API
APP
APR
ARC
ASA
ASIAA
ATI
ATS
AUI
AWS
BAE
BE
CAN
CAP
CARTA
CASA
CASPER
CCA
CCE
CDE
CDL
CDP
CfP
CHILES
CIS
CLNAs
cm
CMOS
C0, C1, C2, C3
CoA
COM
CORF

Definition
American Association for the Advancement of Science
Antenna Assembly Building
American Astronomical Society
Archive Access Tool
African-American Teaching Fellows
Antenna Control Unit
Analog to digital converter
ALMA Data Mining Toolkit
Active Galactic Nuclei
Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array
Array Maintenance Group
Astronomer on Duty
Array Operations Site (ALMA, Chile)
Atmospheric Phase Interferometer
ALMA Phasing Project
Annual Progress Report
ALMA Regional Center
ALMA Science Archive
Academia Sinica Institute for Astronomy and Astrophysics
Advance Technologies and Instrumentation
Application tracking system
Associated Universities, Incorporated
Amazon Web Services
British Aerospace
Back End
Control Area Network
Contracts and Procurement
Cube Analysis and Rendering Tool for Astronomy
Common Astronomy Software Applications
Collaboration for Astronomy Signal Processing and Electronic
Cold Cartridge Assembly
Common Computing Environment
Community Day Events
Central Development Laboratory
Correlator Data Processor
Call for Proposals
Cosmos HI Large Extragalactic Survey
Computing and Information Services
Cryogenic low noise amplifiers
centimeter
Complementary Metal Oxide Semi-Conductor
ALMA Cycles
Chart of Accounts
NRAO Communications Office
Committee on Radio Frequencies
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Acronym
CRAL
CS
CSC
CSV
CTS
CV
DARE
dB
DBEAA
DDC
DMS
DOMT
DSP
EOC
DSO
DSOC
DSP
DTS
DYTOs
EOC
EPO
ESO
ES&S
ETK
EVLA
EVN
EWG
FCC
FE
FEMC
FET
FETIM
FETMS
FIFO
FOW
FRB
FRM
FTE
FY
GaAs
GB
GBO
Gbps
GBSE
GBT
GHz
GO

Definition
Cahill Radio Astronomy Laboratory (Caltech’s)
Contact scientist
Computer Security Committee
Commissioning and Science Verification
CCA test set
Charlottesville, VA
Dark Ages Radio Explorer
Decibel
Digital Back End Antenna Article
Digital Down-Converter
Data Management and Software Department
Digital Orthomode Transducer
Digital Signal Processor
Extension and Optimization of Capabilities
Division of Science Operations - ALMA
Domenici Science Operations Center
Digital Signal Processing
Data Transmission System
Digital YIG Oscillators
Optimization of Capabilities
Education and Public Outreach
European Southern Observatory
Environment, Safety, and Security
Electronic time-keeping
Expanded Very Large Array Project
European VLBI Network
Environmental Working Group
Federal Communications Commission
Front End
Front End Monitor and Control
Field Effect Transistors
FE Thermal Interlock Modules
Front End Test and Measurement System
First in, first out
Fiber Optic Wrap
Fast Radio Burst
Focus Rotation Mount
Full-Time Equivalent
Fiscal Year (1 October through 30 September)
Gallium Arsenide
Green Bank, WV
Green Bank Operations
Giga-bits per second
Green Bank Session Editor
Green Bank Telescope
Gigahertz
General Observing
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Acronym
GOBELINS
GSA
GUI
HERA
HFETs
HPC
HR
HRAG
HSA
HSIs
HST
HVAC
ICT
IF
InP
IPT
IR
IRD
ISM
IT
ITU-R
IUCAF
JAO
JDE
JPL
K
k
kHz
km
km/s
kpc
LBO
LLC
LMT
LNAs
LoFASM
LO
LOBO
LORTM
LORR
LPR
LSAMP
m
M
Mbps
MCDPLL

Definition
Gould’s Belt Distances Survey
General Services Administration
Graphical User Interface
Hydrogen Epoch of Reionization Array
Heterojunction Field-Effect Transistors
High Performance Computing
Human Resources
Human Resource Advisory Group
High Sensitivity Array
Hispanic-serving Institutions
Hubble Space Telescope
Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
Integrated Computing Team
Intermediate Frequency
Indium Phosphide
Integrated Product Team
Independent research
Integrated Receiver Development
Interstellar medium
Information Technology
International Telecommunication Union-Radio (communications sector)
Scientific Committee on Frequency Allocations for Radio Astronomy and Space
Science
Joint ALMA Observatory
JD Edwards
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
1,000
kilo
kiloHertz
kilometer
kilometer per second
kiloparsecs
Long Baseline Operations
Line length correction
Large Millimeter Telescope
Low noise amplifiers
Low Frequency All-Sky Monitor Project
Local Oscillator
Low Band Observatory
Local Oscillator Reference Test Module
LO Reference Receiver
Local Oscillator Photonics Receiver
Louis Stokes Alliance for Minority Participation
meter
Million
Mega-bits per second
Monitor Control & Design Phase Locked Loop
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Acronym
MEASURE
MHEMT
MHz
µas
µJy
MIC
MIS
MIT
MLD
mm
mm/submm
MMIC
MOJAVE
ms
MSIs
MUSTANG
NA
NA ARC
NAASC
NAC
NANOGrav
NAOJ
NAS
NASA
ngVLA
NGAS
NGC
NINE
NIO
NIST
NM
NRAO
NRC
NRL
NRQZ
NSF
NSF-AST
NTC
NWNH
OCA
ODI
OMT
OPT
OSF
OT
PAF

Definition
Magnetometers along the Eastern Atlantic Seaboard for Undergraduate
Research and Education
Metamorphic High Electron Mobility Transistor
Megahertz
Micro-arcsecond
microJansky
Microwave Integrated Circuit
Management Information Services
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Master Laser Distribution
millimeter
Millimeter/submillimeter
Monolithic Millimeter-wave Integrated Circuit
Monitoring of Jets in Active Galactic Nuclei with VLBA Experiments
Measurement sets
Minority Serving Institutions
Multiplexed SQUID/TES Array for Ninety Gigahertz
North American
North American ALMA Regional Center
North American ALMA Science Center
National Astronomy Consortium
North American NanoHertz Observatory for Gravitational Waves
National Astronomical Observatory of Japan
Network Attached Storage
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Next Generation VLA
Next Generation Archive System
Northrup Grumman Corporation
NRAO International and National Exchange Program
New Initiatives Office
National Institute of Standards and Technology
New Mexico
National Radio Astronomy Observatory
National Research Council
Naval Research Laboratory
National Radio Quiet Zone
National Science Foundation
National Science Foundation – Division of Astronomical Sciences
NRAO Technology Center (Charlottesville, VA)
New World New Horizons
Office of Chile Affairs
Office of Diversity & Inclusion
OrthoMode Transducer
Observation Preparation Tool
Operations Support Facility (ALMA, Chile)
Observing Tool
Phased Array Feed
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Acronym
PAPER
pc
PCB
PEP
PFB
PFT
PHT
PI
PING
PM/SE
PMD
POP
PPI
PRD
PSC
PST
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
QA
RA
R&D
REU
RF
RFI
RISC
RSRO
RTOS
SAS
SB
SCR
SE
SEDUIP
SEDLE
SHAO
SIS (DMS)
SIS (CDL)
SJS
SKA
SNAP
SOP
SOS
SPIE
SPOT
SQUID
SRO

Definition
Precision Array to Probe the Epoch of Reionization
parsec
Printed circuit board
Performance Evaluation Process
Polyphase Filterbank
Proposal Finder Tool
Proposal Handling Tool
Principle Investigator
Physics Inspiring the Next Generation
Project Manager/Systems Engineer
Program Management Department
Program Operating Plan
Pipeline Processing Interface
Photonic Reference Distribution
Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center
Proposal Submission Tool
Quarter 1 (October – December)
Quarter 2 (January – March)
Quarter 3 (April – June)
Quarter 4 (July – September)
Quality Assurance
RadioAstron
Research and Development
Research Experiences for Undergraduates
Radio Frequency
Radio-Frequency Interference
RadioAstron International Science Council
Resident Shared Risk Observing
Real-Time Operating System
Subarray Switch
Scheduling Block
Silicon Controlled Rectifier
Systems Engineering
Socorro Electronic Division’s Undergraduate Internship Program
Socorro Electronic Division’s Learning Experience
Shanghai Astronomical Observatory
Scientific Information Services
Superconductor–Insulator–Superconductor
Skynet Jr. Scholars
Square Kilometre Array
Smart Networked ADC Processor
Standard Operating Procedure
Student Observing Support
Society for Optics and Photonics
Space Public Outreach Team
Superconducting Quantum Interference Device
Shared Risk Observing
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Acronym
SRP
SSO
SSR
STEM
submm
SUS
SWST
TAC
TDEs
THz
TMCDB
TP
TTA
TTO
UPS
URSI
U.S.
USNO
UVA
UVML
v
VA
VDIF
VEGAS
VHDL
VLA
VLASS
VLBA
VLBI
VLITE
VME
VOM
WCAs
WFO
WIDAR
WRC
WV
WVR
WVRAZ
WVU
YIG

Definition
Science Review Panel
Single sign on
Science Support and Research
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics
submillimeter
Science User Support
Software Support & Testing
Time Allocation Committee
Tidal disruption events
TeraHertz
Telescope Monitor and Configuration Data Base
Total Power
Telescope Time Allocation
Technology Transfer Office
Uninterruptible Power Supply
International Union of Radio Science
United States of America
United States Naval Observatory
University of Virginia
University of Virginia Microfabrication Laboratory
Volt
Virginia
Very Long Baseline Array Data Interchange Format
VErsatile GBT Astronomical Spectrometer
Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Description Language
Very Large Array
VLA Sky Survey
Very Long Baseline Array
Very Long Baseline Interferometry
VLA Low Band Ionospheric and Transient Experiment
Versa Module Europa
VLBI Observing Mode
Warm Cartridge Assemblies
Work-for-others (non-NSF CSA, SPO grants)
Wideband Interferometric Digital ARchitecture
World Radiocommunication Conference
West Virginia
Water Vapor Radiometry
West Virginia Radio Astronomy Zone
West Virginia University
Yttrium Iron Garnate
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